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ADDRESS THE ROYAL GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY.* 

Sir CLEMENTS MARKHAM, President. 

year that has now come close has witnessed exceptional 
increase the number Fellows who have joined the Society, 
and satisfactory corresponding increase both income and expen- 

diture. The Society has been able enter upon great 
enterprise, indeed the greatest has ever undertaken, and has done 
this without seriously crippling its work other directions. Yet 
the large sum £8000 has been taken from our capital, two sums 
£5000 and £3000, our contributions towards the expenses great 
national expedition. addition have been able present the 
Antarctic Manual the expedition cost £250. 

The Antarctic Expedition fully and completely equipped for 
the important service which employed, and nothing that could 

thought was omitted the outfit, whether regards scientific 
instruments and appliances, the comfort and health the explorers. 

The Discovery finally sailed from Port Chalmers, New Zealand, 

December 24, 1901, and now wintering somewhere within the 

antarctic circle. 
cannot hope receive any news our friends until the spring 

1903, but can make some attempt forecast their proceedings. 
drew the draft the Instructions for the Expedition 1897, and 

made few additions the draft January, 1901. These Instructions 

were revised select committee April, 1901, but material 

alterations were made. They were signed the Presidents the two 
societies, and gave them Captain Scott August 1901. 

Read the Anniversary Meeting, May 26, 1902. 

No. 
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to ADDRESS THE ROYAL GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY. 

The main objects the expedition are determine, far 
possible, the nature and extent that portion the south polar lands 
which the ship able reach, and conduct magnetic survey. 
performing this difficult service much left Captain Scott’s discre- 
tion. The importance dwelt upon examining the ice mass which 
ends the remarkable line cliffs, and prosecuting discoveries 

the eastward the furthest point reached Sir James Ross 1842. 
The question wintering left Captain discretion, but 

instructed use his utmost endeavours explore the region within 

reach his winter quarters, sledge travelling the spring. 
further informed that the presidents will use their best endeavours 
carry out his wishes regards provision for the safety himself and 

his companions. 
With reference this promise, Captain Scott addressed letter 

the presidents dated December 17, which pointed out how abso- 
lutely retreat would cut off any accident resulted the loss the 
Discovery, unless relief ship was sent the antarctic regions 

1903. relies upon use every effort despatch such ship, and 

left New Zealand, confident that such efforts will successful, and 

that line retreat will thus assured him and those under his 

command. 
full reliance this necessary help, Captain Scott had formed his 

plans before leaving New Zealand. intended endeavour reach 

and force through the ice-pack the 175th meridian, and reaching 
the open water, make for Cape Adare. all has gone well the 
Discovery would have reached the pack about the 5th last 
January, have forced her way through six days, perhaps less, and 
have been off Cape Adare about the 12th. then intended 

follow the coast southwards McMurdo bay, where should have 
been, off Cape Crozier, the 28th. 

Captain Scott has caused number zinc cylinders made, 

about inches long contain records and deposited 

Cape Adare, Possession Island, Coulman Island, Wood Bay, Franklin 

Island, and Cape Crozier, case landing should possible early 
the season all any these places. But did not intend 

delay the ship, was impressed with the importance pushing 
on, Cape Crozier intended make thorough examination 

the western end the ice-wall time and circumstances would 
permit. 

From Cape Crozier his plan was advance along the ice-wall 
its eastern extremity, which might have hoped reach about 

February leaving him over three weeks more navigable season. 
Beyond this point the movements the Discovery will quite uncertain. 

Sir James Ross, his furthest eastern point 165° W., believed 

that saw mountains great height the eastward, with varied 
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ADDRESS THE ROYAL GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY. 

and undulating outline which the barrier itself could not have assumed. 
may that these eastern mountains form the eastern, the Parry 

Mountains form the western, boundary vast gulf filled with the 
ice-mass which the long cliff its northern limit. that case the 

land the eastward would probably great extent, and, possibly, 
with part its coast-line facing east. that case ship might, 
under favouring circumstances, make great discoveries the unknown 
region, and find winter quarters far the south, coast-lire facing 

the east. 
These possibilities have always been mind, and have often 

been discussed conversations with Captain Scott. certainly 

intended force his way the eastward the condition the ice 
enabled him so. There would have been risk thus 
into unknown region, and some danger the loss the ship; nor 
would have run such risk unless had received the assurance that 

would not left unsupported. But did receive that assurance 

paragraph the Instructions, and the despatch from the 
Presidents dated October 29, 1901. Captain Scott has foreseen the 

possibility disaster the Discovery the unknown region, and 
retreat along the ice-wall Victoria Land. the event, therefore, 

neither the ship nor records being found, the relief ship land 
two months’ provisions Cape Crozier, the same quantity Cape 
Adare, but the bulk and all supplies coal Wood Bay. The 

provisions needed will chiefly meat, flour, butter, and golden syrup. 
possible that the Discovery, after wintering the unknown 

eastern region, may succeed forcing her way northward safety 
the ensuing navigable season with the drifting pack, without 

returning the coast Victoria Land. 

Captain Scott may have found the pack pressed against the 
ice-cliff such way that was not possible for the ship advance 
further east last February. that case, after examination the 

eastern part the ice-wall, the Discovery will probably have wintered 
either somewhere the west Cape Crozier McMurdo Bay, 
Wood Bay, where there appear good winter quarters. Most 
valuable series observations will have been taken the winter, and 

scheme sledge-travelling for exploring the interior, the volcanic 

region, and the southern ice-field, will organized. The relief ship 
will have difficulty finding the Discovery and supplying her with 
the stores and provisions which she will need, the winter 
quarters are Wcod Bay, any part the coast between that 
position and Cape Crozier. 

Further, most valuable work can then done both ships during 
the navigable season 1903, before they finally shape course 
northward. 

quite clear, from these details, that the despatch relief 
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ADDRESS THE ROYAL GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY. 

any vessel wintering polar regions necessity. This well 

His Majesty’s Government, for not only has this precaution 
always been taken the cases naval expeditions since 1848, but the 
Government has recognized duty give assistance sending 
relief private explorers when danger distress. is, course, 

well known us, and was foreseen from the first, shown the 

draft Instructions drawn 1897, and revised April, 1901, and 
the letter the Presidents Captain Scott. 1897, and again 
1898, inspected the wooden ships Norway, and ascertained that 

the Morgen, Tonsberg, was the vessel best adapted for our purpose. 
But that time the price asked for her was too high (£5400). 
the circular, asking for subscriptions, which was issued the Presi- 
dents 1900, the sum required was fixed £120,000, which included 
the cost relief ship. soon the equipment the Discovery 

was nearly completed last May, the work procuring the despatch 

relief ship the following year was seriously taken hand. Mr. 

Longstaff, with his usual munificence, began the subscription with 

£5000, and Mr. Thomason with £500. Since then the appeals the 
Fellows this Society met with liberal and generous response, 

and their subscriptions have been supplemented the general public. 
His Majesty the King and His Royal Highness the Prince Wales 
are impressed with the necessity sending relief ship, and have 

subscribed the fund. The Royal Society has given £500, and the 
principal City Companies have contributed. The Government New 
Zealand has very generously placed £1000 its estimates 
devoted the expenses the relief ship, and cannot doubt that 
the legislature that enlightened colony will heartily approve the 

proposal, But really the most gratifying subscriptions have been from 
officers South Africa and the Indian frontier, from Uganda and 
the Gold Coast, from men-of-war all parts the world, and from 

cadets. wish make warmest acknowledgments the sub- 
lieutenants Greenwich. munificent donation has come, 

when urgently needed, from Mr. Edgar Speyer. Last February ex- 

pressed conviction that, although the Government may refuse any 

help, the people this country would never allow their explorers 

abandoned their fate. was right; and may now feel some con- 
fidence that the funds will eventually The sum £20,000 

has been subscribed, but least £22,000 will needed. 

The Morgen, Morning, was still available, and could secured for 

much lower price than 1897. bought her last October for £3800. 
She was built especially for strength the late Svend Foyn 
Tonsberg 1871; and, with the possible exception the Fram, she 

the strongest vessel that ever was built Norway. The Morning 

had been employed icy seas for thirty years, and had proved her 
strength and stability. She 140 feet long, feet width, and 
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ADDRESS THE ROYAL GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY. 

depth; 437 gross tonnage. Since January she has been under- 
going thorough refit Messrs. Green Blackwall, and she will 

ready start the first week July. 

our associate, Captain William Colbeck, who received our 

Back Award last year for his excellent work observer the 

Antarctic Regions, have very competent and reliable commander. 
has the highest testimonials navigator and sailor, and has 

already gained experience the pack-ice the southern The 
Admiralty has been good lend the services young naval 

officer, Sub-Lieutenant Edward Evans, full zeal and activity. 
have experienced engineer Mr. Morrison, and under Captain 
Colbeck’s auspices the other posts will well filled. 

must take this opportunity expressing the thanks owe 
the Lords the Admiralty for the help they have given, and the 
sympathy they have shown both with regard the main expedition 

and the relief ship. this department His Majesty’s Govern- 
ment our warmest acknowledgments are due. 

The Morning will proceed Lyttelton New where she 
will filled with coals and provisions. Iam particularly anxious 

send down good supply fresh meat for our gallant explorers. 

have had insulating-room built the deck, which 

capable containing 100 carcases sheep, 6000 meat, 

with the necessary ice. hope that December the Morning will 
off the pack-ice, and that Captain Colbeck will able force his 
way through and reach the open water the south, earlier than any 
other vessel. will then proceed carry out his instructions, which 
will based the views and wishes contained the letters have 
received from Captain Scott. May all good fortune attend Captain 
Colbeck and his companions their humane and important mission. 
May they find our dear friends the Discovery well health and 
Spirits, after having achieved great success; and may all return safe 
and sound their native country, covered with imperishable renown. 

Our warmest sympathies are also with the German Expedition, 

under the able command friend Erik von Drygalski. The Gauss 
spent longer time than Captain Scott felt justified doing her 
way Kerguelen Island, and did considerable amount deep-sea 
sounding and dredging. magnetic base was established Kerguelen 
Island, where the Gauss filled with stores and provisions, and have 
had the pleasure receiving farewell greeting from Dr. Drygalski, 

dated that place. the end January the Gauss started her 

antarctic voyage. Dr. Drygalski intended enter the pack-ice the 

east Kemp Land, forcing his way south with the object reaching 
some part the coast the supposed antarctic continent, and ex- 
ploring the “Enderby Quadrant.” This region entirely unknown, 
and speculation the probable course the expedition is, therefore, 
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useless. relief ship will sent the event the absence the 
Gauss being prolonged cause anxiety. Meanwhile wish the 

gallant German explorers all possible success. 
have mentioned previous occasions the Swedish expedition 

which the nephew our illustrious gold medallist, Baron 
has been organizing for the last two years. Dr. Otto has 
already established his position scientific geographer his ex- 
ploring work Patagonia. had the pleasure seeing and talking 

over his plans with him when visited London last October. the 
26th sailed from Falmouth the small vessel 350 

tons, has since reached his destination near Graham island, 

about 64° where will winter shore. The ship was sent 

back the Falkland Islands, and before returning pick Dr. 

and his party next November, her captain will devote 
much time dredging and soundings the sea between Tierra del 
Fuego and the South Captain Larsen, the Antarctica, 

the same enterprising Norwegian seaman who made discoveries the 

eastern side Graham island 1896 board the Jason. Mr. Bruce 
has bought the small Norwegian whaler sister ship the 

Antarctica, with the object the same Weddell Quadrant 

which Dr. Nordenskiéld already work. The Hecla was built 
Drammen, Norway, 1872, and 139°6 feet long 

tonnage 355. 

Turning the opposite polar area, find that the arctic regions 
are the scene the labours four expeditions. The Windward will 

shortly proceed Smith Sound bring back the Peary expedition. 
Lieut. Peary has already completed the discovery the north coast 
Greenland, which itself great geographical achievement. This 
season intends make attempt due north, and all trust that 

will return safely. Captain Sverdrup, the Fram, has now been 
absent three winters, and his exact position unknown. believed 
that has proceeded Jones Sound, which case may have done 
some interesting work. His return next autumn will looked for 

some anxiety. 

expedition under Mr. Baldwin has been fitted out lavish cost, 

with the avowed object reaching the north pole the route 
Franz Josef Land. This not object which has ever commended 
itself the Council this Society. have always advocated the 
exploration the unknown polar regions—not rush towards one 
particular spot. The north pole itself special interest with 

reference its celestial phenomena, they are well known. 
certainly has geographical interest, being merely point ice- 

covered sea. not even the most difficult point reach nor the 

most distant from the boundary between the known and the unknown. 
series deep-sea soundings the pole and beyond would 
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scientific importance, but this could only undertaken ship drift- 

ing with the current. 
Baron Toll’s expedition likely result much more valuable 

scientific work. interesting communication from him was recently 
published our giving details his first year’s attempt 

reach Sannikoff island the north the new Siberian islands. 
await further news his expedition. 

Dr. Sven Hedin his way home from one the most remarkable 

and successful expeditions ever undertaken Central Asia. His maps 
alone, spread out, would cover nearly quarter mile. other 
directions his researches are equally abundant, and hope that will 
come the opening our next session, and give some account 

the three years magnificent work which has brought 
successful conclusion. 

Perhaps one the most important matters connection with the 
exploration Africa the activity the Foreign and Colonial Offices 

organizing surveys the extensive territories under their adminis- 
tration that continent. The representations the Council the 
subject have, may presume, had some influence bringing about 

this result. Competent surveyors are now demand, both for East 
and West Africa, and may expect that, when the war over, others 

will required South Africa. This ought known, for there 
dearth competent surveyors, and would quite worth the 

trouble for young men, having the necessary preliminary education, 
qualify for such work going through course training under the 
Society’s instructor. There are many expeditions and many 
agencies work the exploration Africa, that not possible 

refer them detail. But ought mention the completion 
remarkable survey, extending over some three years, Mr. Beringer, 

who had lay down the route for the trans-continental telegraph. 
has made most careful survey from lake Nyasa Tanganyika, along 
the coast that lake, across the Victoria Nyanza, and the 

Uganda valley. His map, with many fixed points and accurate con- 

tours, large scale, most valuable acquisition, creditable alike 

Mr. Beringer and the enterprise the British South Africa Com- 
pany. Mr. Beringer about return Africa carry his work still 

further northwards. 

Our Vice-President, Sir Thomas Holdich, expected return 

few weeks from his expedition the Patagonian Andes, connection 
with the Argentine-Chile Boundary arbitration. may feel sure 
that experienced surveyor and accomplished geographer 
is, aided his well-selected staff, will bring back many additions 
our knowledge region great interest. Much also may hoped, 
from the geographical standpoint, from the well-equipped expedition 

sent Bolivia Sir Martin Conway, which still work. 
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One the most interesting papers the session was that Mr. 
Stanley Gardiner the Maldive Islands. These islands were visited, 
this year, Mr. Alexander Agassiz, who has spent many years and 
thousands pounds the investigation the principal coral islands 

the globe. has, believe, completed his work. Some the 
results his visit the Maldive islands have been given the 
Journal, and when the full reports his work, extending over many 

years, are given the world, they will form contribution the 
first importance geography, well other departments 

science. 
must also mention that Sir John Murray has made beginning 

this year his great enterprise which, with the support Mr. 
Laurence Pullar, has undertaken for the purpose completing our 
knowledge the lakes the British islands. has taken his 
residence the neighbourhood Loch Raunoch, and may hope 

soon position to. publish some the results. Similar work 
has been carried out for years the Continent, and this, well 

many other directions, evident that vast field still remains for 
geographical research. 

But for the future advance geographical research, whether the 

field the study, must look reforms the system educa- 
tion. The persistent efforts our Council secure improvement 

geographical teaching have been continuous during the last thirty 

years; but the first condition success has been wanting, and still 
wanting. this country there did not, and does not yet, exist body 

enthusiastic teachers who have themselves mastered the subject 
under the direction specialist professors the Universities, and 

other places higher education. The key the position was evidently 

found the initiation geographical courses the Universities. 

can easily seen, reading either Dr. Keltie’s report the 
Society 1885, Mr. Mackinder’s address the British Association 

1895, that the Universities Germany are more than generation 
ahead this respect. 

Our efforts induce the Universities entertain the question were 
commenced 1872, but for fifteen years, though several times repeated, 
they were fruitless. length, with pecuniary help from our Society, 
the Readership Geography was established Oxford and 

Lectureship (since raised Readership) Cambridge 1888. Parallel 
efforts were made the same time France, and the United States. 
Now, the great re-organization our English educational system 

which appears taking place, would seem, from not few indica- 
tions, that the idea has last been taken up, and that geography 
have real chance. Under these circumstances will interesting 

consider the important changes which have been are being 
with regard three Universities—those Paris, Oxford, and 
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London. Mr. Mackinder has been good furnish with the 

following information this subject 
Paris, the Sorbonne, geography has been recognized for 

number years more less subordinate, although separate 

subject the department history, and Himly, the Professor Geo- 
graphy, became the Doyen the Faculty Letters. Candidates for 
the Licence-és-Lettres (equivalent our B.A.) could take geography 

connection with history, and was also subject the competition, 

called the for the professorships the Lycées, great 

secondary schools. There was second chair, practically University 
rank, the Ecole Normale which was held Vidal 

Blache. When succeeded Himly the Sorbonne, Gallois, who had 

been Himly’s assistant, passed the professorship the Normale. 
1897 fresh step was taken. Vélain was appointed Professor 

Physical Geography the Faculty Sciences, and two years later 
was position begin the organization laboratory. sum 
about £1600 has been expended the equipment this laboratory, 

and not less than £600 the provision maps and other collections. 
Lately physical geography has been added the list sciences from 
which candidate for the Licence-és-Sciences (equivalent our 
must select three, and has thus been placed equality with 
such subjects zoology, botany, and geology, and the same time 
freed from its dependence geology. the Faculty Letters, the 
other diploma geography more advanced character than 
the Licence has been established, and the subject has thus, large 

extent, been emancipated from its former dependence upon history. 

may also taken for the newly established Doctorate 

the University Paris. 
Although members the separate faculties Letters and Sciences, 

Profs. Vidal Blache and Vélain co-operate such manner that 
while purely historical students attend the lectures chiefly the former, 
and purely scientific students those the latter, those who would 

become geographical specialists, teachers Lycées, attend both. 

Among the more distinguished students trained under this system 

are the young Professors Geography the Universities Lille, 
Rennes, and Nancy. Outside the University proper and the 

Normale, there Catholic University where, probably owing 

the deficiency funds voluntary institution, Lapparent 
still Professor both Physical Geography and Geology; and 

the great Ecole des Sciences Politiques there chair Military 
Geography which interesting for special reason, The students 

this school are candidates for the competitive examinations 
means which the civil and diplomatic services France are 

the chair has been established order that those who 

become Prefects, frontier departments, officials the 
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French Embassies, should know enough geography grasp strategical 
considerations. There also geographical teaching Paris, under 
Prof. Marcel Dubois, for those who are about proceed the French 
colonies. 

Oxford more than thousand undergraduates, reading for 
honours history, have passed through the classes the Reader 
Geography during the last fifteen years. Geographical questions are 

set most the papers for honours modern history, but 
regretted that separate paper not allotted geography, and the 

subject thereby raised dignity part the equipment his- 
torian. Three years ago, outcome the co-operation our 

Society with the University Oxford, School Geography was 
organized. laboratory was provided, and lecturers were appointed 

assist the Reader. Diploma has since been established fairly 
advanced character, probably corresponding the Diploma initiated 
recently the University Paris. The students attending the 

courses need not necessarily members the University. 
the year preparation which required for the regis- 

tration teachers, under the new scheme the Board Education, 

proves reality the sense that made post-graduate, 
appears not unlikely that certain number secondary teachers will 
take the teaching geography special subject, and will per- 

haps able obtain the Diplomas the University Oxford both 

education and geography. that case shall have course equiva- 
lent the Paris course for the The newly established 
Research Degrees the University are open geographical students, 
and correspond the new Doctorate the University Paris. But 
there will still nothing quite equivalent the position geography 

the Licence-és-Lettres, and still less that which now holds 

the Licence-és-Sciences. 
The number, however, students who take the full diploma 

Oxford must always relatively small, nor desirable that 
should too easily awarded. is, therefore, very satisfactory observe 

that, despite the small encouragement given the examinations, there 
are already considerable number students following the various 

courses the School Geography. There naturally drop the 
attendance during the Summer Term, and is, therefore, the more 

remarkable that whereas the Summer Term last year there were 
names the register, the present term there are more than 70. 

addition the Reader there are now four lecturers: namely, 

Mr. Dickson, whose courses are oceanography, climatology, and 

surveying; Mr. Herbertson, who lectures regional geography and 
geomorphology; Mr. Beazley the history geography, and Mr. 
Grundy ancient geography. 

the reorganized London University understood that 
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geography have place the Faculty Arts connection with 

history, and independent place the Faculty Economics. the 

intermediate examination for the B.Sc. the latter faculty, geography 

compulsory subject, and all candidates for honours the final ex- 
amination are required attend course lectures the application 

geography definite economic and political problems. For the first 

time, will possible for geographical student this country 
follow his subject through all the stages the University course, from 

matriculation the Doctor’s degree. 

the draft scheme for the Matriculation Examination, which was 

brought knowledge Lord Avebury few months ago, geography 

was omitted. Our Council then presented memorial the Senate 
the University the subject, and understood that geography 

has now been inserted, and that holds independent position 

the list options from which all candidates are required select two. 
believe that and beneficial pressure may thus brought 

bear upon the secondary schools, provided that the papers set are 

the modern standard, and not, the one hand, the purely 

descriptive type, or, the other, far given over preliminary 
science that the essential topographical element lost. 

Other important educational institutions are certainly desirous 
following the examples the Oxford and London Universities. 
chairman the meeting delegates the British Geographical 
Societies last year, send circular letter all the Univer- 
sities and institutes for higher education the kingdom, urging the 
desirability including geography their curricula. Very encouraging 
replies have been received this letter. All admit the importance 

geography subject for instruction. The University Edinburgh 

contemplates the establishment chair. Others are doing what they 
can give the subject place, but they all plead that want funds 

hampers their good intentions. 
accordance with suggestion the Education Committee last 

February, appointed Special Education Committee, including mem- 
bers the Geographical Association and practical teachers schools, 
together with members our Council. This committee has resolved 

that statement should issued drawing special attention 
what are believed the chief causes the present unsatisfactory 

position education. has also recommended that two 

sets memoranda drawn for dealing with the subject geo- 

graphical teaching secondary and primary schools. Mr. Mackinder 

and Mr. Rooper have undertaken prepare these important memoranda. 

All this activity endeavouring raise the standard geography 
this country, and give substantial place education, hag 

secured large measure success already. Public interest the 
subject has been widespread. The utility geography field 
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research has been proved. And all this must react upon our Society, 
which initiated the movement thirty years ago. cannot afford 
stand still, and matter fact have not stood still. the 

papers read our meetings those dealing with geographical research, 
apart from exploration, have gradually increased proportion, 

while has been sought impress upon explorers that pioneer work 

must, large extent, now give way something more scientific. 
The Society’s Journal, and our extra publications, bear evidence these 
expansive views with regard the field our subject. While never 
losing sight the fact that the main work the Society, the future 

the past, must the promotion the complete exploration 
our globe, work which necessarily becoming more detailed and more 

scientific the pioneer stage exhausted, still there room for greater 

expansion other directions. 
The Council has been impressed with this fact for considerable 

period, but has been felt that the operations the Society must 
necessarily restricted long are confined the narrow space 
afforded our present house. Repeated efforts have been made 
take steps for obtaining erecting building worthy our Society. 
Quite recently made appeal the Government for the use 

the building, home for the Society, which was vacated when the 

University London was removed South Kensington. But although 
the claims the Society the Government were admitted 
strong, request was not complied with. would seem that the 

erection suitable building the only alternative left us. Its 
dimensions and its arrangements must such suit the varied 
requirements the Society. Foreign geographers who visit this 
country express their surprise that what they are pleased consider 

the greatest Geographical Society the world should housed 
mean building. Our library grows such rate that overflows 

into every room and landing the house. For our enormous collection 
maps only the greatest ingenuity that are able find 

space, while the difficulty getting access them daily becoming 
greater. Our rapidly increasing collection photographs becoming 

embarrassing. The work our draughtsman and our instructor 
all suffer for want space. are constantly obliged decline 

offers valuable objects great interest, which would long 
way furnish instructive museum, because have place 
put them. 

the conclusion our educational exhibition, some sixteen years 

ago, formed small educational collection for the convenience 
those interested that aspect our subject. could only 

Guild. The want suitable hall our own hampers our 

work many ways. Our meetings, under present conditions, are 
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almost necessarily confined those which are held about once fort- 

night during the session, and which, course, are important feature 
the Society’s work. have occasional afternoon meetings the 

map-room, for papers dealing with the more technical aspects our 
subject; but these, for obvious reasons, are necessarily restricted. Yet 

there ample scope, with many eager young geographers working 

various branches our science, for increase such 
Not only so, but might have occasional short courses lectures 

one aspect another our many-sided subject, which sure would 
appreciated large number our Fellows well others. 

Geography, this country, not only expanding the scientific 
side; its importance connection with various human activities 
several directions—commercial, industrial, colonial, political—is be- 

coming more and more felt. Our Society cannot ignore this aspect 
the question, which our obvious duty solve. 

Our library and map-collection are capable considerable expansion, 

only space admitted it. 
feel duty, without insisting further the many 

advantages which would accrue the Fellows from new and much 
enlarged building, bring the subject before the Fellows the Society 

the present time. For the last ten years, without any means 
neglecting other work, have been more absorbed our 
efforts equip national expedition for the exploration the one 

great unknown region the face the earth. Our efforts, far 
the equipment and despatch the expedition concerned, have 

been crowned with success. think right, therefore, prepare 
you for what bound come next; and feel confident that the 

Fellows will have sufficient pride their Society, and sufficient 
ambition that should continue maintain the great position which 

has held the empire and the world, support the Council when 
resolves adopt measures for the erection building worthy 

the Royal Geographical Society. 

NOTES MAP “THE GLACIERS KANGCHEN- 
JUNGA,” WITH REMARKS SOME THE PHYSICAL 
FEATURES THE DISTRICT.* 

Prof. GARWOOD, M.A., F.G.S. 

accompanying map has been constructed from rough plane-table 
survey made during journey round Kangchenjunga with Mr. Fresh- 

field 1899. this adopted basis over thirty fixed points 

Partly read the Royal Geographical Society, December 1901, supplemen- 
tary Mr. Freshfield’s paper. Map, 136. 
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determined the officers the Survey and laid down the trans- 
frontier map the scale miles the inch.* 

This official map, which confined the Sikhim side the main 

chain, though sufficiently accurate its chief features, does not profess 
delineate the details the Kangchenjunga massif, neither (except 
marking the Zemu glacier moraine”) does take cognizance 
the numerous glacier systems which drain the central portion the 

range. The native name Kangchenjunga, meaning literally five 
treasuries greatest snow,” given the inhabitants Sikhim the 
four loftiest summits which the range culminates, probably refers 

the roof-like character the peaks, and does not necessarily argue 
any early knowledge the chief glacier system; the word translated 

being said mean primarily the little barns with high- 
pitched roofs which the natives store their crops. 

plane-table survey consisted chiefly bearings the chief 
ridges, valleys, and glaciers, the details these being subsequently 
filled during the final construction the map. 

The material used for this purpose was obtained follows: From 
each plane-table station round photographs was taken, all 
upwards hundred photographs, from which much the detail the 
map has been derived method well known cartographers 

set forth United States Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1897,’ 
Appendix No, 10. 

addition own photographs, have derived great assistance 
from the beautiful panoramic views taken Signor Vittorio Sella for 
Mr. Freshfield during the expedition. The positions from which these 

were taken have been determined with considerable accuracy, the 
photographs used containing always three more points already fixed 

the map, the focal lengths the lenses with which they were taken 
being also known. 

Between the plane-table stations numerous observations were made 
with prismatic compass, and quantity photographs were taken 

Signor Sella and myself from positions which were also afterwards 
determined similar manner. 

farther much indebted various notes and sketches made 
Mr. Douglas Freshfield during our journey, and should like here 
acknowledge the great obligation under Mr. Freshfield, not 
only for inviting accompany his expedition, but also for invaluable 

help and criticism throughout the construction the map. 
thanks are also due Mr. Reeves, the head the map depart- 

ment this Society, for much kind assistance, especially the matter 
calculating true heights from aneroid determinations, and Mr. 

Batchelor, who has assisted throughout the drafting the map. 

For details maps the district, see Journal, vol. xix. 461. 
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Since our return have consulted copy the native surveyor 

Rinsing’s original map the Nepal side the watershed, and the recent 
information obtained Messrs. White and Hoffman, and embodied 
one the small-scale survey-maps. Copies these maps were kindly 
given Colonel Gore, the Director-General the Indian Survey. 

new edition the route-map Sikhim appeared December, 1900, 

from which have extracted further information with regard the 

trend the valleys immediately the south and west Lama Anden. 

Rinsing’s map, though fairly correct its general bearings, was 
found too vague afford much assistance 

detail for our map, his strange habit delineating glaciers both 
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FIG. 1.—REPRODUCTION OF PART OF CHANDRA DAS’S MAP. 

originating and terminating streams, peculiarity emphasized 
the newest editions the small-scale Government maps, being often 
highly confusing. 

The only other map this district that calls for mention that 

accompanying Sarat Chandra Das’s paper, How crossed the Jon- 
Tsang-La (sic) Pass,” read before meeting the Buddhist Text Society 

India Darjeeling, November, 1899, the return our 

expedition.* There can doubt that the pass actually crossed 

This paper exact reprint the writer’s narrative Tashilunpo 
1879, which appeared 1881 official report, with the important addition the 

name Jong Song the pass which, his previous account, calls the Chortang 

La, 
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this occasion was the Chatang La, there stated; the name Jonsong 

being added afterwards, the supposition that the two names 
referred the same pass. That this not the case perfectly 

evident from the account his route after leaving which 
describes lying between two parallel ranges “after 

time, changed from north north-west,” the ground traversed con- 

sisting boulders and bogs; whereas the route from Ramthang 

the Jonsong runs first due east and afterwards east-north-east, 

and lies entirely over the Kangchenjunga and Jonsong glaciers and 

moraines. This confusion two totally different valleys and passes and 
the omission one, has amusing effect his map, for leaves 

isolated basin, marked Chorten Naima Laichen, drain which 

has carried the source the Zemu river from the east right through 
the two main watersheds, and brought himself out still the west 

the main north and south watershed instead the east (see 

Fig. 1). 
The general differences between the present map and those published 
the Indian Survey will easily visible comparison. may, 

however, well indicate few the chief structural alterations 

adopted. addition the insertion the main glaciers and névés, 
some sixty number, accurately the material disposal 

would admit, the following are the principal alterations introduced 

the Government map 

Inthe basin drained the Zemu Glacier have inserted the main 
spurs which buttress the north-eastern wall Kangchenjunga and the 
névés which lie between, and similarly the ridges and glaciers bounding 
the southern side the Zemu Glacier from Si-imvovonchum Lama 
Anden. These will, think, delineated with sufficient 

accuracy. The same cannot, however, said with regard the north- 

west feeder the Zemu and its tributaries, nor the glaciers which cling 
the flanks Lama Anden itself. The latter did not visit, and 

only photographed from afar off. The former were prevented 
from exploring the snowstorm September 24, and have only one 
photograph, taken Mr. the ice-fall the point where 
enters the trunk My! information derived chiefly from 
Messrs. White and Hoffman’s sketch, and Mr. Freshfield’s notes made 

before the storm, and such observations were able make the 

direction the watershed. Lastly, the summits Si-imvovonchum, 

seen from the Zemu Glacier, have been removed from the main water- 
shed, since bearings taken from the Thé La, the left bank the Zemu 

Glacier, and from the ridges above Jongri, all indicate that the triangu- 

summit not visible from the north, formerly supposed. 

the position the Thé La. This has been moved 
somewhat the east the result study photographs taken both 

Signor Sella and myself, from carefully ascertained positions the 
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neighbourhood the pass, and both sides it, the bearings from 
these including all the fixed peaks from Lama Anden Kangchenjunga. 

The watershed forming the head the Langpo valley has been 

removed further west, though its exact position uncertain, owing 

the absence any cross-bearings, and the minor ridges and glaciers 

Miles 

Former rivers Former watershed 

FIG. 2,_PRESENT AND PAST DRAINAGE SYSTEMS OF THE JONGRI DISTRICT. 

this basin have been drawn from bearings taken the spot. The 
pass visited Mr. Freshfield the head the north branch the 

Langpo Chu not the Choten Nima La, was stated Rinsing 
the time, but gap situated some miles further east, not the main 
Tibetan watershed between the Teesta and the Arun, but spur 

| 
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separating the upper Langpo Chu from one its more northerly 

tributaries. The general topographical features the Lhonak district 
have also been considerably altered. Thus, have mapped the 
glacier the head the Tumrachen Chu, which ascended for some 

distance. From this glacier examined gap the watershed the 
north-west, which appeared practicable for coolies, and which should 
lead directly the upper basin the Langpo Chu; following this 
route, instead crossing the Thé La, day’s march should saved 

traversing from the Zemu Glacier the foot the Jonsang La. 

the Nepal side most the detailed information laid down 

for the first time. Though made independently, map agrees fairly 

well, far the general trend the valley concerned, with Rinsing’s 

sketch-map the district. Great was experienced the 

time obtaining bearings the Kangbachen valley account 

fogs, and found easy task after day’s march through clouds 
identify the summits the Jannu range from the opposite side. 
Khunza was cautioned Mr. Freshfield against undertaking 

survey operations for fear further rousing the suspicions the natives, 
who, besides demanding our rifles, were reported Rinsing have 

sent down the nearest garrison news our arrival. Scarcity 

food, also, for the coolies made advisable push Jongri with- 

out have, therefore, only attempted general delineation 
the Jannu and Yalung Glaciers, the main features the latter having 

been inserted from Rinsing’s map and from photographs supplied 
Major Waddell, taken from the Semo La. The Kang indicated 

where crossed it, and not confounded with the Kang 
Nangma further north, which not the practicable pass from the 
Yalung valley Jongri, but high glacier basin. 

the neighbourhood Kabru and the Guicha numerous 

glaciers were mapped the spot, and some slight alterations have 

been made the watersheds shown the survey maps. this con- 

nection there one identification Major Waddell’s which should 
like correct. peak marked Kangtsen the profile 416 
his book not the 21,970-feet peak lying immediately the south- 
west Kabru, but another peak situated further the south the 

Kang watershed. Both these peaks and their relative positions 
are well seen Plate Dr. Boeck’s Himalayan 

The details the Talung Glacier and its névé have been inserted 

from photographs taken Mr. Hoffman during his passage through the 

Yalung valley his way over the Guicha For the valley below 

information has been obtained from skeleton map corrected 1894 

and 1900, which Mr. White, the political officer Sikhim, said 

have been Outside our line route the Government 

Boeck. 

‘Travels the Sikhim Himalayas.’ 
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REMARKS SOME THE PHYSICAL FEATURES THE DISTRICT. 

map has been followed, the authority for such alterations have been 

inserted being derived from distant photographs, or, the case heads 
the glens under Si-imvovonchum and Siniolchum, from sketches made 

Mr. Freshfield from above Gantok. These portions the map are 

obviously mere sketches, with pretension more than rough 

indications the extent the snow and glaciers, and much 
regretted that neither from Mr. White nor from any other quarter 

have been able obtain more detailed information. 
heights for which responsible, given the map, 

were taken most cases with Watkin aneroid barometer. This was 
constructed two high instrument registering from the 
sea-level 15,000 feet, and low instrument registering from 15,000 
feet 30,000 feet. These were tested against portable mountain 

barometer, kindly lent the Director the Meteorological Office, 
height 16,000 feet, and found work perfectly. They were also 

kindly tested for return Colonel Watkin himself, under the 

conditions under which they were used, viz. destroying the vacuum 

between each change pressure, and taking reading one minute 
after the instrument had been put into action. addition the 

readings the observatory barometer Darjiling, have series 
observations kindly taken for with portable barometer, which 
left with him for the purpose, father St. Joseph’s College, 
and further series from Gantok, which Captain Mesurier arranged 

should taken for twice day stated hours. 

observation taken Signor Sella with short mercurial 
barometer, also calculated with Calcutta lower station, gives the 

Jonsong the height 20,340 feet. This remarkable correspondence 
with the observation taken with the Watkin aneroid used during our 
journey strong confirmation the other results obtained with the 

same instrument, well the value the Watkin aneroid the 

determination heights. 

With regard nomenclature, peak without name difficult 
one locate have, therefore, inserted several English 

names suggested for this purpose Mr. Freshfield myself; un- 
fortunately, the Tibetian equivalents these with which Mr. Earle, 
the late Assistant-Commissioner Darjeeling, has kindly furnished me, 
have arrived too late insertion, but will, hope, adopted lieu 

our English names future cartographers they are— 

Cloud-gap Tinseb. The Twins Ishemah. 
The Pyramid Hoong-Khoong. The Bridesmaid Pag-yok-ma. 
The Tent peak Guryibri. Furrowed peak Tokpori. 
The Dome Limestone range= Dokarriga. 

The following table shows the readings corrected and the heights 
determined 
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NOTES MAP “THE GLACIERS KANGCHENJUNGA,” WITH 

HEIGHTS CALCULATED FROM OBSERVATIONS TAKEN WITH WATKIN No, 22. 

Sept.19 Camp Poki Chu valley ... 1980 600 

Jakcamp, south side 1803 23092 14,101 

side 

Calculated from Calcutta 20,348 

Second Camp, Jonsong La, south side 15°46 18,290 

chen valley 

have entered somewhat into detail these notes the construction 
the map, not much excuse myself for the many shortcomings 

the topography, for not unmindful the proverb, s’excuse 
but order that those who follow our footsteps, they 

climbers surveyors, may know which portions the map they may 

treat with some degree confidence while choosing route, and which 
they should regard with prudent scepticism all matters detail. 

Some 

detailed account geological structure would serve useful 
purpose here, hope shortly describe the district from this point 

view another place, but few remarks some the more striking 
physical features met with during our tour may not without interest. 

The Denudation the forest belt about 10,000 feet 
these show remarkable divergence from the typical logarithmic curve 

characteristic water denudation this concave curve being replaced 
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REMARKS SOME THE PHYSICAL FEATURES THE DISTRICT. 

marked convex curve produced the thick growth vegetation. 
ascend above 10,000 feet this curve gradually becomes replaced 

the normal concave curve, until above 12,000 feet the usual features 

are dominant.* 
When traversing the Sikhim ridges this moel-shaped outline con- 

stantly presented itself. That due protection the dense cover- 
ing vegetation shown hills like that which Darjiling situated. 
Here the clearings for tea plantations the original soil liable 
carried away, and the usual concave curves are rapidly produced. had 

admirable opportunity studying this phenomenon when, our 
return Darjiling, traversed the portion country visited the 
great storm September 24. Many these gullies showed that the 
soil and subsoil had collected depth feet under 
the protection the dense primeval forests, and was consequence 

the lubrication the rock surfaces beneath this incoherent accumula- 

tion that the fatal landslips that date occurred. 
Lakes.—The absence lakes other portions the Himalayan 

range feature which has been commented many explorers, 

and the district visited formed exception this rule. The few 
tarns encountered were all situated morainic hollows, the water 

being held either between two moraines between moraine and 

the valley side. What are left these are insignificant pools, but two 
much larger sheets water must once have occupied similar hollows, 

one the Langpo valley and the other the site which Khunza 

now stands. The latter, which was dammed the old lateral moraine 
from the Jannu Glacier, after the Kangchenjunga Glaciers had begun 

retreat, must have been least mile long. This entire absence 
rock-basins from valleys formerly filled ice not without bearing 

the supposed origin lakes glacial erosion other alpine districts. 
Hanging Valleys—This name suggested the eminent 

American geologist Gilbert for the discordant side valleys whose 

drainage enters the trunk stream higher level than the floor the 
main valley. several occasions the presence these valleys was 
shown greater less degree, but the district which had most 
leisure study these interesting phenomena was Jongri, near the 

southern foot Kabru. Here have two main valleys, one carrying 
off the water the Praig Chu draining the glaciers about the Guicha 

the other Chakchurong Chu, which drains the western 

Kabru glacier. Standing the heights above Jongri, and looking west 
the Kang range, was struck conspicuous pair large hang- 

ing valleys notched out the eastern slope the Chackchurong 
valley (Fig. and Plate, The history these valleys full 

interest, and appears have been follows 

See Marr, “On the Origin Moels,” Geographical Journal, 1900. 
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NOTES MAP “THE GLACIERS KANGCHENJUNGA,” WITH 

After the final elevation the Kangchenjunga range, the drainage 
the Sikhim side the watershed took place rivers flowing the 

east and east-south-east. this initial drainage, consequent 
the uplift, are still found the Poki Chu, the Langpo Chu, the Zemu 
Glacier, and the Talung Chu, and the intervening watersheds dividing 

them. The Talung Chu bounded the south the range between 
Jubonu (19,450 feet) and Malong (14,500 feet), which was continued 

westward through the neighbourhood the east peak Kabru 
the main watershed somewhere north the Kang and south 

Kabru. the south this watershed other parallel ridges and 

valleys must once have existed, trending right angles the Singa- 

lela ridge. like manner have relics the original drainage 
the Nepal side the range, where the valleys occupied the Kang- 

chenjunga and Jannu Glaciers, and the Yalung river form portions 
the main consequent streams. The present radial the 
glaciers, which, some extent, obliterates the initial drainage, due 

the superior resistance the Kangchenjunga massif, the direct 
result which force the drainage the upper glens inwards, 
and bend uniformly towards this central dominating ridge. the 
other hand, examine the country the outer extremities these 

original easterly flowing valleys, find that its drainage now 

determined the headwaters the rivers cutting back the shortest 
routes from the plain level, and therefore having the steepest gradients. 
These are the rivers occupying the subsequent” strike” valleys 

running parallel the main north and south axis elevation. Those 
which have established most commanding lead are those situated 

furthest from the axis upheaval where the original east and west 

ridges were least developed, and therefore most easily cut through. 
Examples these are the Lachen, Zemu. 

the present day, have seen, still have traces the 
original drainage the east side the range far south the 

Jubonu-Malong range, but the south this different state 
things exists. The original subsequent streams draining the southern 

flanks the east and west ridges have cut their way back from the 
plains, capturing one one the headwaters the original consequent 

ridge after ridge was cut through the steeper gradient 
streams. The last these ridges cut through the old Kabru-Jubonu- 

Malong ridge, which has been gradually destroyed the erosive action 
the Praig Chu and the Chakchurong the former which 

steadily approaching the Talung valley the Guicha La, and the 
latter the Yalung the gap the south Kabru, the north and 

south ridge which Kabur stands being new watershed produced 
the process. now carry our minds back time anterior 

the destruction the Kang range, and imagine similar parallel 
ridge still further the south running from the Kang peak Nazung 



HANGING VALLEY AND WATERFALL KANG 
FROM ABOVE JONGRI. 

Engraved and Printed by John Bale, Sons and Danielsson, Ltd. 

DISTANT VIEW HANGING VALLEYS, 
Showing the Jongri gap Foreground. 
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REMARKS SOME THE PHYSICAL FEATURES THE DISTRICT. 

the south-east, should then have between these another the 

original consequent valleys south of, and running parallel to, the 

Talung Chu. That such valley once existed follows, think, from 
the general scheme the drainage described above, and accounts 

satisfactorily for the hanging valleys the Kang district, which 
therefore represent the truncated upper tributaries this old consequent 

valley which trended the south-east. 
interesting confirmation this theory appears furnished 

the Jongri plateau, which occupies trough-like depression the 

Kabur ridge between that peak and some lower elevations the south. 
unique feature the district, and forms rich grazing ground 

which the Rajah Sikhim maintains his herd yak (see Plate, 

Fig. was much puzzled account for this notch cut out 

comparatively narrow ridge and truncated both sides deep 

valleys. think, however, that there can little doubt that 

represents fragment the old valley into which the hanging valleys 
the Kang once drained. 

now only remains account for the more rapid deepening the 

subsequent valleys which the old headwaters the consequent 
streams were converted into hanging valleys. 

This would attribute two causes—in the first place, the 

elevation the north end the district and secondly, the protection 

the hanging valleys ice. This elevation, which has taken place 

other glaciated mountain regions, would most marked where the 

ice was thickest, i.e. the Kangchenjunga massif, lying due north 

Jongri. direct consequence this, the streams draining from 
north south would have their consequently their erosive 

power, increased, while those draining east and west would merely 
tilted sideways, and would tend widen rather than deepen their 
valleys. This supererosion the subsequent streams probably took 

place during interglacial period periods, and when, after further 

cold period, these glaciers retreated, they would linger longer the 
high-level hanging valleys than the deeper valleys below. This 

indeed the state things the present day where ice still occupies 
and protects the upper portions the hanging valleys, while the lower 

extremities are rapidly cut back into gorges the water which escapes 

into the main valley. This superior erosive power water over ice 
noticeable the other valleys; thus, the glacier the upper end 

the Chakchurong gorge rests raised platform, which the ice has 
obviously protected from the action the river which replaces lower 
down. 

conclusion, then, would attribute the hanging valleys Jongri 

the erosive action the north and south streams, 

which account their greater declivity have cut through the water- 
sheds the original easterly flowing streams and 



KIKUYU: NOTES THE COUNTRY, PEOPLE, FAUNA, AND FLORA. 

captured their headwaters. The final differences level between 
the trunk stream and its new tributaries have been produced the 
elevation the upper end the trunk stream (probably interglacial 

times), assisted the protection afforded the tributary valleys ice. 

KIKUYU NOTES THE COUNTRY, PEOPLE, FAUNA, 
AND FLORA, 

Major RICHARD CRAWSHAY. 

East Africa Protectorate has not been more fortunate ortho- 

graphy regards districts, tribes, and places than Uganda. you 
would speak Kikuyu people other than natives.of the Protectorate, 

make yourself intelligible you would have say the 

mighty snow-peaked Kilinyatha, its Ikamba 
name, yet even not quite correct, the Akamba call Ke-Nyaa. 
Mistakes such these are innumerable. have desire share 
perpetuating errors. propose, therefore, adopt this paper only 
such names are use amongst the natives themselves, far 

have been able ascertain them. 
First must explain that Kikuyu the country the 

that is, the belt primeval highlands the north-west the Pro- 
tectorate, including mountains such Kilinyatha, 18,600 feet,* and 

Kiinandarwa, 14,000 feet. lies practically the equator, between 

the parallels lat. and and long. 36° 30’ and 37° 
Its altitude ranges between 4500 feet and 18,600 feet, the height 

Kilinyatha. Its climate varies between the extremes moderate 
summer heat Northern Europe and the cold perpetual snow. 

the 330 miles’ march from the sea-coast Kikuyu, now happily 
compassed the Uganda railway twenty-four hours, various phases 

country are apparent the traveller. there the hot steamy 
coast belt scrubby bush, thorn, and aloe, 150 miles broad, the major 

portion desert, except when awakened life the seasonal rains. 
Then comes the dry park-like mimosa country, extending from little 
north-west Kibwezi Kilimakiu. Thirdly, there are the open 

plains the Masai country. Lastly, the cool dark forests Kikuyu. 

All these changes are welcome their turn the traveller. 
From the suffocating heat the desert bush, where cannot see 

more than few feet any direction—where, should leave the path, 
his clothes will torn off him, will impale himself the terrible 
aloes lose himself die thirst—he emerges into the mimosa 
park, uttering the heartfelt cry, Thank Heaven, all East Africa not 
like that!” hopes for better country still, and will not 

Captain Smith and Mr. Mackinder both estimate the height about 17,200 feet. 
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disappointed. the prospect opens before him the boundless 

grassy plains Masai, and the myriads antelope, zebra, ostriches, 
with occasional rhinoceros, grazing will far the eye can see, 

fills his lungs with the invigorating air, and exclaims aloud, Ah, 

this country after own heart!” Still, nothing more tedious 
than plodding foot over vast stretches prairie, where progress 

slow appear almost The traveller glad when, after cross- 
ing the Athi river, finds himself the water-parting line between 

and the Nairobi river, with the Kikuyu escarpment rising full 
view from the plains his feet. 

shall never forget first view Kikuyu from here, when, after 

lingering until past noon beyond the Athi river shoot water-buck, 
and covering the intervening distance during the fierce heat the early 
afternoon without having eaten drunk anything since before sunrise, 
and three native companions arrived the ridge little before 

sunset, and sank down weary and footsore rest ourselves, feasting 
our eyes the glorious prospect which opens suddenly this 
point for the first time. front for miles waving sea 
grassland, falling away gradually the Nairobi, and from rises the 
dark-green Kikuyu escarpment, innumerable thin columns smoke 
showing this inhabited man. Standing sentry over all, 

were, are the blue-grey ridges Kiinandarwa and Kilinyatha, and 
120 miles away. There the eastward the vast expanse rolling 
prairie which divides Ikamba and Kikuyu, green, yellow, black, 
according the time year, bare and treeless, except for few dwarf 
mimosas marking the course the Athi river. Nothing the shape 

hill breaks the horizon, except the solitary roach-backed Kianjahi, 
about midway between Ikamba and Kikuyu. The land gradually 
rises the westward for about miles, when meets the south-western 

spur Kikuyu, green and timbered, from behind which stands out the 

four-peaked Kiambiruiru, the base which inhabited Masai. 
There open grassland the southward, undulating and stony 
places, with rocky-topped hills cropping picturesquely here and 

there, and the Kiketi mountains Ikamba the distant background. 
The ascent into Kikuyu delightful and exhilarating the 

distant prospect has led one expect. The two countries are distinct 
worlds—not only physically, but climate, and their faunas and 
floras. does not require expert remark this every turn 

the miles’ walk Fort Smith, barely 1000 feet above the plains. 
Leaving the Nairobi river, the road once plunges into tall dark 

then ascends, through park-like country, clothed with waving 
grass waist-high, mass flowers and flowering shrubs; then, about 

miles out, through native plantations, with here and there the 
mushroom-like grass-roofed huts the natives, dotted about clusters 

the open spurs, surrounded formidable Sodom apple, nestling 
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the few remaining clumps forest. There are villages 
the very outskirts Kikuyu, the natives prefer have certain 

distance between themselves and the thieving Masai, men the open 
plains, who therefore dread the forest. 

Fort Smith, Kabeti—its Kikuyu name—is situated about 6400 
feet, the shelving spur ridge stretching approximately north 

east and south west. The surrounding country open and under 

cultivation for miles and miles, with the exception occasional groves 

trees, tracts waste land, originally forest, then cleared for culti- 
vation, afterwards allowed run fallow, and now thickly overgrown 

with dwarf Sodom apple and bracken. 
The flats and slopes are green with the rich dark foliage the 

sweet potato (ngwachi), the staple food the natives these parts. 
According the time year other crops are grown: beans four 
kinds—mboasho French bean), njahi bean growing pyramid- 
like thorokko tiny ground bean), njuggu (the tree bean with 

yellow flower); bulrush millet foxtail millet (mukombi) 

dwarf rush-like millet (mugimbi); sorghum (muhya); and maize 

(bembi). The land the rich alluvial bottoms usually reserved 
for sugar-cane (igwa), and kind edible arum (nduma). 

the cultivation the yam (kikwa) that the Akikuyu 
tribe excel, but round Fort Smith, and geverally the lower altitudes, 

only grown small extent—here and there irregular patch. 
Kegiyo, between the headwaters the Chanya and Thika rivers, the 

yam plantations are sight, like nothing else have seen elsewhere 

native agriculture. There hundreds and hundreds acres are 

seen highly flourishing state, planted symmetrical rows like 
hops, the rows rule corresponding with the contour the ground. 

The yam, course, needs support. Kikuyu, grown living 

especially planted for the purpose. The mukunguku, 

called, resembles the ash bark and leaf. hardy that the yam 
does not its growth. 

There are two rainy the year. The first, commencing 

early March, and lasting until the end May, known mbura 

bembi, The second, commencing about the middle 

October, and lasting until the middle end December, known 

Mbura mweri, millet rains.” speaking the calendar 

year, the Akikuyu would say two years,” would other Bantu under 
similar conditions. Properly rendered, Mwaka season, not year. 

During the dry seasons there are dense mists and drizzling rains. 

This may said apply all Kikuyu, with the exception the 

heights Kilinyatha and Kiinandarwa, where from 10,000 feet upwards 

there probably dry season all. general description Kikuyu 

will justice, but certain characteristics are common. 

Hitherto southern Kikuyu alone, and this only the southernmost 
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corner the borders Masai, has come for official attention. 

neither rich nor well watered the northern and north-eastern 

portion, nor are the natives fine type. Yet the poorest part 
this rich country rich comparison with Masai and 

The chief physical characteristics Kikuyu are— 

(1) escarpment generally gradual ascent, formed corruga- 

tions, resembling those pudding-mould, rising parallel with one 
another and with the gradient ascent, with steep slopes forming 

deep valleys between the corrugations. 
(2) streams clear cold water, having their sources 

springs and the highlands, flowing generally the south- 
east, increasing number and volume the north and 

(3) Soil the richest loam, often nearly stiff clay, ranging 
colour from terra-cotta the brightest brick-red, except the alluvial 
bottoms, where generally blackish-brown, mostly without stone 

rock, and great depth. 

(4) Forest belts commencing the foot the escarpment, and—up 
10,000 feet more—alternating with most beautiful stretches 

natural pasture-land, where the grass grows short and green 

rich common-land Great Britain, and where white and pink trefoils 

are indigenous and flower all the year through. 

(5) climate with slight variations temperature, nowhere attain- 

ing extreme heat severe cold, unless the regions perpetual 
and snow Kilinyatha. 

(6) abundant and usually constant rainfall. 

(7) unique though yet limited fauna. 

(8) novel flora for tropical Africa, resembling rather that 
Europe. 

(9) animal pests noxious man the higher altitudes, 
such venomous snakes, scorpions, centipedes, and white ants, with 

the exception red marauding ants, which the neighbourhood 
streams moist ground are ubiquitous they are vicious 

attacking camps. 
(10) absence malaria altitudes ranging above 7000 feet, 

far experience goes. 

(11) race inhabitants splendid physique, high order 

intelligence, agricultural and pastoral their habits, 

pugnacious amongst themselves, suspicious and disposed hostile 

all strangers; like the Zulu group Bantu, quick defend the 

honour their women, but showing open manly disposition 

those who deal fairly with them and gain their confidence and friend- 
ship tact and 

think Kikuyu offers great possibilities any one not afraid 
isolation, and fond quiet country life amongst wild natives capable 

almost any development judiciously handled from the outset. 
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Quite the pleasantest time have spent during some seventeen years’ 

travel and residence tropical Africa has been partly 

residence Fort Smith Roromo, partly journeys the north- 

east into Kegiyo and Katanga, and into Maranga the south-west 
slopes Kilinyatha. 

Mr. Ravenstein opinion, think, that healthy country exists 
within the limits tropical Africa, even extreme altitudes. Practical 

experiment has yet prove whether exception has not made 
the case Kikuyu. People with experience tropical Africa— 

especially the West Coast and the Central Africa Protectorate—will 

opinion that nowhere these regions can there found 

country which possible for the European live, work, and 
enjoy life. Until visited the highlands East Africa held this 

opinion, forced Central Africa and the lowlying enervating 
East Coast. But after residing Kikuyu and giving that country 

fair trial, found life there possible all needful comfort and health, 

even when performing all kinds manual labour the open, and 
undergoing the hardships incidental rough life under canvas and 
the march. 

Life passed quietly enough Fort Smith, yet not unpleasantly. 
time was occupied with official duties, gardening, natural history 
collecting, francolin-shooting, and adding vocabulary the 
language. Yet, living tent climate all times cool and 

moist, often positively raw, what with rain, mist, and heavy dews, the 
weather proved severe ordeal. Had not been for the healthiness 

the place, one’s constitution must have suffered. There always seemed 
homely atmosphere about Fort Smith, which had never experienced 

anywhere else tropical Africa. 
Look any direction you would, you could see African native life 

home—that happy, sleepy, contented, go-as-you-please life dear 

the native time peace. the Sodom apple tracts, the 

remaining patches forest, were villages averaging five six huts 
and their toy-house-like granaries with tiny conical roofs. Herds 

flocks fat-tailed brown-and-white sheep and goats were 
seen grazing the pasture-land the remains the crops, 

wending their way from water the valley below. 
curious characteristic the people their fondness for fire, not 

only the houses, but the plantations the open the hill-tops. 
All over the country for miles round are seen their blue columns 

smoke, marking the whereabouts some old men gathered together 
the reception ground outside village pass the time day, 

group women and children resting plantation, small boy 
herding live stock the open waste land. Fires such these, 

rule, serve other purpose than the companionship their smoke; 
they are not used for they afford warmth. you ask the 
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natives their object, nine times out ten their answer will be: 
mwaki manna.” fire for nothing.”) 

time peace the Akikuyu lead very happy life, devoted 
their villages, plantations, and live stock. you visit their villages 
the early mornings between daybreak and sunrise, you will rarely find 
any one stirring. The gateways are barred, the doors the houses 
have not been opened; all still and silent within, except for the 

bleating sheep, maybe some one coughing talking. most 
parts tropical Africa this hour the natives are all agog, and with 
the advent broad day are the way their plantations their 
journeys. 

Life and work with the Akikuyu commence after sunrise, often not 
until hour after. The day begins with some sort meal, not 

empty stomach, the case among most the tribes Central 

Africa. The men then start off their day’s mission—it may 
make some distant purchase, settle case, work their 

plantations—generally accompanied their women, and, when occa- 
sion requires, driving with them cattle, sheep, goats. 

have travelled and resided for long periods amongst many Central 

African tribes, but nowhere have been impressed any one 
them the Akikuyu—their solid physique, their independent spirit, 

and their open manly nature. the first place, the 
endowed with sturdy frame, stout muscular arms, thighs, and calves, 

deep broad chest, thick broad forehead, and square-cut 
open countenance. gives you the impression that 
meets you like man, without that cringing servility generally 

affected the tribes Central Africa. 

does not mask his manly proportions the petticoat-like dress 
usually worn the latter, especially the effete Arab-Swahili 
element. All wears plentiful coat terra-cotta earth (therega) 
and grease, supplemented extraordinary profusion metal 

ornaments. 

His weapons are keeping. stout, broad, ace-of-spades-shaped 

spear (itimmu), with massive shaft tipped with oval buffalo- 

hide shield (ngau); heavy double-edged short sword (luhyu), worn 
the right side leather scabbard hung from broad quilted 

leather belt, covering and protecting the more tender parts the 
club (njuguma) and some stout sticks, such would have 

delighted Burton. 

His ornaments are many and complex that difficult 
justice them paper. Into the hair the scalp-lock 

plaited feather bonnet (mutowi), made from the first primaries 
the guineafowl, some other stiff-plumaged bird. lies loose 
along the crown the head, and droops somewhat behind, tossing 
jauntily the wearer walks runs. the brow the munyiro, 
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broad band pendant chains delicate workmanship, made 
iron, copper, and brass equal proportions, brightly polished. 

the lobes the ears are inserted ndebbi, flat discs buffalo- 

horn dark-coloured wood, about inches Four 
little holes are also bored the upper edge the ears receive 
corresponding number pencil-like sticks (nyoli) some light wood, 

about inches length. Laced together the inside the wall 
the ear keep them from dropping out, these impart gentle flapping 
motion the ears the wearer Around the neck worn the- 

murumbo, collar finely twisted iron, copper, brass wire, with 

pendant tongue front fitting into keeper the From 

this collar front depend number finely worked chains (ilengeli), 
such those attached the munyiro, but longer, reaching below the 
chest. Above the murumbo, worn without it, prettily worked 

bead collar (kinyata), fastening the back the neck. Elderly men 
wear round the neck one more talismans (ithito), contained rams’ 

horns; also snuff-box (kinya) ivory wood. Young middle- 

aged wear coils brass, iron, copper wire, brightly polished, 
their arms, above below the biceps, sometimes both, and 

their forearms well. the favourite metal. man 
any particular standing usually wears the gethiyi, square-cut skin 
poncho,” made for choice from the skins the dendrohyrax (kikammi), 

sewn together symmetrically with the white tufts marking the dorsal 

glands line. Another favourite skin that monkey commonly 
met with Cercopithecus albigularis (gimma). dry 

weather the gethiyi worn with the fur outwards; the wet, 

reversed, when the well-greased pelt readily throws off the rain. 
Round the loins, below the broad quilted belt the luhyu, the munyoro 

worn, another handsome chain belt similar the munyiro, but 
narrow the sides, and longer front and behind, cover the 

genital organs and the buttocks, without, however, concealing these. 

Like the Masai, the Akikuyu wear over the buttocks the kitheri, 

piece stiff, untanned sheepskin goatskin, shaped like heart with 

the thick end cut off flat, and the point depending. Beautifully made 

garters (mithanga) fine-drawn iron, brass, and copper wire are 

worn below the knee, generally one leg, occasionally both. 

Anklets (malukku) made from the long, silky, black-and-white fur 
the colobus (guyu), trail behind, like the deerskin leggings the Red 
Indian. isa recognized custom for wealthy man (mundu mutongu) 

wear ring (ngomi) his insignia wealth. This iron, and 
has oval shield some inches long, covering the back the 

finger and extending the back the hand. would have been 
thought that the sight ngomi would cause jealousy and expose the 
possessor the risk losing his wealth the hands others not 

well off. However, informed this not so. 
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Female dress more ample, skins, any rate. Over the back, 

enveloping the person from the neck the knees, worn the nguo, 

large oval-shaped mantle sewn sheep goatskins, rudely tanned and 
divested their hair, and ornamented the hem with beads. Another 

skin garment encircles the loins. the owner normally pros- 

perous condition, she herself and everything her are dripping red 
with therega and Many the ornaments are similar those the 
men for instance, the munyiro over the forehead, ndebbi and nyoli 

the ears, murumbo and kinyata round the neck, munyoro round the 

loins, and coils brass, iron, copper wire the arms. place 

the muthanga below the knee, they wear several coils brass iron 

wire, put tightly interfere considerably with their locomo- 
tion. addition the munyoro, they wear very prettily made waist- 

belts leather worked with kauri shells and beads. Young women 

wear one ankle huge bunch iron rings, each about two inches 

diameter. many other respects, the exact converse applies 

male and female dress Africa compared with Europe; feathers 
and furs, such especial request with the ladies Europe, are martial 

emblems Africa. Mitowi and malukku are not worn the ladies 

hideous tattoo marks disfigure the bright intelligent faces 

these people either sex. The only mutilation they undergo—apart 

from that their genital the curious practice with males 

extracting the two centre incisor teeth from the lower jaw. This 
they do, told, enable water more readily poured into 
the mouths the dead, the custom. 

Primarily the Akikuyu are pastoral people; for, though great 

agriculturists, they attach greater consideration their live stock. 

Indeed, these are object greater solicitude with them than their 

fellow-men. hostilities are under way, the first aim the belligerents 

capture live stock, after that food-supplies. thought given 

the capture women and children, which with many Central 

African tribes their first charge. Live stock almost invariably con- 

stitute the cause all trouble, and certainly the prevailing themes for 
conversation complaint. amounts this, then, that thickly 

populated country like Kikuyu, where the people acknowledge para- 

mount chief, but live, subject only their heads families, numerous 
little villages five six huts, scattered about close proximity 

one another—village village, live stock live stock, plantation 

apt become right with those who are 
position exercise it, the stronger the expense the weaker. 

often not, the trouble some trifling excess, such the looting 
single sheep one who has many hundreds, the infraction 

plantation boundary country where there more than enough 

room for all, some petty case live stock trespass. There exists the 
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usual complex Bantu law code, whereby the transgressor 
breadth liable some penalty other. amenable, will 

considers himself strong enough, there ensues quarrel, the 

magnitude which hard foresee; for with the principals 
neighbours take sides, paid so, prompted the prospect 

loot. Amongst themselves, the Akikuyu are troubled sea, always 

state unrest. 
Agricultural implements are primitive the results achieved 

are creditable. clearing plantation primeval forest, they 

commence operations collecting quantities dead wood, which 

there extraordinary abundance, piling this the foot the 
forest giants, and setting fire it, keeping the fire burning for days, 

until either the base the tree charred throughout that falls 

straight away the tree dies stands, fall, burnt, and manure 

the ground with its potash season two later. For felling huge trees 

they have heavy American axes, and they had they would not 
able handle them. All they have the ithanwa, mere tomahawk 

soft iron, for light work, such cutting Sodom apple bush, adzing 
beehive, shaping the timbers house. For clearing the under- 

growth they use the luhyu British soldiers use their bayonets 
active service. For turning the soil, they have other implement 
than the munyaku, pole hard wood feet long, with the point 
sharpened and hardened the fire. Armed with minyaku, half 
dozen men line will turn over acre land surprisingly short 
time. Sun and fires, supplemented the willing efforts women 
wielding short stout crook-shaped clubs wherewith break the sods, 

the rest. For planting sweet potatoes, cuttings, yams, arums, 

bananas, sugar-cane, and the seeds cereals beans, they use the 

morru, massive oval-headed knife—the morru the men more heavy 
than that the women. The attitude the body working with 
this implement one incessant stoop, resembling the gait 

monkey all fours, the right hand employed plying the 

morru while the left used plant, weed, aid excavating, 

the back meantime parallel with the ground. this position they 
will work for hours, moving forward from time time without stand- 

ing upright, and resting their arms their hips when stopping work 
speak any one, look passer-by. The heavier work 

done the lighter, such planting, weeding, and harvesting, 
women and children. real pleasure them work their 

plantations. There they remain all day, almost every day, singing 
lustily, that their voices can heard from hilltop hilltop. 
sunset little later they return their villages, home 
the double, afraid the darkness. Kikuyu the sun the very 
life and health man, bringing joy his soul, the 
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lowlands tropical Africa, where his mounting into the eastern sky 
watched with dread, and his declining rays are noted with relief. 

Primitive bee-keeping great institution. the source, also, 

much evil, the honey used for brewing the highly intoxicating 
ndohi. Bees are not domesticated, kept hives the villages 

the property individuals. All that done utilize the wild 
bees, and facilitate the procuring their honey. achieved 
placing suitable trees long hollow wooden cylinders 

closed both ends discs wood, one which number holes 
are bored, give ingress and egress the bees. Three four 
miatu are sometimes placed big tree. Here and there the 
forest they are seen, sometimes day’s journey from the village 
where their owner resides. the plantations they are also placed 

frequent intervals, usually trees preserved for the purpose. 
The favourite tree for the purpose large species fig, with 
sprawling limbs (mugummo). Many fine tree owes its existence 

the bees. The kihembi—the vessel used for collecting honey—is 

wooden drum with buffalo-hide lid, carried suspended strap 
round its centre, worn over the shoulder. The white and pink trefoils 
(ndawiwi)—the former which grows low altitudes, the latter 

not kelow 7500 feet—form favourite food for the bees, and produce 

especially good honey. 
Architecture, though primitive, par with the people 

solidity and practicality. The type house, for African one, 
unusually massive workmanship, built genuine adzed planks 

(mihiligu), with stout doorway capable being heavily barred, 

inner room rectangular shape within the circular outer wall, and— 
most creditable all—regular raised berth-like bedsteads (malirri), built 

planks let into the wall. requires small labour the first 

instance make the massive round-edged mihiligu forming the outer 
wall, for these are solid timber, about feet long, inches broad, 

and about inches thick, hewn out the cedar-coloured wood the 

mutarakwa, Podocarpus. The plan the house roughly this: 
outer wall about feet high mihiligu, firmly let into the ground, 

fitting closely together, the interstices caulked with moss. Inside this, 
intervening circular passage about feet wide, which live stock 

are kept. Then inner rectangular wall logs and planks, which 
are built the box-like berths about feet from the ground, with square 
opening front admit the ingress the occupant, and with 

flooring composed planks sloping downwards considerable 
angle from head foot. ordinary hut there are usually 
two such malirri, one the left-hand side the inner doorway, 

which corresponds with the outer door, the other facing the door. 

Such house this would occupied man and wife and small 
children, the inner chamber the inmates live, There 
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usual kindle fire, and what cooking there precaution 

against setting fire the thatch, barrier logs built overhead 
between the fireplace and the roof. necessary, yet means 

always successful, arrangement. Roaring fires are kept burning 

the houses, and the sparks from the crackling logs are readily carried 

round the barrier, and into the thatch. this once set alight, 

all with the house. ordinary man, the owner keeps his 
live stock the outer passage, the cattle themselves, the sheep and 

goats themselves, with the adult male animals separate. 
the head family and the possessor large flocks and herds, these 
are housed the Thingirra, specially constructed house where 
number young men stay protect them. The interior these 
huts dark, broad daylight, that nothing can seen within 

unless the light the fire. His house his castle,” may fairly 
said the Mukikuyu. paribus, one likely effect 

entry unlawful methods while the owner home. 
Food stored granaries (makumbi), also miatu piled 
the verandahs the houses either side the door. The 

ikumbi wickerwork, huge size, shaped like snail-shell, with 

hood-like opening front. single man can carry empty any 
place where required, and there set bodily the platform 

logs made receive it. After has been filled with grain, 

covered over with movable grass roof conical shape. The vade 
mecum the Akikuyu the kiondo, closely woven cord basket, 

pottle-shaped, without cover, made all sizes, capable containing 
from handful sweet potatoes 100 Ibs, grain. worked 

various patterns black, brown, and yellow, and wonderfully 

durable. leathern strap sewn the sides enables carried 
when full. filled with grain, sewn up. For containing odds 
and ends, the men use the mondo, flat wallet stiff untanned cow- 

hide, divested hair, wide the bottom, and narrowing towards the 

mouth. carried slung leathern thong over one shoulder. 

the early mornings and late the evenings Kikuyu, wore 

scarlet yachting-cap. After had been more than year amongst 

these people, was casually told they knew this mondo. 
The Akikuyu carry loads, whether light heavy, the same way 

the Akamba, viz. their backs, suspended cowhide strap 
from the poll the head; they cannot carry load their heads 

their shoulders, the coast tribes and those Central Africa. 

For the baskets above described, the Kikuyu method transport 
well enough; when applied the respectable baggage Europeans, 

the result disastrous the 
What about say laws and customs may well pre- 

faced with few words explanation how extremely difficult 
for European obtain information from wild mer 
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matters such these. the first place, the inquirer should 

have something more than superficial knowledge their language. 

The medium African interpreter speaking another African 

tongue will not do, nor will the result achieved any better 
speaks pigeon” English, not only does lack sufficiently 
comprehensive vocabulary, but also tolerably certain lack 
sufficiently comprehensive and sympathetic mind enable him 
justice the people represents. None but the language people 

capable doing them justice, more especially they wild men. 
Sir Harry Johnston has accurately gauged the difficulty 
has approaching the African his admirable article Anthro- 

pology” Hints Travellers.’ 

What required one who will himself pains acquire the 

language any wild men whom anxious study, which 
must prepared and reside their midst, and gain their 

confidence, which can only arrived gradually disarming and 
dispelling their first impulses suspicion, fear, and possibly downright 

hostility. Care must taken avoid offending their susceptibilities 
errors commission omission; for instance, ridiculing 

ignoring recognized customs the country, manifesting repugnance 

the people their surroundings, showing one’s self unduly curious 
pry into their affairs, too roughly over-riding those petty but 

exasperating obstacles which the African delights place the 
European’s way. can all this, and, whilst quietly playing off 

his tormentors their own game, observe outwardly attitude 
stolid indifference, though inwardly may consumed with im- 
patience, will succeed. who exhibits the greatest amount 
tact and forbearance, with the minimum rough open coercion, will 
achieve the most substantial results; not who, because finds 

has the power, will ride roughshod over every one and everything. 
you travel through Kikuyu from north south and east west, 

you will not see single instance deformity amongst the people, not 
much deformed eye hand foot. Wild men their wild 

and therefore natural state not beget deformity; nor will the 

Akikuyu long they retain their spartan mode life. 

From the time child (kana) born—which may the 
plantation journey—he knows coddling, but out all day 
long the open, slung skin his mother’s back, whether she 
working with the morru, carrying load, gathering firewood 
the forest. baby first fed only his mother’s milk; later 
she supplements this with calabash gruel (ushurru), with which 
she appeases him when waxes importunate awkward times. 

due course able “go down”—in native parlance. trots 
after his mother and from the plantations, where has got know 

the sweet potato, and now keen digging these for himself with 
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pointed stick, and, better still, roasting them the fire and eating 
them. the village has fine times, playing about the dirt and 

the rubbish-heaps with kindred spirits his own age. 
grows into kahe becomes ambitious have control live stock. 

given this the hilt. All day long out the hill- 

sides the sun, wind, and rain stark-naked, most with 

more clothing than square sheepskin caught over the right 
shoulder and hanging under the left arm, worn over the chest the 
back according the exigencies the weather. kihi, about 
fifteen, undergoes circumcision. then mundu-murumi, who 

the case females, the successive stages from childhood are— 

Young girl (kiligu), when excision takes place, with the Masai; 
maiden (muilitu), when she marriageable; and married woman 

earlier and more prosperous times, the dowry paid 

for wife used eighty sheep goats, cattle the rate one 
beast for twelve sheep. Latterly this has been too much for the im- 
poverished state the people, and fifty even thirty sheep are the 
price. Dowry paid the father-in-law, who, the birth the 
first grandchild, usually restores the son-in-law five sheep. But 
does not always this unless the son-in-law presses the point. the 
wife proves barren, leaves her husband her own account, proves 
false him—which never occurs amongst the Akikuyu themselves—the 
dowry returned the son-in-law. Should famine war supervene, 
and the husband unable maintain his wife, even this does not 
warrant her leaving him. for the husband the father-in- 
law, who, according his means, refunds portion the dowry, 

usually five six sheep. Should too poor this, his alterna- 

tive course neighbour better of, and deposit his daughter 
with him until more prosperous times set for her husband. When 
matters take this turn, the father goes the neighbour, and the 

daughter has been with him month, presents him with brew 
ndohi; two months, drum honey, addition the ndohi; 

three months, spear, addition the honey and the ndohi; the 

daughter has been with the neighbour long six months, sheep 
given. Payment not the idea much pledge way 
courtesy. When restoring the daughter her husband, also gives 

him sheep. civilization, called, there could hardly found 

greater nicety the courtesies life than shown all this. What 
more, the rule, not the exception, and this Kikuyu not 

disregarded even lightly observed. 
with all wild men, crime defined the community severely 

dealt with, though inconsistently, according our code. For the 

theft sheep, the penalty fine ten sheep, which, incongruously 
enough, the same attaches live-stock trespass plantation. 
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Stealing honey from mwatu the forest—it may day’s journey 

from anywhere—is serious offence, punished fine five sheep. 
Murder compounded for the nearest kin the rate hundred 
sheep for man, thirty-three fora woman. homicide, whether culpable 

justifiable, the same composition also for loss life where 
any one can traced have been primarily the accidental innocent 

cause. But though the payment this blood-money held law 
due, means always forthcoming unless the claimants are 

strong enough exact it. Herein lies one great difficulty the 
European administrator. 

many respects the Akikuyu differ their customs from all other 
African tribes have ever come across. They are subject para- 
mount acknowledge authority than that their 

heads families, whose influence about equals that heads 

families great Britain. the management their affairs they 
are practically independent one another, and they act independently, 
except when common cause urges them combine. They make 

profession witchcraft, neither have they any great fear the 
dead, though they have natural repugnance touching human 
corpse. Like the Akamba, Ataita, think, and Masai, they not 

bury mourn their dead. this, again, they are exceptional. 

They eat other flesh than that domestic cattle, sheep, and goats, 
Wild game, furred feathered, fish, domestic poultry they will 
not touch. 

Amongst them prevails the extraordinary practice the 
male kind their sheep and goats from the remainder the flock, not 

allowing them out and graze, but keeping them their villages. 
common feature the evening landscape all over Kikuyu the 

spectacle women and young girls doubling home their villages 
with huge loads sweet-potato tops (miliyo) their backs. 
for feeding such animals that these miliyo are required. 

Another point about them is, they have none that wild-beast-like 

craving for meat, for which the majority African tribes are famous 

that they have earned for themselves the character nature, 
Nyama (meat) the chief craving and topic conversation with 
Central African tribes; and they find themselves position 

indulge it, they will extent, disgusting, place 
themselves below the brute creation. All who have had dealings with. 
the tribes Nyasa their primitive state will know that occasion 
offers they will gorge themselves with meat, day and night for days 
end, until they become downright ill, tie strips raw bark round their 

heads, and are compelled desist until nature recovers herself. 
the Konde plains the early eighties have seen Ajawa—otherwise 
known Yaos—cut open the stomach buffalo just dead, take their 
two hands full the contents and squeeze the juice therefrom into 
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their mouths; while others cut the stomach itself and ate raw— 
yet they were regularly and plentifully fed with vegetable foods and 
meat reasonable quantities. various expeditions from Deep 
bay into Henga have seen Ahenga, caravan thirty more, 

gorge themselves meat, one eland particular, that twenty- 
four hours many them could not walk. 1885 the Atonga 
Bandawi, when was shooting elephants, were willing carry 

loads for other remuneration than that eating meat. “Let 
with him and eat meat only,” they used say. After nauseating 
themselves once twice, they had satisfied their craving for the time 
being, and only wished return their homes. 

Now, there nothing this the Akikuyu, any more than 
healthy appetite. The Akamba, their neighbours, more 

nearly akin them than any other tribe, not resemble them this. 
common practice for them set out bands thirty forty 

men and boys for the sole purpose hunting game, and having their 
fill meat. From time time during stay Ikamba, used 

encounter such bands coming from returning their villages. 

the way out from shoot, remarked large party men 

and boys with other baggage than bows and arrows resting 

stream near Bondoni. asked one the men who were with what 
they were doing, and replied, They have been hunting game, and 
are going home.” they had game with them, questioned him 

what they had done with it. informant slapped his stomach 
significantly, explaining, here; Akamba, they kill game, light 
fires and eat the spot, they not carry any their homes!” 
Probably the most bestial people their appetite any the face 

the earth are the Masai, whose food meat, warm blood sucked from 

the necks living cattle, and milk, often diluted with cattle urine. 

Sir Richard Burton’s description the Bedawin the Arabian 
deserts largely applicable the Akikuyu their native forests. 

one can travel Kikuyu without remarking the extreme caution 
and suspicion prevailing amongst the people one towards another, still 

more towards strangers. 

Stumbling and blundering along the dark slippery forest path, 
every turn having scramble over under round fallen trees 

other obstacles, you come suddenly Mukikuyu clad his metal 

and feathers, his body glistening with therega and oil. pulls 

short directly sees you, and calls out, Muhoro” Friend”), 

which, all well, the reply is, Muhoro mwega” friend”). 
this countersign given, strides out boldly meet you, sticks 

the butt end his spear into the ground the side the path, and 
clasps your hand, looking you straight between the eyes, and asking 

who you are, and whence you come. meets you man man. 
knows not who you are, nor where you hail All knows 
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what sees, that you are from whom—or any rate, 

from whose followers—he has learned expect trouble. for you 
now all your power disarm his Create 

favourable first impression possible. First impressions 
great deal with wild men. 

you meet Mukikuyu for the first time, will what have 
never known the Nyasa tribes do, ask your name, and ask again and 
again, repeating after you obtain its exact pronunciation. you 

impress him favourably, will question you more closely about your- 

self, and before parting will very likely tell you, want your 
friend; coming see you; will bring youa sheep!” 
good his word turns with the sheep, his relatives 

and friends. Probably will like stay day two your camp, 
perhaps week. will come you when thinks his visit has 
been long enough, and will say, Tuinuke” Let away”). 

customary then make him some suitable little present return for 
his gift—not much the score its value its being pledge 

mutual friendship. now considers and you are friends. acts 

his part, too, his attentions proving nuisance times. 

this, probably, that has earned for them their reputation for excitability 
when brought into contact with strangers, whom they are suspicious, 

and whom they are naturally inclined hostile. the majority 
cases, experience, travellers Kikuyu owe any rough treat- 

ment they have complain either their ignorance savoir faire 
with wild Africans, much more frequently the secret misconduct 

their country travel unless you are good 
terms with the inhabitants, for they are round you the forest, within 

throw may be, and you see nothing them. Caravans who 
have invited hostilities experience what these mean every turn. 
Stragglers are cut off and killed. not safe for man leave the 

one can out camp collect firewood, even leave the 

light the fires nights. The matter-of-fact business-like way 
which the Akikuyu conduct negotiations with Europeans shows high 
order intelligence. you have proposal make, they hear what 
you have say, make certain that they understand you thoroughly, 
need asking questions, and then withdraw confer with one another 

decide what reply give you. Councils war this description 
are usually held the open away from every one, either exposed 
hill-top, the middle some open flat. There they will sit down 

circle, with fire their midst and their spear-blades forming 

ring-fence intervals around them. 
journey into Maranga, the south-western slopes 

Kilinyatha, the end 1899, had instance this. journey, 

should say, was undertaken for the purpose opening friendly 
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relations with the Akikuyu there; objects being procure food 
supplies for starving garrison Kitwi, and, possible, obtain 
men for local labour, and fill certain number vacancies 

our native police. European had preceded route through 

northern Kitwi, and across the Thana (Upper Tana) Kanau. Dr. Peters 
had travelled couple days the westward, from previous 
experience following anywhere his wake, feared rather for the 
sort reception which awaited another Muthungu. Arriving some 
open downs above Ngulli’s village the sixth day out from Kitwi, the 

behaviour the first Akikuyu saw appeared anything but re- 
assuring. figures armed with spears and shields 
could seen running along the paths front and across 
twos and threes ominous silence. women children were 
visible, always bad sign. evening was setting in, was afraid 
darkness might descend before some sort modus vivendi had 
been established with the natives around us, called halt the 

open close village, and sent word the people say that 

European had come their country, and wanted their friend. 
proved Ngulli’s village. About quarter hour later, 
surprise, came out me, accompanied about score fine 
men, fully armed with spear, sword, and shield, have ever seen. 

himself was old man, about sixty years age more, with 

grey bright open countenance, and eyes which, though somewhat 

dim, had unmistakably the light-brown pupils European races which 
are commonly found amongst the Akikuyu. There was nothing about 
him denote that irritable, treacherous disposition which had 
read much and heard more. All was plain sailing far and 
his people were concerned. listened what had say him 
through the medium interpreter—I had not then learned 
speak Kikoyu—asked few pertinent questions, and replied, 

mwega” promised communicate with the other 
leading men Maranga, and ask them come and meet me. For 
days there came constant stream quasi-chiefs, with whom each 

case had through the same ordeal with Ngulli. During this 

time took were under observation, probation allowed 

none men leave camp unless accompanied Ngulli’s people, 
as, the event their misconducting themselves, Africans will 

the expense their own colour, when under the egis the 

European, knew Ngulli’s people would let know, where otherwise 
might remain ignorance until had lost our good name and 

fame, and possibly have involved ourselves hostilities. 
the end about week, during which daily pressed for 

settlement the question, about dozen the principal men 
Maranga adjourned themselves the open flat beyond the Muthambi, 
and there sat down circle with fire their midst, and talked 
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until far into the afternoon. All that could seen them was 
dark group huddled together, their spear-heads aligned against the 

opposite slope, and the smoke their fire blowing leeward. Having 

agreed what do, they came in, and Zyuma, their spokesman, notified 

their answer. All the European had asked, said, they conceded. 
They gave him their friendship return for his; they would give him 
food, some gift, more for purchase. They would give him men 
work, This they fulfilled the letter. only regret was having 

leave them soon though, told them, hoped visit them 

again, and meantime would keep touch with them through their men. 

The traveller tropical Africa, reckoning past camping- 
grounds, rule appraises them their discomforts and drawbacks. 
During over two years under canvas the East Africa Protectorate, 

camps varied vastly, with one two exceptions only, degree dis- 
comfort. think two only some hundreds which left nothing 

desired, and which for the time being appeared paradise 

earth—on the Muthambi, and Tamarind grove, the right bank 

the Thana river, after crossing the desert plains Thayisu. 
Nothing-could have been more delightful than our stay the 

Muthambi, cool grove monster fig trees, with the river flowing 

through meadow land within yards tent. The climate was 
perfect—bright warm sunshine, yet not hot enervating. 
Perfect peace prevailed well the animal world, for though 
populous district, domesticated appearance any country home- 
stead England, the Akikuyu molest wild game, furred feathered. 
Every morning before sunrise wild duck used fly in, quacking loudly, 

dash down the stream front swim about all day, 
only taking wing compelled so, return again the same 
spot little later. During the daytime guineafowl flew into the fig 
trees overhanging our camp, sit there pluming themselves roosting 

absolute indifference what was going below, with men talking 
and moving about, and fires burning. the sweet-potato 

the opposite bank the river francolins could seen craning their 
necks and listening, scratching for food, within stone’s-throw 

natives digging potatoes weeding. seemed nothing short 
sacrilege fire shot such sanctuary this! Instead shooting, 
when not occupied with newly-found friends, who thronged our 

camp all day long, collected Lepidoptera with such good results that, 

exclusive moths, secured several new species butterflies, one 

lovely little hairstreak. also laid the foundation Kikuyu 

vocabulary. 

The vice the Akikuyu drunkenness. and 
pugnacious, too, these people are amongst themselves, the con- 
sequences are more serious than merely render them drunk and 
incapable—the normal pastime with the chiefs and headmen 
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many Bantu time peace. The wherewithal (ndohi) fermented 

from either sugar-cane (igwa) honey (uki), not from grains, roots, 
bananas, which rule constitute the African’s malt. most 

villages they have nderri, monster tree-trunk, which are two 

rows holes parallel with one another along the entire length. The 
modus operandi simple the implements employed. soon 

the cane has been peeled and cut into chunks inches long, 

put into these holes and pounded two rows women armed with 
wooden pestles. The pulp taken out and placed calabashes, and 
water added. The juice then expressed hand, and put into 
other vessels ferment. From what have seen the results, sugar- 

cane ndohi more potent than that fermented from grain. Honey 

ndohi more potent still. Were not for drink, which renders the 

Akikuyu any turn liable commit acts murder and other 
violence the impulse the moment, European possessed 
tact and some knowledge the language need experience trouble 

travelling Kikuyu, even should have force his back. 
Drink once arouses their innate suspicion and hostility all 
strangers, more especially Europeans with Arab Swahili followers, 
whom they have had good cause treat foes, for, after the manner 

their kind, they have committed excesses whenever possible, 

catching the people for slaves, interfering with their women, and 
looting their live stock and plantations. 

travels amongst the Akikuyu, including some the wildest 
the tribe—viz. those Maranga and others the higher alti- 

tudes south-west Kikuyu—I frequently went about with more 

following than one two men, and more defensive weapon than 
specimen-gun butterfly-net. Yet only experienced per- 

sonal violence one occasion—in Maranga, the hands party 
men drinking banana plantation, one whom, seeing our 

caravan passing, rushed out with his drawn luhyu, without the 

smallest provocation, thereby letting for affray which for 
time looked like ending wholesale disaster ourselves. But for 
the timely intervention one the two Akikuyu guides with 
the time, who caught the man’s wrist from behind, must either have 
been killed seriously injured. 

his magnificent contribution African travel and research, 
Great Rift Valley,’ Dr. Gregory states, brief appendix the 

Akikuyu, that little known them, that they are not purely 

Bantu origin, but contain both Bantu and Hamitic elements. says, 

further, that little known their language; that this certainly 
not Bantu, but allied Masai, illustrating this five names 

geographical objects, eg. “mountain,” “hill,” Had Dr. 
Gregory been able collect reliable vocabulary the language, 

would never have arrived such conclusion, Taking the words 

if 
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given him illustration, these show has been misinformed. 
Kikuyu, “mountain” “ngongo,” but “hill” not 

Bantu. 
However, clear any doubt there may whether not 

Kikuyu Bantu tongue, will give selection nouns representing 
some twenty classes all, for comparison with other Bantu lan- 

guages, 

Mundu, andu, person Mukikuyu, Akikuyu, nativeof Kikuyu 

2.—Prefix: sing. mu-,” pl. me-.” 

sorghum Muhu, mehu ash 

Mugunda, migunda, plantation Munyerri, minyerri, Whydah finch 
Musiyi, misiyi,= village 

Mweri, mieri,= moon Mwatu, miatu,= beehive 

Itimmu, spear Ikunnu, makunnu, mushroom 

mahuri, lung Irima, marima, pit 

Liigwoya, maigwoya, wildlavender maitholli, 

ngara, oval-shaped bark-rope Lugiyo, ngiyo, potshera 
basket with large meshes 

sing. “lu-,” pl. nj-.” 

Luoya, njoya feather Luiligu, ine 

Luenji, nienji, razor 

Kahe, tuhe, boy tuhyu, knife 

Kihatu, ihatu, broom Kindu, indu, thing 
Kikammi, ikammi, dendrohyrax 

Kikwa, vikwa, yam 

Kiunguyu, siunguyu, fish Kiondo, siondo, cord basket 

— 

é 
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zihuruta, butterfly Kiaru, ziaru, journey 

sing. “n-,” pl. “ma-.” 

Ngingo, magingo, reck 

Ulirri, malirri, bedstead 

17.—Nouns having singular 

Litwa, malitwa, name Mondo, mamondo, square skin bag 

manjeneni, star Utta, miutta, bow 
Handu, mahandu, plant Ngwachi, mangwachi, sweet potato 

having plural prefix. 

Luhe, he, hand Luhya, hya, horn 

with irregular plural. 

Handu, kundu, place Butu, mawutu, eyelash 
Wokko, mokko, arm Mukubbi, ukubbi, masai 
Muturra, marra, intestine 

20.—Nouns with plural. 

Hinya strength Njeggi porcupine 
Ruthiya sense Nduma darkness 
Imi dew Nyotta thirst 
Liuwa sun Ngaragu hunger 

Hiti Turru sleep 

Let now take some the common verbs— 

few the most used adjectives are— 

-Neni large -Thugu bad 
-Nini small -Raya long 
-Ega good -Kuhi short 

Some the commonest adverbs are— 

Haha here Ithereru below 
Harya there Kahora gently 
Lugurru above Munno utterly 

Numerals are follows— 

-Mwi one -Inya four 
-Iri two -Kummi ten 
-Thatu three 

Decades are expressed mulongo, milongo; milongo ithanu fifty. 
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The above list merely small selection from carefully com- 
piled vocabulary several hundred words, among which cannot 

discover one which not purely Bantu origin. 

have previously remarked, the fauna Kikuyu distinct from that 
any other part the limited, yet doubt open considerable 
expansion the country becomes better known. 

the vast forests the higher altitudes elephants (njoggu) abound, 
and are not molested the natives, though they cause infinite havoc their 
plantations, where single day night they destroy whole crops beans 

red millet, pulling the latter bodily, chewing the juicy stalks, and 
down the roots. These elephants have easy life, remaining one locality 
for long they please. They are not compelled undertake long forced 
marches escape from the persecution man. They have not traverse large, 

arid, hot, desert-like tracts open country search water new feeding- 
grounds. some localities the Dorobo hunt them, using for the purpose 
harpoon with mobile poisoned barb, one which was taken out the leg bull 
elephant killed myself the slopes Kiambiruira 1898. 

Rhinoceros (hurya) are not found the depths the forest, but low down 
the escarpments. Occasionally have come across them altitudes 8000 feet 

the neighbourhood such open flats Roromo, Lali, and Ngaralika. They 
are unpleasantly plentiful the sparsely timbered slopes between Maranga and 
the Tana Returning through this country Kitwi January 14, 1899, 
had narrow escape from wounded bull. charged me, came with me, 

and overran few yards lay prone the scanty grass. this position 
killed him with lucky, almost snap shot the heart, had abnormally 

massive pair horns, the anterior one inches long. Dr. Kolb, the German 
traveller, was subsequently killed rhinoceros not very far from here, the 
autumn the same year. rhinoceros is, course, the prehensile-lipped 
species bicornis), with very small horns—as rule—the anterior horn the 
adult male rarely measuring more than far know, hippo- 

(ngu) are found only the Thana river, and low down its larger 
tributaries, such the Chanya and the Thana they are plentiful, and 
have fear man. shot one large bull, and could have shot fifty without 
putting myself any great so. 

Carnivora are represented the leopard (ngarri) unusually large type, 
very often dark-coloured; the spotted (biti); the black-backed jackal 

(mbwe); the common serval (kirumi), also black form (simba), 
which have seen the skins two the possession Mr. Tarte Nairobi; the 
wild cat; the genet, several species probably, though have only killed two 
examples one; and numerous most destructive ichneumons, the commonest 

which gracilis, habits much arboreal terrestrial. 
There are hares (waruvukku) the open grasslands Mayimoru and Lali—here 

and there odd one. Porcupines (njeggi) are the bane the country, and most 
destructive the plantations—so much that, when the maize ripening, 
the natives have all night shouting and scaring them. the more open 
country, such that about Fort Smith, there are ant-bears; but have only 
known one being killed, Mr. John Scott, who shot him night the act 
burrowing the side the 
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Three four times have seen the forest night what take have been 
the little-known lophyomys imhausi). During absence Nairobi, 
servant Bvalamkombi killed one night zariba Roromo, which was sur- 
rounded by, and indeed cut out from, black forest. duly skinned and preserved 
the animal with his usual care await return; but the night 

after had seen it, some marauding beast made off with the specimen. 
There are large antelopes, nothing larger than the bushbuck 
sylvaticus, probably) unusually large size, with splendid heads 
Smaller forms there are also, such Cephalophus, Nesotragus, Nanotragus (?) the 
open country round Fort Smith and the Roromo 
forest has been determined Mr. Oldfield Thomas, from entire specimen which 
was able procure for him, Nesotragus moschatus. 

expected forest country, monkeys are plentiful. The following 
met large, steel-blue coloured, shaggy-coated, most truculent- 

looking baboon (nuggu); white-chested Cercopithecus, probably albiguluris 
(gimma)—very numerous, audacious, and destructive crops; conspicuous but 

exceedingly shy Colobus, occidentalis (guyu), inhabiting only the darkest depths 
the forest, where his deep guttural urra-urra-urra generally the first harbinger 

mberi before the francolins”), the Akikuyu would 
express it. small grey equirrel very common, and tame. The most remarkable 
animal all the dendrohyrax, procavia (kikammi), denizen the forest from 
upwards 7500 feet, distinguishable once his far-reaching call, uttered only 

night. one can camp where the kikammi occurs without noticing this, for 
though quite small creature, larger than rabbit, has call resembling 
policeman’s rattle, but more powerful good deal, commences with some five 
bars the rattle about three seconds’ duration each, with about two seconds 

intervening, and then changes into long-drawn wails, lessening power until these 
die away into series gradually expiring sighs. For all that tried hard 
obtain series specimens this extraordinary creature, was only able secure 
one, female brought alive Mukikuyu. Mr. Thomas has pro- 
nounced new sub-species. difficulty was due the animal being 
arboreal and nocturnal habits, living monster trees where the daytime 
sleeps some hollow the trunk the branching-fork huge limb con- 
cealed from view, awakening night feed the foliage, and startle creation 
with its weird call. Another noisy inhabitant the forest galago, also 
nocturnal, which was not able secure example. 

game birds—as only expected—Kikuyu poorly represented, 
whereas small birds the forest abounds careful observer. There are three 
species francolin least, probably several infuscata (mung- 
wethi), one the bare-throated francolins, commonly found the plantations 

the lower altitudes—not, think, above 7500 feet. (ngwari), one 
the feather-throated francolins, native only dense forest and undergrowth 
all altitudes, This bird roosts the trees, never seen the open, almost ex- 
clusively insectivorous, and remarkable for its noisy screeching the mornings 
and evenings. jacksoni, another feather-throated species, probably the finest 
all known francolins, was originally discovered the bamboo forests 

that good field naturalist whose name bears. Until last year 
only the male was known science; but Lord Delamere, when travelling 
Central Africa make the fine collection birds lately presented the British 
Museum, secured good series, male and female, which kindly reserved 
male for me. not know this francolin’s native name. 

occur 6500 feet, above this have not come across them. Potato 
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plantations are their favourite resort, and there they feed largely the tuber 
the sweet potato, the bare-throated francolins. Quail (kamakiarumi), 

chiefly capensis, are plentiful certain seasons the plantations round Fort 
Smith, and the open country 7500 feet. Above that have not seen any. 

Nowhere have found waterfowl any considerable numbers, but there occur 
widely throughout the country the Egyptian goose the yellow-billed 
duck (A. and the sombre-spotted duck (A. sparsa). All duck are 
indiscriminately called the Akikuyu, Egyptian geese are 
seen everywhere the upper Thana river, usually pairs, asleep the strand, 

rocks dead trees mid-stream. the time visit that river saw 
duck, and other edible birds any sort than occasional pair 

Yellow-billed duck are found quite high altitudes the merest streams, where 
they are exceedingly tame and fear man, probably because the natives 

never molest them. This also applies the spotted duck. Snipe the two 
well-known major and nigripennis—occur small numbers 
swampy ground all reasonable altitudes. have shot them Lali flat, and 
have seen them the swamp below Fort Smith and elsewhere the neighbour- 
hood. Like many other tribes, the Akikuyu bave name for the 

The green pigeon delelandii) had wherever there are wild fig 
trees, whose fruit forms almost its sole food. Several species doves frequent the 
plantations all inhabited altitudes, and are fond congregating the Croton 
bushes feed the beans. High Kikuyu—that is, above 7500 feet— 
there medium-sized green parrot with orange-tipped pinions, remarkable for 
the regularity its morning and evening flight over the treetops, and its dis- 
cordant screeching. difficult shoot them, they fly high and not 
perch until their objective has been reached. six months shot two, losing 
one the undergrowth. During time the forest Roromo, saw few 
large birds—in fact, only one pair large owls; the ubiquitous and precocious 
white-necked raven; vultures two species picking the corpses the Akikuyu; 

occasional pair blue herons, egrets, Lali flat; and once twice the 

depths the forest black eagle with topknot. The commoner small birds are 
the black and white shrike; rose-billed found, think, below 
7500 feet; bulbuls, most destructive ripe tomatoes; fly-catchers, very friendly 

man; finches, including the conspicuous whydah finch; warblers many 
species; honeysuckers least three species; and sunbirds, very partial the 
flowers orange teazle. 

Reptiles are represented crocodiles (kingang) abundance the Thana; 
think, the higher altitudes, other than slow-worm—of which 

sent Dr. Giinther two examples collected 7700 and 7800 feet respectively 
many batrachians, arboreal; lizards extraordinary chameleons, 

which the commonest (kiimbu) has three horns, rather over inch long, 

the frontal bone. There appear scorpions, venomous centipedes, spiders. 

Red ants (tharakku) are the one noxious pest, found all altitudes, 
have ascended. rule, they frequent the banks streams moist 

ground. the Muthambi river they proved positive scourge, and one night 

compelled abandon tent. White ants (mithuwa) not occur the 

higher altitudes; for instance, found none Roromo. Entomology affords 
entirely new field most orders insects—in fact, think may say all 

except Lepidoptera. this order Rhopalocera alone have been collected any 
extent such travellers Mr. Mr. Neumann, and myself, but are 
means worked out, may judged from the fact that last consignment from 

Roromo and the country between that place and Nairobi included six 
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Heterocera, believe, have not been collected any one except myself, with what 
material results will not known until Sir George Hampson able work out 

collections. 
The flora the protectorate has already been described Dr. Gregory, leaving 
nothing contribute beyond own rough observations, supported 

scientific knowledge. commencing the ascent into Kikuyu, the first object 
noticed the everyday traveller white trefoil growing juicy green patches 
the side the path. mention made it, think, Dr. Gregory, but 

common watercress grows luxuriantly some the streams north Fort Smith 
—the Ruarka for one. think was the first make this discovery, 1899, 
and then sent some samples various people Nairobi. common dish 
mine used roast francolin and watercress! the neighbourhood Fort 
Smith have not seen the blackberry bramble (mutari), though should occur 

that altitude. found, however, about 400 feet higher the Uganda 
road, growing sparsely here and there, Bracken (muthillu) grows the foot 
the Nairobi escarpment, and practically all over Kikuyu—the higher the altitude 
the more luxuriantly. the headwaters the Chanya, Kegiyo, grows 

extraordinary size, the stems thick man’s little finger, and height 
over man’s head. 

the Ikamba-Masai escarpment there very beautiful tree, attaining 
commonly height 100 feet, with rich green foliage and mass sweet- 
smelling pinkish-lilac flowers. There are number the forest between the 

Nangara river and Ngongo Bagas. 
Nothing very European occurs low altitudes, below 7500 feet, except— 

have already mentioned—white trefoil. addition this, there 

larger species trefoil, with pink flower, resembling very nearly the white and 
pink clover Great Britain, but with smaller and smoother leaf. From 7700 

feet upwards, the blackberry grows great luxuriance the openings the 
forest—not the Rubus with amber-coloured fruit found here and there the 
tops the Ikamba hills, but another species, with narrower, more pectinate 
leaf, and dark mulberry-coloured fruit, almost the blackberry Great 
Britain. the outskirts the forest round Lali are blackberry clumps, 

feet high and more, mass flowers fruit according the season. Consider- 
able agility displayed the Akikuyu boys climbing these means long 

stout poles placed resting against the tops these clumps. Monkey-like, they 
ascend these with their bare feet and hands, and whilst they pick and eat the 
fruit with one hand, they retain their balance with the other. 

the neighbourhood Roromo and Lali, from 7700 over 9000 feet, Euro- 
pean forms are very numerous: the flats, thistles, some flowering with 

single head from the ground, others with thorn-like prickles breast-high; yellow 
ragwort—a favourite resort for butterflies, moths such the Coleop- 
tera, and Hemiptera; bulrushes; meadow-rushes; everlastings; gladioli; dande- 
lions large and small, forming genuine puffs; wild sorrel; buttercups; docks, with 

long narrow leaf; teazle, with orange flower; devil’s bit; meadow 

and last, but not least, that unobtrusive strawberry-like Potentilla with white 

flower, the first put appearance after the coltsfoot early spring the 

hedgerows home. Nowhere the flats the grass longer than meadow- 
lands home. Many the grasses are familiar places the turf 
soft and springy with moss. The black mushroom (ikunnu) grows abundantly. 

the forest the first familiar object attract, rather compel, recognition 
the stinging nettle. There are two kinds: the savayi, almost identical with the 

British nettle, eaten spinach the Akiyuyu, and the isinaihehi monstrous 
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growth, feet high and more, with prickles capable penetrating stout khaki 
cotton. 

What the whitethorn country people England the Sodom apple 
(muturra) the Akikuyu, planted round villages ring fence and along the 
paths through their plantations. Elsewhere tropical Africa grows mere 
bush. Kikuyu develops into respectable tree, feet high, with 
sprawling limbs covered with the most uncompromising massive hooked thorns, 
capable tearing the flesh out any one hung them. For marking boun- 
dary-lines, cuttings the liigwoya are planted—a bush resembling lavender 
somewhat, with aromatic turquoise blue flower, and extraordinarily rapid 
growth. Divisions plantations are usually marked three four tufts 
kind pampas grass, planted line few yards apart. Jasmine, which grows 
commonly all over the Protectorate, even the hot lowlands the coast, grows 

all altitudes where have been Kikuyu. flower every few weeks, off 
and on, throughout the entire year. the Roromo forest there grows that long 
tendril-like burr which delighted one child pluck and throw the 
backs one’s unsuspecting elders unknown them. The most remarkable tree 

the forest fine juniper. Another and the mutarakwa, used chiefly 
for building, which think podocarpus. 

possible country and climate such this grow vegetables and flowers 
easily Europe. beginning the May dry season Fort Smith 

started garden—the old garden having teen allowed rack and ruin—and 
within four months had raised fit for use, not only such quick-growing vegetables 

lettuce, turnips, beans, and peas, but carrots, beetroot, and good size. 

There was rain during this time, was obliged irrigate hand give the 
seeds fair start. Later, zariba Roromo, achieved even better results, 
growing what have never raised elsewhere tropical Africa—rhubarb. the 

garden Fort Smith, which found sadly neglected what had been former 

days, vegetables would grow freely when only self-sown. June, 1899, remarked 
less than three crops cress standing the same time—one, course, being 

the original parent. Peas, beans, and lettuces commonly grew this way. 

for potatoes, they would grow infinitum. Alpine strawberries bore fruit, small 

this account, off and the entire year through. Mr. Wise, Protectorate 

official, and Mrs. Snowden are, think, the only people who have done any flower- 
gardening Kikuyu. Mr. Wise’s and Belgian pansies, and indeed quan- 
tities other flowers, would have done credit any cottage gardener England. 

Mrs. Snowden’s sweet peas and stocks Ikwiakwi, 7500 feet, will long dwell 

memory. From these obtained seed produce favourite flowers 
Roromo—destined occasion yet one more pang regret when the time arrived 
for leave all, preparatory going south join the war. 

THE ERUPTIONS MARTINIQUE AND ST. VINCENT. 
DICKSON, M.A., B.Sc. 

Tue terrible loss life occasioned the outbursts Martinique 
and St. Vincent, and the resulting natural tendency magnify the 
slightest deviation from the normal seismic meteorological pheno- 
mena other regions, make almost impossible that complete and 

accurate account what probably one the most profound and wide- 

spread disturbances which has affected the Earth’s crust within historic 
No. 1902.] 
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times, should obtainable for considerable period. The detailed 

scientific study local phenomena will doubt fully carried out, 
and seems likely that will bring light many new facts supreme 

importance. But the mere distribution the reports already received 
from disturbed areas sufficiently striking and suggestive warrant 

attempt weave them into connected story—a story which fuller 
information seems likely modify chiefly matters detail. The 
principal sources information available yet are the telegrams 

published the daily papers, letters and papers received from the 
West Indies, and the summary events and articles Prof. Milne, 
F.R.S., Nature. 

Although perturbations unusual strength had been noticed 
Venezuela and St. Vincent from October, 1900, stated Mr. André 

his paper (p. 60), the first indication the present disturbance 
appears have been observed Guatemala April when series 

earthquake shocks began. This continued till April 24, and culmi- 
nated the night April what Prof. Milne describes very 
heavy earthquake,” which “was recorded the Isle Wight, and 

might have been recorded anywhere the world.” 
letter, dated Gualan, May published Nature (p. 150), 

Mr. Edwin Rockstroh says— 
8.25 p.m. April earthquake more than thirty seconds’ 

duration affected large part Guatemala, Eastern Chiapas, and 
Western Salvador and Honduras. The intensity the movement was 
greatest Western Guatemala, where the second and richest city 

the country, Quezaltenango, was completely destroyed, with the loss 
about five hundred lives. Completely ruined also were San 

Marcos, and its sister town San Pedro Sacatepequez (more than two 
hundred lives being lost), and the same happened Retalhuleu and 
Mazatenango, important towns the Pacific coast-plain, the south 

Quezaltenango. The before mentioned are situated the 

highlands, little the north the great volcanoes. 
the cities named, nearly every town and hamlet the 

Departmentos San Marcos, Quezaltenango, Retalhuleu, Suchitepe- 

quez, and several Chimaltenango, are ruined, and perhaps every one 
the many important coffee and sugar plantations the western 

coast-region has had its machinery, and the aqueducts ruined. 
The total number lives lost may about eight nine hundred. 

the port Ocos, only three houses remained standing, and the 

big landing-pier was broken near the land. 
“In the city Guatemala, most the churches and some houses 

sustained slight damages; the same happened Antigua (Guatemala). 

Escuintla and Amatitlan suffered considerably. 
“The railways between Retalhuleu and the port Champerico, 

and the one between Ocos and Coatepec, were interrupted the falling 
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THE ERUPTIONS MARTINIQUE AND VINCENT. 

bridges and damage the road. The railway between Guatemala 
and the port San José remained unaffected and intact. 

“In the eastern portions Guatemala the shock was only weak. 
was the time plantation ‘Germania, and did not feel 

anything all. 

“Until May earthquakes small intensity were still frequent 
from the city Guatemala the west.” 

the early days April” the volcano Mont Pelée (the 
mountain”), the highest peak Martinique, began emit smoke. 

Mont Pelée stands near the northern end the island, and rises 

elevation 4450 feet, feet higher than Ben Nevis. was supposed 
extinct till the end the eighteenth century, when slight erup- 

tion occurred. Another eruption occurred August, 1851. From that 
time Mont Pelée had been quiescent. the night May symptoms 

dangerous activity appeared letter written from St. Pierre May 

says: are under ashes since last night. The rumbling, which 

began suddenly first, has become more pronounced. The volcano 
smoking more and more. looks like immense Two 

days ago had three shocks earthquake the same afternoon, but 
they were very weak.” Next day sea-breeze cleared the dust-clouds 
from the top the mountain, but May stream boiling mud 
poured down the mountain, apparently from near the summit, following 

the dry bed torrent, and reaching the sea, miles distant, about 

three minutes. the west coast the sea receded 300 feet, and the 

Puerto Plata and Dominica-Martinique cables were interrupted. 

the same day, Soufriére, Morne Garon, volcano the 

north St. Vincent, and miles south Mont Pelée, showed signs 

activity. Soufriére was the scene eruption 1812, which still 

ranks amongst the most terrific outbursts the crater formed 

that time, half mile diameter and 500 feet deep, was until recently 

from the mountain, and the same afternoon the cables between 

Martinique and St. Vincent were broken. May shock earth- 
quake was felt the north-west France and along the Mediterranean 
coast Spain, especially the district Murthia. According 
note the Comptes Rendus May (Nature, 112), the epicentrum 

this disturbance placed the Mediterranean, the south 
Minorca. The state affairs Martinique was less threatening. 

Early the morning May violent explosions occurred 

Soufriére. The New York Herald gives the following description 
Wednesday morning terrific explosions occurred, and seven 

o’clock there was another sudden violent escape steam. This ascended 
for three hours, when quantity material was ejected. 

three craters appeared open, and began vomit lava. Six streams 
once ran down the sides the mountain, making awful scene. 
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The mountain laboured heavily for half hour after the appearance 
the lava, and fire flashed around the edges the craters. Tremendous 

detonations followed quick succession, rapidly merging into con- 
tinuous roar. This lasted through Wednesday night until Friday 
morning. The thundering was heard throughout the Caribbean sea. 

“The eruption began Wednesday. huge cloud dark, dense 

charged with volcanic matter, rose height miles from 
the mountain-top, and darkness like midnight descended. 

air was laden with fine dust, and black rain followed the rain 

rocks, and stones. Numerous bright flashes, marvellously rapid, were 

seen, and these but intensified the horror inspired the thunder 
the earthquake, the roar the lava, and rush falling stones. Large 

areas cultivation were buried, and the Wallibou and Richmond plan- 

tations and villages were totally destroyed, the former being partly sub- 
merged the sea. the windward coast seven plantations were 
totally destroyed. The whole the Carib country the same locality 
was covered with ashes and lava the depth and feet. Nothing 
green Besides vegetation, all live stock and buildings were 
destroyed, and the streams and rivers were dried up. There now 

water and food famine the island; 1620 deaths are already reported. 
The deaths were due chiefly suffocation sulphurous gases, light- 

and the burning lava masses.” 
cloud dust from St. Vincent reached Barbados between five and 

six the same afternoon, having travelled eastwards, against the winds, 
distance about 100 miles, apparently upper The deposit 

twelve hours attained the thickness three-eighths half inch, 
and its weight was the rate tons per acre, equivalent nearly 
two million tons for the whole Barbados. Dr. Longfield Smith’s 
preliminary mineralogical examination disclosed minerals and 

glass, the minerals predominating, and consisting chiefly 

silicates iron and also considerable proportion quartz 
and some potash (Port Spain Gazette, May 22). similar fall 
occurred Barbados during the eruption Soufriére 1812, but 
the composition the dust was widely different, the 1812 dust being 
much finer, and containing very few mineral crystals.”* also 
reported that “at 1.30 p.m. there occurred sudden outburst 

from one the oil-borings, 900 feet deep, Turner’s Hall, Barbados, 

dust being thrown the height more than 100 feet into the air.” 
strong earthquake shook St. Vincent the 7th, and Prof. 

Milne reports that 10.45, St. Vincent time, the seismographs the 
Isle Wight indicated the beginning disturbance, which reached its 
maximum 11.16 p.m., and which the origin was 60° 70° distant 

from Great Britain. Prof. Milne suggests that these disturbances may 

See also note Prof. Bonney Nature, 154. 
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THE ERUPTIONS MARTINIQUE AND ST. VINCENT, 

identical, and may represent sub-oceanic convulsion which caused 
widespread interruption the cables that date. 

May 7.50 a.m., the town St. Pierre was almost instanta- 
neously destroyed, with the loss some 40,000 lives. From the various 
accounts given, difficult understand the precise nature the 

occurrences which gave rise the final catastrophe. The mud-stream 

May apparently issued from new opening Mont Pelée, and Monsieur 
Sainte-Mate, his account, states that between half-past six and seven 

o’clock the fatal morning columns white smoke suddenly emerged 
from new crater, about 600 feet below the top Mont 

creating panic among the inhabitants St. Pierre. quarter 
eight formidable rumbling was heard emanating from the mountain, 

colossal fissure had been made from peak foot, and then was 

beheld, amid black smoke which the eye could not penetrate, great 

uniform mass, which burst with dizzy rapidity the valley.” Captain 
Freeman the Roddam, according one account, was talking the 
ship’s agent when saw tremendous cloud smoke glowing with 

live cinders, rushing with terrific rapidity over the town and port;” 

according another speaks the explosion that had 
preceded the shock ourselves.” Lhuerre, acting governor 
Martinique, reports that “even early the fatal morning fresh 

catastrophe seemed impending, cablegrams received Fort 

France described the situation “stationary.” But a.m., the 

very moment when steamer the Girard Company was leaving for 

St. Pierre, enormous volume white clouds was perceived from Fort 

France the direction St. Pierre. seems uncertain whether the 
appearance white cloud” which enveloped the city was preceded 

explosion exceptional violence not. was, the main 
force the explosion must have been directed horizontally, even 

downwards, otherwise the poisonous gases would probably have risen 
clear the town. examination all the accounts, including the 
report Prof. Hovey, suggests that the destruction St. Pierre was 

rather the immediate result the passage tornado cyclonic 
system which had formed over already existing crater than 
violent explosion. The atmosphere over the crater was apparently 
mixed with quantity poisonous and inflammable gas, probably 
sulphuretted hydrogen (of which proportion per cent. would 
immediately fatal), and the gas was ignited either electrical dis- 
charge, fires the neighbourhood. The showers dust and ashes 
can fully accounted for the intensity the aerial vortex itself. 

Dr. Bauer states Science that serious magnetic disturbances 
began least two the observatories the United States Coast 
and Geodetic Survey within few minutes the catastrophe 
St. Pierre, and continued till midnight May Numerous vessels 

also report disturbance compasses. 
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THE ERUPTIONS MARTINIQUE AND ST. VINCENT. 

From May the disturbance both St. Vincent and Martinique 

moderated violence, and partial exploration the devastated regions 
became possible. St. Vincent was found that six distinct streams 

lava flowing from Soufriére had destroyed the villages Wallibou 
and Richmond. had sunk below the sea, while Richmond, 

close Wallibou, had been elevated. ravine 100 feet deep, the source 

the Rabaka river, had been filled up. Mont Pelée was seen 

that the old summit the Morne Lacroix, was still existence, 

although shattered and crumbled. new crater, west Morne Lacroix, 
was 1000 feet diameter another crater had opened within mile 
St. Pierre, and seven craters were one time visible from the Fort 

France. new volcano appeared north Pelée, close the coast. 

St. Pierre the sea had withdrawn somewhat, but had advanced 

Precheur. cable ship reported that soundings one locality had 
increased about 500 fathoms, and another reported that 

soundings had increased from 250 1000 fathoms. During the same 
period the volcano Pico Colima, Mexico, showed signs activity. 

May Mount Redoubt, Washington State, was reported 
eruption. May boiling lake Dominica disappeared, hot 
springs Jamaica were disturbed May 12, and May the 

island St. Thomas experienced shock earthquake. 
Saturday, May 17, 8.30 p.m., began another 

violent eruption, accompanied continuous repeated earthquakes, which 
were extremely local, not extending far Kingstown. May 

earthquake affected the greater part California, and the same 

day the extinct St. Pierre Varennes, Morvan, France, 

emitted low rumbling sounds, accompanied earth-tremors. the 
19th and 20th another eruption Mont Pelée occurred, surpassing the 
earlier eruptions violence. jet fire” destroyed the village 

Carbet, the ruins St. Pierre left the eruption the 8th were 

destroyed, and ashes and stones descended Fort France. 
From the scientific reports such examination was possible 
May 21, appears that, except measured the loss life and 

property, the eruptions Mont Pelée could not rank amongst the great 
eruptions history. They had brought molten material the 
surface. 

Both Mont Pelée and Soufriére continued active until May 25, 

when the paroxysm beginning the 17th 19th appears have 
the 24th shower rain” was reported from 

Hamburg. This proved due the presence insects (Carabus 

cocinella), which may conceivably have been borne upper air-currents 
from Martinique. May “grey snow” fell the canton 
Lucerne, Switzerland, which left residue resembling ashes. Next 

day strong earthquake was recorded Laibach, Carniola, the chief 

disturbance being about 470 miles from that point. 
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May Mont Pelée again broke out, projecting quantities 
ashes and gravel over the north Martinique. Heavy surf beat 
the shores, and immense cloud, great elevation, hung over the 

mountain, the same day, after period unprecedented heat 
and drought,” St. Vincent was deluged with rain. Mount Redoubt, 

already mentioned, ejected quantities ashes. the 28th, 
8.45 a.m., another violent explosion occurred Mont Pelée, but this 

10° N. Lat. 

Fathoms 60° Sea level 

Vertical scale exaggerated 

SECTION SHOWING THE DEPTHS ALONG THE CENTRAL LINE THE CARIBBEAN FROM 
THE GULF HONDURAS LAT. 10° AND LONG. 50° PASSING THROUGH 
ROSALIND AND SERRANILLA BANKS, THE NORTHERN PART VINCENT, AND 
THE SOUTHERN EXTREMITY BARBADOS. 

seems have had distinct counterpart St. Vincent, official 
telegram received the 29th says, Volcano still erupting with 
varying force, but violent outburst since May 18.” 

broke out afresh, however, the morning May 30, and p.m. 
Mont Pelée suffered violent eruption, and sent forth streams hot 
mud, Cable communication with St. Thomas was again interrupted 
the same day. telegram from Milan May announced distur- 

bances Mont Trabocchetto, the Western Riviera. Next day 

was reported that shocks earthquake had been felt Greece for 
some days previously. 

June slight earthquake occurred Velletri, miles from 
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THE ERUPTIONS MARTINIQUE AND ST. VINCENT. 

Rome, and June shock was felt Camborne, Cornwall, 

10.20 p.m. the same day volcanic eruptions were reported from 
such widely separated points Valparaiso and Baku; the former 
occurred the Chaco territory, and the latter mud volcano the 
Baku district. Sea disturbances, indicating submarine eruptions, were 

reported occurring between St. Lucia and Martinique. June 
both Soufriére and Mont Pelée were very active, emitting immense 
volumes smoke, but apparently little solid material. Slight earth- 
quakes were felt South Australia. Mont Pelée erupted violently 

June ejecting further quantities hot mud. Mauna Loa, Hawaii, 

was reported active the same day. 
The features which stand out specially remarkable connection 

with the events described are, first, the wide distribution seismic 

disturbances along certain known lines weakness, and their occurrence 
before the greater volcanic outbursts; second, the close correspondence 

time the outbursts Martinique and St. Vincent, and the apparent 
contrast type. The St. Vincent outburst, which probably, from 
the point view, much the more important the two, 

was accompanied outpourings while ashes and were 

blown height sufficient reach the main currents the 

circulation the upper atmosphere. Martinique there was 
molten matter.” Mont Pelée was opened and rent, but the explosions 

did not blow away the old summit Morne Lacroix, nor were they 
sufficient violence prevent the formation atmospheric vortices close 

the craters. Nevertheless, Prof. Bonney states the note referred 
above, the dust from Mont Pelée general resemblance that 

from the Soufriére which fell Barbados, and both represent hypers- 

thene-andesites.” 
With the second these points impossible deal further 

present. The details the eruptions will fully studied expe- 
ditions which have been specially despatched for the purpose, including 

one from this country, consisting Dr. Tempest Anderson and 
Dr. Flett, whose reports will eagerly awaited. 

The first point, concerning the distribution the seismic disturb- 
ances, is, however, important giving clue the cause the 

eruptions from its relation the structure the region. The following 
description based that given Suess ‘Das Antlitz der Erde,’ 
which contains far the best summary the literature the 
subject 

The central principal belt the Antilles, beginning Cape 
San Antonio the western extremity Cuba, and including the Isle 

Pines, Haiti, Porto Rico, the Virgin islands, with St. Croix, Anguilla, 
St. Bartholomew, Antigua, the eastern part Guadeloupe, and part 

Barbados, consists the same rocks throughout. Granite, species 
gneiss places, ancient eruptive rocks, the Blue formation, 
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some serpentines, glauconitic sandstones, and then white limestone, 
probably Cretaceous age, constitute the visible remains once 

continuous mountain chain. The same rocks are reported the island 
Trinidad, the northern chain Venezuela, Merida and Bogota, 

and finally the whole range the coast Cordillera South 
similar succession occurs Greece, Crete, and Cyprus, 

the Taurus and Armenia, Eastern Afghanistan, and the 
Andaman and Nicobar islands. Towards the west this zone splits up, 

into several one extends from the peninsula 

Jacmel Haiti, through the Blue mountains Jamaica towards 
Honduras another from Cibao Haiti, through the Sierra Maestra 

Cuba Guatemala, and thence, crossing the isthmus, reaches the great 

line active volcanoes possibly third represented the Sierra 

Cumanayagua Cuba. 
Outside the central belt zone composed solely middle Tertiary 

more recent formations. part this properly mountainous 
most flat. attains its greatest width the north-west, narrow- 
ing south-east. includes the Bahamas and the banks the east- 

ward far the Nativity bank, the islands Anegada, Sombrero, Bar- 
buda, and part Barbados, and may added the whole 

Florida, and the level part Yucatan. 
Within the central zone, i.e. the concave margin the 

another belt, which only the eastern part appears the surface, 
the Lesser Antilles. entirely recent volcanic origin, and includes 

the islands Saba, Eustatius, St. Christopher, Nevis, Redonda, 

Montserrat, the western part Guadeloupe, Dominica, Martinique, 
St. Lucia, St. Vincent, the Grenadines, and Grenada. The distribution 

volcanoes corresponds that found the Apennines and Carpa- 
thians, along fracture the internal line the arc. The Caribbean 

sea thus the homologue the Western Mediterranean basin, the 
Gulf Mexico occupying much the same relation the one the 
South-Eastern Mediterranean does the other. The vertical section 
(p. 57) shows the general form the region, along line from Guate- 
mala, through the longer axis the Caribbean sea, St. Vincent, and 
Barbados. 

The facts, therefore, point readjustment the remains the 
fold which once formed the margin the ancient Mediterranean, 
the primary disturbance. The surviving parts this fold are known 

regions the Earth’s crust which are still subject severe strain, 

and within historic times have maintained dismal record earth- 
quakes along these parts the present disturbance has made itself felt 

large number points. transverse direction within the 
ancient fold, lines fracture are dotted with active volcanoes, which 

Soufriére has suffered violent eruption. the case Mont Pelée 
the deep-seated disturbance appears have been great, but the 
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THE VOLCANIC ERUPTION ST. VINCENT. 

seemed lacking explosive power, which may possibly account 
for the many remarkable features connected with its eruption, and 
interesting view the fact that while Mont Pelée erupted fifty 
years ago, Soufriére has been quiet for ninety years. The absence 

eruption other points along the transverse line, St. Lucia, 

may help towards the interpretation the phenomena the eruptions 
when these have been more fully and accurately described, and the 
isolated disturbances points apparently altogether outside the primary 
region may widen our knowledge the relation the main folds 
one another. 

THE VOLCANIC ERUPTION ST. VINCENT. 

ANDRE. 

Any one making voyage along the Lesser Antilles cannot help being 
impressed with the idea that these islands are the summits mountain 
range, the lower slopes which are covered the sea. Between 
Grenada and St. Vincent, these they may called so, are 

particularly numerous, but they are smaller size than the islands 

between which they lie. This chain islands appears uniform 
geological composition, and all the larger ones there are evidences 

the shape craters boiling springs the volcanic nature their 

formation. With the exception St. Vincent, none these islands 
seem have suffered from any severe eruption since they were discovered 
some four hundred years ago; and such extent did the inhabitants 

Martinique particular consider themselves enjoying immunity 
from such disturbances, that they spoke Montagne Pelée 

extinct volcano. 
description the St. Vincent eruption 1812 has been 

reproduced, there necessity into details this paper re- 

garding the occurrence. All that need said about is, that was 
accompanied but little loss life, and, far can judge, 
was not nearly violent the one experienced within the last few 
days. 

far back February last year the St. Vincent called 
attention the fact that unusually heavy shocks earthquake were 
felt and grumbling sounds heard the people living Balaine and 
Windsor Forest, which they attributed the Soufriére.” curious 
fact that October,t 1900—that is, three months and some days before 
these disturbances St. Vincent—the city Caracas and the country 

Tam quoting the exact words the Times May 

The heaviest shocks were felt, understand, the 30th, although for days 

before and after there had been slighter ones. 

} 



THE VOLCANIC ERUPTION ST, VINCENT. 

around suffered from considerable seismic perturbation. This fact 
worth recording, because 1812 much the same thing happened, 
Caracas having been destroyed March 26, while the eruption St. 

GEORGETOWN, SHOWING THICK BED OF VOLCANIC DUST COVERING THE COUNTRY, 

Vincent occurred June 30. both cases will observed that 
the disturbances the northern mountain range Venezuela preceded 
the eruptions St. Vincent. 

The first intimation Trinidad got regarding these terrible 
eruptions was telegram from Martinique announcing the destruction 

the Usine Guérin, involving loss one hundred and fifty lives. 

This was the the morning the 7th telegram from 
St. Vincent reported the Soufriére full eruption. Friday 
afternoon Kingstown, the capital the island. may mention 

that approaching the town noticed that the range mountains 
behind was covered dark clouds. rained heavily, and the weather 
was squally. Every one was eager, soon cast anchor, get 
some reliable news what had happened, but found impossible 

obtain any accurate information. was fortunate enough meet 
Mr. Goodwin, who had just returned from the Carib country. told 

that was impossible give just estimate the loss lives, but 

was afraid that least five hundred persons had perished. The 
whole district beyond Georgetown, said, had been laid waste and 
was nothing but desert dust. Kingstown had not suffered. The 
greatest damage effectel had been the breaking the glass 
photographer’s skylight the small stones which fell abundance 

during the eruption. Some idea may formed the altitude which 

these small stones must have been projected when consider that 
the Soufriére miles direct line from the town. The column 

smoke which rose from the mountain has been variously estimated 
have reached height from miles, but this conjecture 

only, and mention show how difficult obtain reliable data 
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THE VOLCANIC ERUPTION ST. VINCENT. 

matters this kind. Mr. Wakefield, the manager the Colonial 
Bank, has thus described what occurred Kingstown— 

pretty certain the heavy detonations began about 2°30 p.m. 

(Wednesday, 7th), because remember that were preparing close, 

which usually that hour, when were alarmed the 
violence the reports exceeding anything had ever heard before. 

hurried through our work and closed the bank. Mud fell first, then 
pebbles and dust. The heavy detonations lasted for about hour 

hour and half. had heard continuous roaring for some time 
before, and roared late night.” 

There doubt that the period greatest violence the eruption 
was between 2.30 and the Wednesday afternoon. People who 
came Port Spain from the northern mountain range the island 

Thursday morning reported having heard heavy firing during the 
previous afternoon. Mr. Griswold, one the managers the Asphalt 

Company, tells that was the pitch-lake Guanoco the 
Wednesday afternoon, when heard what took the reports 

heavy guns the distance. The reports varied strength, some 
being heavier than others. Guanoco the San Juan river the 

north-west the delta the Orinoco, and 260 miles from St. 

Vincent. 

THE DRY RIVER BEYOND LANGLEY PARK, TAKEN SOME TIME BEFORE THE ERUPTION. 

tried best get Georgetown the afternoon arrival, 

but without success, managed, however, arrange that should 
leave the following day. matter fact not get away 

from Kingstown until daybreak the Sunday morning (11th), 

d ibe 



THE VOLCANIC ERUPTION ST. VINCENT. 

Saturday afternoon got positive news the destruction St. Pierre, 
although, somehow other, there had been rumours from the previous 
day that that town had been demolished, but cable communication 

PANORAMA OF THE SAME COUNTRY AFTER THE ERUPTION. 

with the northern islands had been interrupted, the report did not 
obtain credence. Between Kingstown and Georgetown the road, which 

miles length, runs for the most part along the sea where the 

ridges the hills spreading from the central range are lowest, The 
country undulating and very picturesque, and one time was planted 

entirely sugar-cane. Windmills and factories ruins remain 
evidences the past prosperity the island. The low price sugar, 

joined the frequent hurricanes which have recent times devastated 
the country, have led the cultivation arrowroot replacing that 
sugar-cane. The journey may performed horseback 

carriage. the latter means transport, was accompanied 
Mr. Jacobson, photographer, and had several cameras and the 

accessories for taking pictures which could not have carried with 

noticed thin coat volcanic dust along the road 
and the fields similar what had seen Kingstown; but 
was only when got the 15-mile post—that is, miles from the 
capital and miles from Georgetown—that the country assumed that 
burnt and dreary appearance which became more desolate neared 
the town. passed numbers people who were wandering aimlessly 
along the road with bundles containing all they had saved. The road 

places had been cut through thick beds lava considerable width, 

showing how severe must have been the eruptions the past. 
some places the lava smooth and uniform texture, others pebbles 
and large stones are embedded the mass. When quite close 
Georgetown saw large crowd the beach. They were burying 
the carcass whale cast shore the night before. not 
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THE VOLCANIC ERUPTION ST. VINCENT. 

improbable that this whale was killed during the eruption, quantities 
dead fish have floated ashore St. Pierre and other ports. 
The road from the 15-mile post within short distance George- 

town was littered with stones, but the town itself saw such 

stones, the streets and yards being covered depth from inches 

feet with dust. appearance this dust just like cement. 
fact, the whole country looks millions barrels cement had been 
emptied over it. digging into this layer dust layer stones 

various sizes reached, and this bears out the statement the people 
that shower stones preceded the falling the ashes, they call 
the dust with which the country covered. Twelve 
these stones picked random weighed together the 

largest measured circumference inches 11, and weighed 

ozs. The smallest was inches. One piece obtained was 
particularly heavy, but was not pure lava; was piece trap- 
rock with some lava fused it. There one circumstance worth 
mentioning connected with the falling these stones. The glass 
windows the houses the side facing the sea had suffered even 

more severely than those opposite the volcano; that the stones 
which broke them must have been projected considerable distance 
beyond the town, and then blown back either the strong easterly 
wind prevailing this region, the gusts which the people say 

rushed back towards the mountain after each explosion. 

APPEARANCE OF THE COUNTRY (st. VINCENT) AFTER THE ERUPTION. 

Just beyond Georgetown Mount Bentinck Estate. Langley Park 

adjoins Mount Bentinck, and certainly not mile away from 
the town, yet while thirty-seven people were killed the over- 

seer’s house this estate one was injured Georgetown. The 
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THE VOLCANIC ERUPTION ST. VINCENT. 

greatest number deaths occurred Rabaka, Lot 14, Waterloo 

Orange Hill, Terema, and Overland. All these places appear have 

suffered terribly. The Dry river, wide mountain torrent some feet 

ST. PIERRE, MARTINIQUE, BEFORE THE ERUPTION. 

depth, was entirely filled with dust, with lava and dust, 

that were able drive over it; and would never have suspected 

that great change could have been effected the appearance 
considerable tract country short time had not seen photo- 
graphs the district before the eruption. under the impression 
that stream lava must have flowed down the bed the Dry river, 
and that has been covered over thick layer dust, for whereas 

everywhere else the dust firm, noticed vent-holes between what 
were pointed out having been the high this mountain 

torrent. Out these vent-holes steam was being forced with violence, 
and Jacobson, who had put his hand close one them, got his fingers 
severely burnt. Between Mount Bentinck Estate and Overland, 

distance some miles along the coast and from mile mile and 

half inland, not suppose that less than from 1500 2000 persons 
have perished, although the district not any means thickly 

peopled one. The distance between the crater and the places where 
most people were found dead between and miles straight 

line. careful study the map affords the best clue what 
happened that eventful Wednesday afternoon, when Georgetown 

escaped without casualty, while places barely mile distant lost all 
their inhabitants. For want better explanation suppose that this 
line demarcation between and death might called vagaries 

voleanic eruption, whereas what had taken place exactly what 
might have been expected under the circumstances. 
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THE VOLCANIC ERUPTION ST. VINCENT. 

The mountain range forming the backbone St. Vincent runs from 

south north, and culminates peak beyond the crater, which 
reaches altitude 4048 feet. Beyond this peak the land slopes 
every direction until meets the sea. The irregular range which 
this peak situate may have been the ruin crater much vaster 
dimensions than that which now constitutes the funnel the Soufriére. 
Besides the concentric nature the northern range, remarked 
that the valleys which hems the north open out towards the 
east one side and the west the other, and along these valleys 
that the greatest amount damage appears have been done. 
can imagine that vents having been formed the sides the crater 

offering the least resistance, these valleys were within the zone fire, 

military term may employed what has occurred. The 
several ridges running north and north-east the vicinity Mount 
Brisbane would have certain extent protected Georgetown and the 
country the south. Perhaps the most difficult the problems con- 
nected with the eruption explain how many people were killed 

what must have been, have been correctly informed, exceedingly 

short space time. fact that the explosions were succeeded 
strong draughts air rushing towards the mountain, may 

inferred that they produced some vacuum. May not that the 

ST. PIERRE AFTER THE ERUPTION. 

shock these explosions was sufficient produce death Might not 
heated air, hot dust, superheated steam have been responsible for 

many From the injuries the victims the hospitals, 
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THE VOLCANIC ERUPTION ST. VINCENT. 

should say that large proportion the fatalities was caused the 
pieces red-hot lava which were hurled with violence through the air 
during the explosions. Although continuous thunderstorm accom- 
panied the eruption, not believe occasioned any loss 

life worth mentioning. 
One the theories promulgated scientific man local paper 

with reference the Martinique disaster, which seems have gained 

general credence, that burning marsh gas was blown out the 
mountain side over the town St. Pierre, and that those not destroyed 

the burning gas perished the resulting cloud carbon dioxide 
which settled over the town for some time after. cannot help 

thinking from what have seen, that what took place St. Pierre 
much the same what occurred the Carib country. Had there been 

important town anywhere between Rabaka and Turema, have 
doubt that its inhabitants would have been wiped out effectually 

St. cannot help believing that carbon dioxide had but 

little with the loss life St. Vincent. shall cite one case 
which think renders the carbon-dioxide theory untenable. Mr. Beach, 

the manager Fancy, told that and another gentleman shut 

themselves the cellar the estate building when the violent 
explosions began. lull went out and brought ten men 

very much burnt and injured. They died subsequently. Had carbon 
dioxide settled over the country, would have been possible for Mr. 

Beach, during lull between the explosions, have brought the 

injured men? Would not the cellar have been invaded this heavy 
gas, rendering return impossible? St. Pierre, curiously enough, 
one the few persons who escaped death was prisoner shut one 

the lowest dungeons. 

That burning lava, the shape stones various sizes, was pro- 

jected out the sides the mountain along the valleys cannot possibly 
doubted. Many the dead and dying animals examined were 

scored along their sides, not vertically, would have been the case had 
there been shower red-hot stones alone. Clothing seems have 

offered some sort protection those who were injured. almost 

every case the exposed face and hands and naked feet the victims had 
suffered more than other parts their bodies. Some were terribly 
burnt, the bones the hands and ankles being exposed. For them, 

course, there was hope. Even cases where the burns did not 
appear serious, one the doctors told that did not expect save 
one ten. have had many cases hands,” said, that 

have been unable make any post-mortem examination. They all 
appear suffer from the lungs, and they die very often when you least 

expect it. most cases they were only brought day two after 
they had been injured, and during that time they had remained without 

water food, that treating them with success next impossible.” 
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LIEUT. RHOADES’ SURVEY LAKE NYASA. 

All the time that were Georgetown heavy clouds smoke 
enveloped the that was impossible get view the 
mountain. arrive correct idea the changes which may have 
taken place its configuration, and that the country leeward, 
would entail survey extending over weeks, perhaps over months. 
That the soundings along the coast, and even distances from the land, 
will found have changed, even considerable extent, have 

doubt, but that work requiring some time perform. All that this 

paper aims give idea the eruption and its effects, seen 

one who paid hurried visit St. Vincent, and was the first 
reach the scene the catastrophe, these forces Nature which take 

account the creatures affected them are called. 

Port Spain, Trinidad, May 22. 

LIEUT. RHOADES’ SURVEY LAKE 

map Lake Nyasa, based the careful and accurate survey its 
coast-lines Lieut. Rhoades, carried out entirely his own 

expense, which was decided advance all previous maps the lake. 
That has since continued his survey the execution 

extensive series soundings, the results which are embodied the 
map given the present number. will seen that the number 
soundings very considerable, and that contours can now drawn 

indicating, satisfactory way, the general conformation the lake- 

bottom. might have been expected, and indeed had been 
possible conclude from the material before possessed, the depths 

vary more less accordance with the steepness the coast-lines, 

being greatest those parts the rift-valley where the sides take 
most markedly the character fault-scarps, and where the original 

conformation the valley, the result the crust-movements 

which owes its origin, presumably the best preserved. 

The broad agreement between the valley slopes above and below the 
present water-level shown the sections the side the map, 
although these must taken indicating general way only the 

actual contour the lake-bottom, being some cases deduced, part 
least, from the estimated position the contour-lines the map, 

and not from actual lines soundings the several latitudes. One 

two the sections, especially the most northerly (that 10° lat.), 

show first sight somewhat surprising steepness slope below water 

compared with that above. Too much must not, however, built 

Map, 136. 
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LIEUT. RHOADES’ SURVEY LAKE NYASA. 

upon this, seems probable that the rise the shores may 

some cases more abrupt than shown Lieut. Rhoades, who can 
hardly have had his disposal data for the delineation the above- 
water slopes with minute accuracy. Bornhardt’s map 

the Berlin Geographical Society, 1899, No. 10) shows, 10° lat., 

ridge some 3500 feet above the lake-surface, distance only 
miles from its shore, which would give angle slope comparable 
that found Lieut. Rhoades below the while somewhat 

further north, the coast range rises 6000 feet above the lake within 
about the same distance. The fairly level character the lake-bottom 
over large areas, especially the northern part the lake, when once 
the base the steep slope reached, well brought out the 
soundings. the constricted neck between Deep bay and Wied Hafen, 
the greatest variation depth found over space measuring some 
miles each way was, only fathoms, though greater may 

doubt exist. 
will noticed that sounding gave depth equal that found 

Mr. Moore (430 fathoms), the maximum obtained being 

and also that this occurred somewhat the north Mr. Moore’s 
maximum. indication another deep basin near the position 
the latter’s sounding is, however, given the small isolated area with 

depth greater than 300 fathoms; but any greater depths than those 

found Lieut. Rhoades must necessarily the nature narrow 
trough depression limited area, Dr. Fiilleborn’s sounding 180 
fathoms 11° 34° (Journal, vol. xvi. 561) agrees well 
with Rhoades’ results. 

The value the new survey enhanced the record which was 
made the nature the bottom the position each sounding, 
indication which given the map. will seen that the 
great majority cases the bottom mud, was found the case 

Dr. Fiilleborn. Lieut. Rhoades did not apparently light upon any 
case clean rocky bottom off the Livingstone range, such was 
found Mr. Moore. Specimens the bottom deposits were brought 
this country, and have since been analyzed, the report the expert 
whom they were submitted being printed below. 

APPENDIX. 

1900 1901. 

Light brown mud from 386 fathoms, miles east Consists mainly 
minute fragments quartz and felspar (including microcline), mica (muscovite), 

and little pleochroic (green yellow) hornblende, such might derived from 

ancient gneisses and schists, together with little organic matter and remains 
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JOURNEY FROM QUETTA MESHED. 

diatoms. The latter appear belong mainly Melosira Ehrenberg), 
and probably fresh-water species, but would advisable have the diatoms 

these muds determined expert, the fact their being fresh-water 
marine species may have some bearing upon the question the origin the East 

African lakes. 
Light brown mud from 227 fathoms, off Mount Gramfra (?). Similar the 

above, but containing fewer remains diatoms some strongly refractive and doubly 

refractive grains, with straight extinction, consist probably zircon. 
Light greenish-grey mud from 215 fathoms, Bandawe, north-east. Con- 

tains much bituminous matter that will burn with flame fewer quartz grains, 
but few diatom remains like those and 

Off Rifu, fathoms. Consists grains pisolitic ironstone, bog-ore 
(Bohnerz), embedded peculiar milk-white, waxy-looking substance. The 
latter interest, consists oxide zinc and organic matter, and 
probably organic salt zinc.* larger supply this material for further 

examination desirable. 
(Signed) Prior, 

Mineral Department, 
November 14, 1901. 

JOURNEY FROM QUETTA MESHED VIA THE NUSHKI- 
SISTAN 

the EARL RONALDSHAY. 

view travelling over the recently opened trade-route between India and 
Persia, across Baluchistan, journeyed Quetta the end October, 1900, 

reaching that place November Here spent ten days making final prepara- 
tions, and engaged the servants required accompany far Meshed. 
These consisted seven Indian servants, and daffidar and three sowars the 

local levy from Nushki, escort. the 9th all was ready, and started 
caravan baggage camels, and left Quetta myself the 10th. 

After leaving the main road few miles from the town, the route becomes 
camel track, running over flat stretches sand and gravel, covered for the most 

part with brown tufts aromatic wormwood, while low ridges barren hills shut 
the view either side. Here and there small villages are found, more 

clumps low flat-roofed mud huts, whose must inevitably come 
untimely end should the country ever visited anything like prolonged rain. 
Sixteen miles beyond Quetta passed the first the levy posts, Girdi Talab, 
and another miles brought the second, Karnak, where camped for 
the night. These levy posts consist small mud forts, which exist, are 

process construction, intervals from miles the whole way from 

Quetta Sistan, and are held daffidar and few sowars raised locally, who 

carry mail bag from post post, thus maintaining the only communication that 

exists between Sistan and Quetta, distance upwards 500 miles over the 
deserted wastes Baluchistan. 

Lieut, Rhoades states that the zinc came from the white zinc the bottom 
the sounding instrument, not from the deposit brought up. 

Read the Royal Geographical Society, April 28, 1902. 
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JOURNEY FROM MESHED 

the 13th reached the edge the plateau, across which the track had 
taken for some miles, and descended somewhat abruptly the plain 
which Nushki little further came sight Nushki itself. 
appeared little more than glorified edition all the other villages had 
seen, the same one-storey mud-houses, though with something more like method 
displayed the ground plan. broad street led through the centre, faced the 
far end large rectangular building, also mud, which contained the police lines, 
the levy lines, and the post-office. short way from the main street, and clear 
the town, stands hospital, and beyond this again caravanserai for the use 
kafilahs, and these, with about 120 shops, make the town Nushki, which, all 

told, probably consists about 200 houses. The population present hardly 
proportion the size the town, was informed that was this time 

about 250 but the place young, the land having been but lately acquired 
Government, and, considering that three four years ago there was nothing, the 

progress made must considered fair. Along one side the town flows small 

stream, the Kaiser, which forms the water-supply the place, and growing 
banks were seen about dozen trees, scattered here and there clumps 
two and three, looking quaintly out place amid the surrounding chaos sand and 
stone. Passing through the town, emerged the far side find camp pitched 

the foot small hill. 
The future growth and prosperity Nushki must depend upon whether 

the starting-point caravans cross the desolate stretches which 
lie between and Sistan. present Kafilahs make halting-place, they 

line from Quetta would means impossible undertaking, and the 

event such line being constructed, Nushki would undoubtedly become large 
and flourishing place. Whether the water-supply would under such altered cir- 
cumstances equal the demand another matter. That Nushki far more 
suitable starting-point and terminus the caravan route than Quetta, must 

perfectly obvious any one who has seen the two places; the large open stretches 
round Nushki, capable affording ample grazing for any number camels, being 
wanting Quetta; while standing does the plain, the same level 

practically the whole the route Sistan, the ascent over 2000 feet the 

Quetta plateau, most unsuitable camel transport, obviated. Since was there, 
sanction has been given for survey made with view building railway 
from Quetta, that may hope before long see Nushki constituted the 
terminus the caravan route. 

left Nushki the 15th, and marched south-west over perfectly flat plain 
the foot Sheikh Husan, whose jet-black sides rise from the plain height 
7000 feet above sea-level. From here the road, which, thanks the energy 

Captain Webb Ware, the officer charge the route, was most places clearly 
distinguishable from the rest the plain, ran close under the Kharan mountains, 
while the north stretched miles sand covered with stunted tamarisk, and 

broken here and there the far distance low hills. 
distance about 110 miles brought the post Dalbandin, which may 

described the end the first section the road from Nushki. differs 
little from other posts along the road, except that bungalow for travellers has been 
erected, and the fort, which large one, contains The water 

good, and brought from the Chagai hills the north. 
From Dalbandin the road led times through ground broken low ridges 

and mounds, others over great plains black gravel where vegetation all but 
ceased, and then again over stretches sand where tamarisk and dwarf palm grew. 

“9 
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VIA THE NUSHKI-SISTAN TRADE-ROUTE. 

the next well, miles on, found the water brackish; but good water was 

again reached Merui, miles from Dalbandin, where the second post-office from 

situated. From Merui the track lay through much the same sort 
country, running times between low ridges barren hills and across broad dips, 
having the appearance long-dried-up river-beds, where tamarisk and dwarf palm 
flourished others over vast plains where vegetation ceased, and nothing was 

seen but huge expanses black gravel and rock, parched and shimmering 
the 

the 29th reached the post known Chah Sandan, distant from Quetta 

276 miles, and halted for day rest the camels. road thus far, will have 

been gathered, sufficiently dreary one, and little the way human life 
met with; occasional kafilah travelling slow, monotonous pace towards 

AN OASIS IN THE DESERT, BALUCHISTAN. 

Quetta, and sometimes small company men camels foot marching 
the same direction myself, the latter, pilgrims for the most part, their way 
the holy city Meshed. one post had met kafilah about thirty camels 

from another was larger kafilah Pathans, who had come from Herat 
through Sistan with loads dried fruit and other merchandise, and were their 

way Quetta; Dalbandin there was dealer with string horses, and shortly 
before reaching Merui had come across kafilah from fifty sixty camels from 
Sistan, also travelling east. 

From Chah Sandan the road lay across vast plain black gravel, with 
horizon the south and west like the sea, but broken the north rocky hills. 
Vegetation there was none, but here and there curious excrescences sand caught 
the eye—low rounded mounds, sometimes irregular patches, but more often 
regular lines, looking from afar like chains entrenchments stretching across the 
plain. Beyond this nothing but miles and miles black gravel, the dreary 
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JOURNEY FROM QUETTA MESHED 

monotony which was enhanced leaden sky overhead. got further 
west, ranges mountains began show themselves front us, and conspicuous 
among them soon became visible the glittering snow-clad peak the Kuh-i-Taftan, 
which rises Persian Baluchistan height 12,452 feet. post the foot 

the Saindak mountains was reached December whence three days’ march 

north-westerly direction brought Robat, the Perso-Baluch border, 
the edge the Kuh-i-Malik-Siah, distant from Quetta 460 miles. 

From Robat the road takes fairly level course through the Kuh-i-Malik 
Siah, keeping just the Persian side the Perso-Afghan boundary, and 
running now due north. Occasionally glimpses the real desert the east could 

seen through openings the hills; but otherwise there was little interest, 

and uneventful march miles brought camp, pitched the edge 

large patch tamarisk jungle, and close some springs excellent water. 
continued our journey northward, the Kuh-i-Malik Siah faded away behind us, 

and were marching once more across absolute level. miles from Robat 
came Girdi Thana, small post recently under the direction 

Major Chenevix Trench, that time Consul Sistan. From here, dotted all over 
the plain, are seen the remains ancient cities, all deserted and fallen into 

decay. visited one within couple miles camp, and found walls and the 
lower parts houses standing, but the whole had the appearance having been 
long deserted, owing the domes the houses having all fallen in, and great 

drifts sand having been blown against the walls, From the latter could see 
with glasses any number similar ruins, dotted over the plain every direc- 

tion, some which have, believe, been deserted for many years. escort 

told that the villages all round had been deserted for over 200 but, 

though some have undoubtedly been deserted long longer, have reason 
believe that the majority were left the inhabitants owing changes the 

course the Helmand depriving them their water-supply about thirty-five years 
ago. The early history many must date beck for centuries, for coins and seals 

Greek and Assyrian times are dug the natives, and legend credits them 

with being the birthplace Rustam, greatest hero Persian myth. 
About miles reached the fringe inhabited country again, and 

when within miles Nasratabad, the capital Sistan, was met number 

mules sent the Amir Sistan help over the remainder journey—a 

kindness which greatly appreciated when saw what kind road was that 
led the chief town Sistan, and still more when learned that his own 
private mules were the only ones the country. whole face the country 

changed these last miles; instead dry waterless plain, became plain 
intersected with ditches and canals, and covered with low scrub jungle and with 
pools water, travelling anything but pleasant, for, with the exception 
one two lately made Major Trench, the recently appointed British Consul for 
Sistan, there were bridges, and, the canals being often deep, wettings were un- 
pleasantly frequent. Villages were scattered about over the plain, differing little 
from the ruined specimens had already seen, with the exception being 

was for the time being end, and looked forward with pleasure rest 
Sistan and the companionship fellow-countryman after many days solitary 
wandering over the stony wastes inhospitable Baluchistan. 

have endeavoured show that the journey from Quetta can, thanks the 
admirable way which Captain Webb Ware, the officer charge the route, has 

carried out his duties, performed with ease and with comparative comfort that 
supplies are forthcoming all the larger posts; and that water and grazing exist 
for camels every stage. 



VIA THE NUSHKI-SISTAN 

The climate the winter fine and dry, cold nights and the 
early mornings, with warm sun the middle the day, and winter 
that caravans present travel over it; but assured those who ought 
know, that though the heat the daytime very considerable, there reason 
why caravans (who prefer travelling night when feasible) not find the 
route every respect satisfactory one summer winter. The total 
rainfall very small, and for some years has not averaged more than few inches, 
which makes cultivation impossible except selected places the vicinity the 
mountains, where artificial irrigation possible means karezes, far 
Dalbandin there should difficulty about supplies, even when traffic becomes 
far greater than present, local cultivation should possible this 
section but from Dalbandin the Saindak mountains cultivation would hardly 

TYPICAL HOUSES IN NASRATABAD, THE CAPITAL OF SISTAN, EASTERN PERSIA. 

possible, and supplies would have brought from Nushki and the Nushki- 
Dalbandin section, and for the latter half this section from Mirjawa and the 
country round the Persian With fertile country Sistan 
within few days’ march, anxiety need felt acccunt supplies for the 
remainder the journey. 

Having reached, after many days marching across such arid wastes have 
described, the capital little-known Sistan, one’s first impression that there 
little see and still less rouse one’s interest the tumble-down, dilapidated 

mud city, which has the appearance having been dropped down haphazard the 
middle vast and cheerless plain. entire absence roads, the untidy and 
neglected appearance Huseinabad, the southern town through which one rides 

entering the capital from the south, the narrow winding lanes which serve for 
streets, and the total want method displayed the arrangement the low, 
domed houses which stand together irregular clumps, all tend produce 
feeling disappointment one’s first glimpse the capital. 
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o JOURNEY FROM QUETTA MESHED 

The two parts the town are known locally Huseinabad and Nasratabad. 
these have lately sprung the neat buildings the British consulate, 

Huseinabad, have already mentioned, little more than collection small 
domed mud houses, built irrespective ground-plan, wheresoever fancy dictated, 

the middle vast plain. Nasratabad, the northern half, though little boast 
of, far the most imposing the two, being enclosed high walls about 350 
yards length from north south, and 400 yards from east west, with but- 

tresses intervals about yards. the centre the southern wall stands one 
the two gateways the city, supported each side buttress, and from 

here the street runs the length the city, terminating similar gateway 
the centre the north wall. 

far the most imposing the shops the bazaar stands midway between 
the south and north gates, and presided over one Seth Suleiman, Indian 
merchant, who left Quetta the end 1899 with capital 20,000 rupees 

exploit the trade Sistan. His venture had already met with considerable success, 
and the time visit was making large profit his capital, which, 
informed me, was not nearly large enough admit his carrying the whole 
trade which the place was capable. 

addition Nasratabad and Huseinabad, there remains the more modern part 

the town. Separated from the rest the city maidan some acres, 
occupies admirable site, and has the advantage room for extension, should 

any time thought advisable embark upon 
Such was the city found 1900. day after arrival, called 

Miller, the Russian Vice-consul, and later the afternoon paid visit state 

the who rejoices the title Hashmat-ul-Mulk, Glory the Country. 
His reception hall was large for Sistan, and might have been feet length 

perhaps breadth. The only ornamentation the walls was dado 
cretonne, and the table was cloth bright yellow cotton, with deep border 
gaudy red roses. Overhead could seen the funnel bad-gir, air-shaft, for 

catching the wind the hot weather. 
Conversation with the ruler, who man medium height with great 

claim any very impressive presence, was confined for the most part 
generalities, though spoke with the greatest assurance the advantage 

line from Quetta Robat, which looked upon certain production the 

near future; indeed, heard the advent line along the new trade-route discussed 
with much more certainty the higher-class Sistanis, who look upon the question 

its ultimate construction way open doubt, than did the Quetta- 
Nushki end the route. 

The people next importance after the Amir are his two sons, with the titles 
the Sartip and the Sarhang, both whom visited. Though the same age, 

they are very different character, the temperate life and habits and strength 

character the Sartip contrasting more than favourably with the intemperance 
and weakness the Sarhang. 

Though the merchandise which comes along the route from India eventually 

finds its way many places far beyond Sistan, the actual trade-route, known 
the Nushki-Sistan trade-route, lies between Quetta and Nasratabad, and consists 

the track which have already described. may judge progress the 

past, the future prospects the route are decidedly bright. The amount trade 
which passed over the route the first year that was taken was lakh 
half. Since that time—1896—the trade has been steadily increasing, and shows 
returns for the years 1897 1901 lakhs, lakhs, lakhs, and lakhs. 
Quetta caravanserai has been built near the station, and placed under the 
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THE NUSHKI-SISTAN TRADE-ROUTE. 

superintendence trustworthy native, for the use traders coming from Persia, 
and rebate one-third given the railway freight certain goods exported 
from, and all goods imported into, India through Quetta and Nushki. 

There every reason, therefore, suppose that the ultimate construction 
railway depends solely upon the increase trade, such railway may looked 

for the not very distant future. 
found difficulty getting Sistan, found that getting away again 

was quite different matter. The only form transport the country was 
camels, the few mules there are being the private property the Amir, and the only 
camel-man who was willing proceed northern direction was sulky and 
vacillating Birjandi, who could nowise understand why the feringhi” should 

such break-neck hurry, the passing time being unconsidered quantity 

THE MAIN STREET OF NUSHKI. 

his oriental conception life. was, consequently, the middle January 

before finally got under way again. 
For the first few miles travelled over the rich alluvial soil Sistan, until 

reached the Naizar, which, this occasion, presented difficulty the 

traveller, having assumed the form which usually does, believe, this time 
year, dry and easily traversable cane-brake. 

Once over the Naizar, entered country once more resembling very strongly 
the dry and arid wastes Baluchistan, where vegetation and cultivation were 

only found the scattered villages, where, under the influence artificial 
irrigation, certain amount verdure was seen the form crops 
and trees. 

Thus travelled, daily cressing dry and dusty plains, surrounded all sides 
bleak and barren hills, which their turn had crossed when they barred 

our way, revealing from their summits only succession further plains such 
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JOURNEY FROM QUETTA MESHED 

had already left behind. one two occasions found ourselves marching 
through covering snow; but this was not sufficient depth delay much, 

and the end January reached Birjand. 
Owing the uneven nature the ground which the town built, one sees 

but small portion from the plain over which one rides when approaching from 
the east, and not until one has climbed one the many low, irregular-shaped 

hills which surround it, and looked down from above, that one can claim 
have seen the city its entirety. From such point vantage, one sees spread 
out before one stretch hilly ground thickly covered with mass irregular 
domed houses, with here and there edifice larger than the rest, standing out con- 
spicuous with upper story and bald, flat roof, usually the residence some servant 

retainer the Amir. the south-east corner stands the old fort, and the 

north-west corner, dominating broad thoroughfare which runs crescent-wise from 
west east, the new fort—a building which, however, would appear have very 
little valid claim either title, consisting, does the present time, decayed 
mud walls enclosing the remains what might once have been houses. 

From conversation with various people, gathered that Birjand was great 
trading centre, and that, besides one large and several smaller madressehs schools, 

there were six seven large serais for the accommodation the kafilahs which 
were perpetually coming and going. The population was generally agreed 
about 30,000, which points the increased prosperity the town late years, 

for 1890 spoken town about 14,000 inhabitants, while Colonel 

Yate, when visiting the place 1894, put down the population 25,000. The 
chief water-supply the place brought from the hills but this 
hard and brackish, and for drinking purposes rain-water caught and preserved 

large tanks. 
Before leaving was granted audience Mir Ismail Khan, Shaukat-ul- 

Amir Kain. 

Formerly one Mir Alam Khan ruled with powerful hand over the whole 
the possessions now divided between his two sons, the elder whom now reigns 

Sistan Hashmat-ul-Mulk, while the province Kain was given the 
younger, Mir Ismail Khan, with the title Shaukat-ul-Mulk. 

The Amir, stout man medium height, resembles his brother the Hashmat- 
ul-Mulk. Like all the nobility Birjand, whose code philosophy seems 

the kind which teaches them “live eat” rather than eat live,” 
drinks great deal and inveterate opium-smoker. seems favourably 
inclined towards the English, but refused led into making any compromising 
statement his opinions, When asked him about army, said that the Shah 
paid for two but,” added, with oriental grandiloquence, “all 
people are soldiers, and could any moment summon arms fifty sixty 
thousand men.” Such army his people would indeed mob worth seeing. 

found half dozen men untidy red uniforms drawn line, 
looking for all the world like row little tin soldiers. 

The impression which received the Amir was man far less influenced 
contact with European ideas than his brother, and potentate who thought 

much the advice, Let eat, drink, and merry, for to-morrow die.” 
the same time takes interest modern inventions, and this time was 

suffering from damaged thumb, the result, informed me, experimenting with 
firearms. have reason believe that isin high favour with the central govern- 
ment Tehran, position which successful maintaining means large 
annual gifts, confirmation which showed autograph letter from the 
Shah, thanking him most flowery language for presents lately received. 
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THE NUSHKI-SISTAN TRADE-ROUTE. 

Leaving Birjand February travelled northern direction over 
flat expanse bounded range mountains, from which long lines kanat 

shafts stretched away various directions, carrying water the villages which 

were dotted here and there over the country. Much the land was being ploughed, 
and possible that there are times the year when the terrible monotony 
the uniform dust colour Birjand broken fields smiling corn, and the 
blossom the many kinds fruit said grow there. 

the 5th crossed the range front the Saman Shahi pass, 7000 
feet, where snow lay deep the ground. Having seen camels safely over the 
summit, went ahead with small escort, passing here and there small villages 
and little plots cultivated land. began close in, bringing with 
signs Rum, the village which purposed camping for the night, and took 

A “THANA” OR FORT IN NORTHERN BALUCHISTAN. 

the first opportunity afforded small clump domed houses inquiring how 
much further was. reply, was informed that was present about 
miles off, but that continued present direction, would soon good 
deal further. This was little disconcerting, had followed the only visible 
track but, following the directions informant, was lucky enough regain 
the road, and reach village with good serai evening. None camels 
turned that night, and when they last reached the following day, the men 
told that they too had got off the line, which will give very fair idea what 

Persian road like. 
From here Meshed travelled over succes-ion scorched and desolate 

plains, intersected ranges barren hills, running for the most part parallel 
lines from east west, and rising greater heights got further north. 
Though there nothing like the accommodation for travellers between Birjand and 
Meshed, which exists the more travelled routes where the system post-riding 

vogue, yet found most villages building some sort put aside for the 
use caravans, and though these consisted for the most part miserable mud 
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JOURNEY FROM QUETTA MESHED 

hovels, ill-kept and dirty the extreme, made use them, rule, save 

the time invariably wasted when tents had pitched and struck. 
Some few the villages the route rise superior the majority size and 

accommodation, and these should, suppose, dignified the term town. The 
first these which came was town about thousand inhabitants, 

surrounded large orchards fruit trees. the present time Kain noted for 
the large amount saffron which grows, and which has taken the place 
export the silk for which the place was formerly famous. Three days’ journey 
beyond Kain situated the town Kakh, nestling among clumps trees the 
foot mountain range. the outskirts the town stands large building 
surmounted fine dome enamelled bricks yellow and light and dark blue, 
beneath which lie the remains one Sultan Mohammed, brother Iman Reza, 
the saint whose remains invest Meshed with such degree sanctity. The town 
also boasts fair bazaar, which certain goods European manu- 
facture can bought, supplied present the stream goods that flows from 

the north. 
short march beyond Kakh, large and fertile oasis, comprised number 

villages and cultivated fields under the general name Gunabad, relieves the 

eye after the terrible monotony the greater part the but beyond this 
again stretches vast and inhospitable plain. The landscape here was one such 

common Khorasan and Baluchistan, consisting vast expanse level 
with vision hills the dim distance beyond. Overhead the sun shone from 

cloudless sky, but during the day strong wind blew fitful gusts, raising 
whole host sand-devils that spun wild gyrations over the dreary waste. 

Mirage, too, dazzling the eye and bewildering the senses with its elusive and 
incessant tremor, produced for our edification some its most fantastic illusions. 

Two days’ journey across this expanse, and third through more 

mountainous country, brought Turbat-i-Haideri, whence toilsome journey 
some miles across mountain ridges covered with ice and snow took the 

holy city Meshed and the end caravan journey. 

EDWARD PENTON. 

following the paper that has just been read Lord Ronaldshay, and submitting 
few own experiences the same journey, observations will naturally 
based the difference the seasons during which our respective journeys were 

Whereas left Quetta October 10, and travelled through the cold weather 
left April 21, accompanied Mr. Foley, the Indian Association, and 

arrived Nasratabad May 27, thus spending the beginning the hot weather 
the desert plains Baluchistan. The heat was very great the middle the 

day, but the nights during which marched were, without exception, cool. 
too, were our favour, for while were passing through the 

Kachaki valley, between Mall and Padag, rode through heavy 
which considerably lowered the temperature, and there was also rain 

Chah, cooling the air for our halt Sahib reported the hottest place 
the whole route. 
From Quetta Robat route was identically the same Lord Ronaldshay’s, 

with the exception two new stages between Dalbandin and Merui, and can 
corroborate his remarks the advisability Nushki being made the starting- 
place this trade-route. Proposals are already foot for the construction 
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BAUA PASS. 

railway far Nushki, but whether this will merely continuance the 
Quetta-Sibi railway, whether will built between Nushki and Karachi, has 

not yet been determined. Merui Robat the most arduous portion the 
journey, and two the stages, Kundi and Sahib there sweet water. 
After Saindak the road skirts the edge the mountains, which come point 
the Kuh-i-malik From this damin, termed, the Gaud-i-Zirra can 
seen gleaming the sun. 

From Robat onwards the journey increases interest. During the march 
Hurmak, miles distant, passed the Siah, shrine the 

black chief, and Hurmak halted semicircle hills faced the long barren 
plain which lay between and Sistan. Next day crossed the Shela, river 
whose banks were encrusted with thick layer salt, and reached Girdi Thana 
two stages. Here the caravan route Neh branches off the west side the 

Helmand lagoon, thus avoiding the dykes Sistan, which present much 
difficulty camels. 

From Girdi Thana can seen the town Ramrud, and soon afterwards 

passed Huzdar. This town was deserted, but undamaged, except that the entrances 
the houses had been partially choked the constant sand-storms. The deserted 

cities this country have already been referred to. 
Pusht-i-Dasht reached the inhabited country, and after ride about 

miles, the first which was occupied crossing dykes, arrived the 
British Consulate Nasratabad. During this march saw several villages built 
exactly the same style the deserted ones had just left. fact, with the 
exception the constant dykes and the various encampments the Black Tented 
Beluchis, the country seemed hardly have changed. 

The consulate was founded 1899 Major Sykes, and the house was built 
Colonel Trench during his stay year Nasratabad his way take the 
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JOURNEY FROM QUETTA MESHED 

consul-generalship Meshed. The town Nasratabad itself has been fully 
described Lord Ronaldshay, but journey from the consulate Bandan pro- 
vides more incident, Being summer, the Helmand lagoon was full. objective, 
Bandan, lay the hills the north, and was necessary for caravan make 

détour round the Kuh-i-Khoja, small flat-topped hill standing alone the 
plain the south-west the town, avoid the lagoon. had now changed 
camels for horses, which bought Sistan for average price each. These, 
with servants, despatched the morning June while taking guide 
from the consulate, followed the evening June intending cross the lagoon. 

The first difficulty was deep irrigation channel Afzalabad, which crossed just 
before dark. learnt that the water was too bad cross night. spite 

guide’s anxiety remain Afzalabad, rode the edge the lagoon, and 
slept there near Beluchi encampment. About a.m. began cross tutins, 
reed boats shaped like Egyptian mummies, the feet the bow and the head and 
shoulders the stern. They are propelled poles. led our horses, who 
alternately waded and swam, showing there was great depth water. The passage 
took about four hours, during which time were street reeds about feet 
wide, and some places about feet above the water, but others much lower, 

though time could obtain extensive view the lagoon while sat 
tutin. 

Baring, the other side, found the servants and started for Bandan. 
During journey through Persia travelled entirely day, starting usually 
hour before sunrise, and caravanserai, orchard, house between the 
hours eleven and three. The road Bandan lay across plain leading the 
mountains. Bandan itself lies the apex triangle, two sides which are 
mountains, with the plain Sistan base. The road, therefore, was sheltered 
from the breeze which had been blowing over the lagoon, and the heat increased. 

A SAND-STORM. 



VIA THE NUSHKI-SISTAN TRADE-ROUTE. 

CROSSING THE HELMAND LAGOON, 

The way lay over desert ground, with only one watering-place half-way. Bandan 
was reached after nine-hours’ The little town walled, and there isa 

date-grove the northern side, but this was the only shade had seen, indeed 
did see, till reached the village Shusp, day and half From Bandan 
there choice routes. The one usually taken caravans longer, but affords 
two good halting-places, viz. Aliabad and Neh. The other, though more direct, 
leads through waterless plain. This decided follow. could get definite 
information the distance, but progress should judge about 

miles. was actually marching for thirteen hours, and average pace was 

tains, but the only protection got from the blazing sun was crawling under 
overhanging rock. Eight miles further there was stream, but this was 

brackish. 
Next day arrived the village Shusp. was welcome relief from the 

pitiless aspect the last two days. sat under tree near the water while the 
crowded round me. Some brought apricots, and others drank the tea 

and smoked the cigarettes provided for them. was, however, means out 
the barren country. During the next march passed large salt hamun before 

reaching Salabad, another consular post-station. 
Mud, next important was the first place any size had seen since 

leaving Nasratabad. long straggling town, and without walled fort 
Next day brought Birjand. Bujd obtained first view the town. 

the left lay the Bakaran mountains, dotted their base with innumerable 
villages. Eight miles front lay Birjand, standing three hills. Birjand 

depét for Western Afghanistan, and goods are brought from Meshed, Bunder 
Abbas, and Quetta. from the two latter places that English merchandise finds 

its way into this country, and the cotton prints bear the names well-known 
Bombay firms. have since been told that the people Birjand have very great 
dislike for foreigners. Personally, all met were extremely kind me, and never 

. 
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JOURNEY FROM QUETTA MESHED 

experienced any inconvenience with the exception few gamins, who would often 
follow out curiosity. Birjand, town, was intensely interesting. The 
labyrinth streets, which was impossible for stranger find his way, its 

innumerable serais, the total absence any European element, made feel more 
vividly than any the barren wastes Beluchistan that had left telegraph and 
railway behind, and that there was still corner the world which modern 
civilization had left untouched. 

When left Birjand continued march for two days and half the Lut, 
skirting instead crossing the mountains the Kain plateau. From Mohamedabad 

crossed the Khabisi pass, which separates the Kain plateau from the Lut, and 
during ascent passed into fertile country. The first sign culture was large 
village luxuriant with orchards, and continued along the mountains the way 
led some large patches turf, which some parts were saturated with water 
forming stream lower down. was the first turf had seen since left Quetta. 

Among the vegetation the road were some tea-roses. the other side the 
pass halted orchard the village Dehisk, where got mulberries, 
apricots, milk, and cheese, and then the evening continued way Dasht-i- 

Our next march carried across the Bana pass, overlooking the shrine 
Kakh. our feet lay the town one side dry river-bed, while the other 
stood the blue-tiled dgme the shrine gleaming the sun, and stretching away 
front was the plain Gunabad, which lay between and Turbat. The small 

caravan wound down the pass and then into the river-bed; the shrine which 
had seen from the heights towered above the right, while the orchards the 
town over the banks the left. was fit place for and passed all 

Mohammedan servants bowed their heads prayer. The country which lies 
between Gunabad and Turbat really arm the great salt desert broken 
vegetation Amrani and Keirabad. Between Amrani and Keirabad there 
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VIA THE NUSHKI-SISTAN TRADE-ROUTE—DISCUSSION. 

MAIN STREET, MESHED. 

sand desert, which was caught sand-storm. The desert extends for about 
miles, and reputed infested robbers, but nobody tried attack me, 

though Mr. Foley, who followed some weeks later, was, believe, hindered. 

Turbat situated not far from the foot the Bidar pass, long 
straggling town, the approach being through street orchards. arrived there 
late night, and found the caravanserai crowded with pilgrims their way 

the Holy City. 
route lay over the Bidar pass. and thence through Asadabad Robat-i-Safid 

and Sharifabad Meshed. The country was very mountainous, range hills 
separating Asadabad from Robat-i-Safid. 

Just before reaching Sharifabad saw the first telegraph-post had seen since 
leaving Nushki, and the afternoon continued march through another belt 

hilly country that lay between and Meshed. Three hours before reached 
destination could see the dome glittering the sun. arrived the consulate 

eight where was warmly welcomed Colonel our consul- 
general. The Holy City itself shall not attempt describe. This has already 
been done others, who have had more time devote the study its 
bazaars, its crowds pilgrims, the merits and abuses the Mohammedan religion 

which form the life one the most remarkable cities have ever visited. 

Before the reading the papers, the welcome this evening 
two travellers who have gone over most interesting region between India and 
Persia, Lord Ronaldshay and Mr. Penton, who will each read short paper. will 

now call upon Lord Ronaldshay read his paper. 
After the reading the papers, the following discussion took place 
Mr. M.P.: Having spent the recent parliamentary recess 

travelling through Persia and Baluchistan, have naturally been very much 
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interested the papers which have been read to-night, and think may 
congratulate ourselves that still possess this nation young men education 
who have that spirit enterprise which causes them make journeys through far- 
distant regions for the purpose gaining information and bringing home 

the interests the British Empire. the course journey through 

Persia had not the time traverse the Quetta-Nushki trade-route into Persia 

route lay from the Caspian sea Tehran, Ispahan, and the new trade- 
route from Ispahan, through the Bakhtiari country, and down the Karun river 
the Persian gulf. After traversing that, and coasting down the Persian gulf, 
entered India Karachi, and went Quetta last November. There had the 
opportunity meeting Captain Webb Ware, who charge the Nushki-Sistan 
trade-route, and learning from him the marvellous progress that had been made 

increasing the trade India with Persia that quite endorse 
what has been said to-night the great desirability having railway con- 
structed from Quetta and that Nushki should the starting-point 

caravans over that trade-route into Persia. understand that politics are 
debarred meetings the Royal Geographical Society, but when to-night have 
two papers largely treating the development the commercial interests the 
British Empire with Persia, and when one knows absolutely that the commercial 
and political interests every country are interwoven that you cannot separate 
them, one’s task becomes somewhat difficult. any rate, perhaps may per- 
mitted say that, the commercial interests our fellow-citizens British India, 

the duty the British Government give all necessary political support, 
that the just commercial rights and interests the British Empire and British 
India, regards trade with Persia, shall upheld and maintained. The question 

Persia, commercially considered, important one the British Empire. 
traversed Persia from the Caspian sea Tehran and Ispahan, and then went 
caravan across succession mountains, several hundreds miles the Karun 

river, and thence the Karun river down the Persian gulf. From Ispahan, vid 
what known the Lynch caravan route, only took thirteen days, whereas 

the present trade-route, Shiraz Ispahan, occupies from thirty-five forty 
days; there doubt whatever the great importance our 
endeavouring every possible way cultivate and develop British trade the 
Karun river and the Lynch caravan the centre Persia. The trade-route 
from Nushki Sistan into eastern Persia land route, and sea have 

develop the trade this country and other parts the British Empire with the 
Empire Persia, and therefore that necessary that should have every 
facility for increasing our trade Southern Persia. Russia has built three roads 
into Northern Persia, one Tabriz, another Tehran, and another Astrabad, 
for the purpose facilitating her trade Northern Persia. all would 
submit to-night that must take similar means Southern Persia facili- 
tating the transport Indian and British goods from the Persian gulf into the 
interior Persia. Another very desirable route would from Bandar Abbas 
Kerman and Yezd Ispahan, and that, think, from British standpoint, not 
less important than either the other two routes that have mentioned. 

Major Upon listening the interesting papers which 
have just been read, the first thing that strikes the remarkable manner 
which the one supplements the other. Generally speaking, the traveller only 
able give account the country passes through the particular time 
happens there, whereas, this happy combination two travellers traversing 
the same country different seasons the year, now obtain accurate and 
graphic description Northern and Eastern Persia. From Quetta 
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the British frontier have not travelled across Baluchistén this particular 
direction, but can cordially endorse all that has been said about friend Captain 
Webb Ware. have recently received letter from him which writes that 
the trade returns for the current year will much greater than anything the 
past. Both travellers remarked the ruins and indeed, asked the 

salient characteristics that province, which the delta the Helmand, 
should refer its ruins. the east the capital they are even more extensive, 

along both banks what was, ancient days, the main branch the Helmand, 
there were towns and villages extending for least miles, and all these 
show very much higher state civilization than the miserable mud hovels 
to-day. may thus feel certain that when Tamerlane swept across this country 
and wiped out the whole population, put back the hands the clock civiliza- 
tion some hundreds years. Lord Ronaldshay found the Helmand lagoon dry, 
whereas Mr. Penton crossed Personally, have pleasant recollection 

those enjoyed the very best shooting them when being punted 
about the lagoon. one reach remember seeing the numerous that 
when they rose the noise their wings was just like that surf beating 
rocky coast travellers referred Birjand. would add that 
from the Arabian sea Birjand the traveller will pass through nothing but 
miserable villages for about 600 miles. There indeed town between Birjand 
and the Arabian sea, and that shows what desert tract have deal with. 
North Birjand saw the Bana pass described Mr. Penton, and remember 
some three years ago climbing peak above that pass, and enjoying the view 

the north and south. view that can rarely enjoyed except Persia, 
as, owing the extraordinary clearness the amosphere, one can recognize peaks 
for 200 miles. Before sitting down, should like congratulate the distinguished 
travellers and express two hopes—the first is, that they may both induced 

return the fascinating country which they have been describing us; and 
the second, that other travellers, fired their example, may follow their 
footsteps. 

The The two papers have listened with such pleasure this 
evening are certainly very great interest. this Society have had series 

geographers and travellers for the last fifty years who have given accounts 
various parts Persia. not back far the days Sir Harford Jones, 

Sir John Malcolm, but our late President, Sir Henry Rawlinson, 
who always encouraged research, especially Persia and the countries which 
border upon the eastward. But our knowledge has been developed very 
slowly, and are much indebted the two young travellers who have now 
given excellent account very little known route, but one which 
likely become very great importance trade-route between Persia and 
India. They have not only described the country most graphic way, 

give very clear notion the whole route from Quetta Meshed, but, 
means the excellent photographs, they have imprinted these impressions our 
minds. think was particularly interesting look the series photo- 
graphs the moeque Meshed, which appear have been taken, understood 
rightly, Persian boy with Kodak. think the meeting will vote unanimous 

thanking these two young travellers for their most interesting papers, and 
now vote thanks Lord Ronaldshay and Mr. Penton. 
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THE ARO COUNTRY SOUTHERN NIGERIA. 

D.8.0., sends some notes the country between the Niger 

and Cross rivers, recently traversed the military expedition against the Aro tribe, 
the custodians the dreaded Juju,” which the people large part 

Southern Nigeria have long been held well known, the expe- 
dition, after severe fighting, was entirely successful, with the result that the power 

the tribe has been broken, human sacrifice has been abolished, and slave-raiding 

effectually stopped the region question, while this now being opened 
legitimate trade the making good roads with bridges over the streams. 

The country visited the expedition consists great part hill and dale, 
thickly wooded. the coast and principal rivers the land low and swampy, 
the clay subsoil being covered with slimy deposit decaying vegetable matter. 
Farther inland the country rises gradually, sandy knolls first appearing, and after- 

wards high ground, intersected steep-sided valleys, generally traversed 
streams excellent water, but their broader portions forming swamps the 
rainy season. The lower lands are thickly wooded, but the hilly districts 
between Unwana and Bendi (the latter which 1000 feet above the sea), the 
bush becomes much less thick, distant views being obtainable—an impossibility 
the lowlands—while the sides the valleys are planted here and there with yams 
and kassava. The surface soil here sandy, with subsoil yellow grey clay. 
The watershed the country line heights, running roughly from Akweti, 

the Opobo, Bendi, and formed spur the range which runs north-west 
from the Kamerun mountain near Lokoja; south this line the country 
drained into the Cross and Kwoibo rivers, north into the Niger. The Cross 
receives from the Aro country the Enyong creek, which runs nearly Bendi, 
and the Big Ikpa creek, also called the Eyera river. The and its tributary 
the Isuitu creek river, which joins some miles from its confluence with the 
Cross, are navigable for native canoes all the year round, and steps have been taken 

make them also navigable for launches, open regular water-communica- 
tion with the Aro country. The beds these are sandy, the banks low, 
overhung with thick bush and flooded during the when the water rises some 

feet above the dry-season Jevel. The current varies from miles per hour. 
The Cross river, which tidal few miles above Itu, navigable during 
the rains for the smaller ocean steamers far the German boundary, but after 
the middle November impassable above the Ikorana flats, even the river 
gunboat Jackdaw, which draws only feet inches. The Niger and its tributary 

the Orashi drain the western and north-western sides the country, the Imo the 
south-western, and the Kwoibo the south-eastern, the last three having low over- 
grown banks. There are excellent fish the Cross, Enyong, and Isuitu rivers, 
and the natives catch them seine, throw, drift-nets, wickerwork pots some- 

thing like elongated lobster-pots, with hurdles 
There are fourteen Aro towns, situated rough circle round the site the 

Long Juju, and forming together, the past, sort slave-trading republic. 

They also trade factory goods the other inland tribes, among which they have 
settlements many places. The term Aro is, the country itself, applied only 

those who are free-born both sides for seven generations, the remainder being 
termed Inokuns. The true Aros are usually lighter-coloured and higher type 
than the Inokuns, and many them have quite Jewish cast countenance. 
They alone may wear copper bracelets and silk clothes, and carry umbrellas. 
Matters affecting the whole community were placed the hands general 
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REVIEWS. 

council, composed inner and outer circle, each seven members, which met 

Awraw—one the smallest the towns, but the seat the hereditary chief 
the tribe. The chief priest the Juju was always man the Bianka 

family, from the town Amovia. slaves brought the Juju were 
apportioned pre-arranged plan among the fourteen towns, and when the 
numbers were above the certain number were sacrificed thank- 
offering. Each the towns had its own appointed trade-district, from which the 
rest were excluded. The Juju, which had never been seen by.a white man until 
visited four the officers the expedition, situated what called the 

Juju the centre the fourteen towns, each having its own road the 
Juju. The road used the officers was barred two successive screens, 
the second which might only passed Aro men importance. 
the top narrow gorge, some feet deep, and with very steep sides, traversed 

stream across which stretches third screen. opening this gives 

access the Long Juju itself—a circular pool water, with log hut from 
which the water issues. The bottom the gorge was strewn with the decaying 
remains the various offerings made the Juju, which gave out curious musty 

adding the weird impression caused the gloom and silence the 
place. Everything sacrificed the Juju was white, and even the case 
human albinos were preferred. the pool were several sacred fish, and 
was believed that the prosperity the race depended the perennial flow the 
stream. addition the tribal Long Juju, each house has its own private 
juju. 

The Aros are the dominant tribe the Ebo family, which speaks one language 
and inhabits the whole central portion the Southern Nigeria, extending 
either side beyond the Niger and Cross rivers. The Unwanas, who inhabit the 
town and district Unwana the bend the Cross river, from which one the 

columns started, are offshoot from the Aros and speak Ebo, but, though 

slight degree under the influence the Long Juju, are very independent. They 
are peaceable people, and have maintained friendly relations with the Government 

for ten years, never giving trouble. Both men and women are finely made and 
well developed. reaching the age puberty, children both sexes undergo 
course instruction and are put through tests, one which for boys consists 
running twice round the town, distance some miles, without stopping. 
The women this tribe hold much better position than usual among West 
Africans, and said that they enforced their demands few years ago 
retiring masse into the bush until they were granted. 

REVIEWS. 

EUROPE. 

For some little time past our cousins the other side the Atlantic have been 
establishing rather long lead the advancement knowledge concerning the 
laws governing the development the present surface features our globe and 

‘The Scenery England.’ Right Hon. Lord Avebury. Macmillan Co., 
Ltd. 1902. Pp.521. two hundred photos and map and diagrams. Price 
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REVIEWS, 

the admirable essays this subject, illustrated the scenery the American 
continent, and published the official memoirs the various States the Union, 

are justly regarded classics either hemisphere. Recently, however, English 
geographers would appear have devoted more attention similar questions 
nearer home, and have lately seen the appearance three works physical 
geography geomorphology, which, taken together with the classical work 
Sir Archibald Geikie the scenery Scotland, which new edition has recently 
appeared, will place students British scenery possession the fullest informa- 
tion this fascinating subject. Mr. admirable work The Scientific 
Study Scenery’ deals with general principles, and his illustrations are drawn 
from every corner the globe; while Mr. Mackinder’s recent volume Britain 
and the British Seas’ more purely geographical its aim. work before 

fit sequel the same ‘Scenery Switzerland,’ and English readers 
feel sure will prove even more attractive study. 
The first forty-four pages are occupied short popular account the chief 

characters the various geological formations met with Britain, which will, 
doubt, prove service the non-geological reader. Under the description the 
Silurian are reminded the pride with which Murchison restored currency 
the name the old Welsh tribe, and therefore the more regretted that 

there mention the essentially British term Ordovician,” now world-wide 
acceptance, which has gone far accomplish the intention its eminent author 

settling much-vexed question nomenclature. 
Chapter gives general account glacial action, and one the best 

illustrated chapters the book. regret, however, see the misleading term 
“ground moraine” still applied the English boulder clay, which must 
undoubtedly have been carried interstratified with the ice, the case all 
existing ice-sheets that have been examined. the author coins new 
word for the English language, namely, Manywhere,” which the editors the 
new English dictionary should take note. 

Chapter III. have description the configuration the country, which 
should prove one the most interesting the book the general reader 
very careful and thorough account the chief causes which have determined the 
present general outline the country and the origin the chief mountain ranges 
and plains, together with evidences former differences level along our coasts 

deduced from submerged valleys and forests, and from the presence raised 
beaches. Under tectonic features the author points out the marked effect produced 

the country two dominating lines weakness and earth movement. Thus 
not only the great glen Scotland but the east coast Sutherland and Caithness, 
and the outer coast the Hebrides, Loch Awe, Loch Tay, and the Solway Firth, 

etc., follow the same trend; while England have the Menai Straits, the line 

the Bristol Channel, and hill ranges like the Cheviots, Chiltern, etc. Another 

set lines running north-west south-east right angles the former, Loch 
Torridan, Loch Lomond, the Sound Mull, etc., also the Firth, Clyde, Tay, etc., 

seem point general direction weakness right angles the first. The 
author also considers that the intersection the same two lines accounts 
for the peculiarities some our river systems not hitherto explained; thus the 
deflections the Tees into the path the smaller river Greta, and afterwards into 
that the smaller stream from Staindrop, may directly due these lines. 

Chapter IV. deals with the configuration our coast, the general principle 
marine denudation and deposition being well set forth and aptly illustrated from 

various points along our coast-line far the limited space permits. Apropos 
shore life Lord Avebury quotes the now discredited legend that Barnacles with 
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their feathery legs were the ancestors Barnacle geese, and the latter being therefore 
regarded fish might eaten Lent. 

the chapters the author treats the origin our mountain ranges, 
and notices the absence any English term for the older buttresses against which 
the surrounding areas have been pressed later movements, and recommends the 
adoption Suess’ term Horsts.” also confirms his opinion, originally expressed 

the Beauties Nature,’ that you cannot have folding produced cooling and 
contraction one direction without the initiation complimentary line folding 

right angles this. 
The chapters which follow rivers call for special comment; they are fully 

treated and well illustrated photographs and diagrams, and include useful map 
the river systems the south-east England.* 

Chapter XII. have careful description the different classes lakes, 
and their probable modes origin; with regard the much disputed origin 
lakes direct ice erosion, the author openly favours the view that many the 
lakes Cumberland and Westmoreland are glacially excavated, for remarks that 
the deepest part these lakes occurs just where glacier would produce most 
effect, and justly calls attention fact, frequently lost sight of, that many 
lakes are reality mere films water, and their basins would remain unnoticed 
were not for the presence the water, this shallow character being specially 
noticeable the Norfolk broads, 

Chapter XIII. have description the influence different rocks 
our scenery, supported number quotations from the works famous 
geologists, the writings such eminent authorities Ruskin, Phillips, Woodward, 
Sedgwick, Symonds, 'Topley, Hull, Green, Murchison, and others being laid under 
contribution. 

The concluding chapters the book, which deal with scenery its broadest 
sense, include such wide branches the subject the Nebular Hypothesis, the 

Hemihedral Tetrahedral Theory, and others. 

The book throughout shows very extensive acquaintance with the literature 
the subject, and the most conscientious desire justice all previous writers 
British scenery, while the same time the book contains numerous original 

suggestions. controversial questions the author bas stated the facts, and some 

inferences derived from them, with impartiality rarely found work this 
character, and his attitude this respect can well inferred from the following 
characteristic paragraph 

“The causes which have led the present configuration the land are very 
varied, and even surfaces apparently similar may have entirely different origins. 
Our island has undergone change after change; elevation and depression, deposit 

and denudation, have succeeded one another over and over again. Some these 
changes are clearly written the geological history; there are some which 
perhaps the clue lost for ever, but the discoveries already made justify the hope 
that many problems which are still obscure will eventually explained.” 

any analysis the origin scenery there are two distinct and separate 
lines inquiry which may pursue. Just analysis human beauty 

may, the one hand, study with admiration the effect produced the outer 
grace form and the mutual relation features and beauty colouring, while, 

the other hand, may penetrate below the surface and marvel the mechanism 

rather demur, however, the statement 349 that the watershed the 

Alps gradually moving northwards result the steep northern and gentler 
southern slope, northwards being evidently misprint for southwards. 
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and skeletal structure which the form depends, the case scenery 
may analyze the sensations beauty produced rolling landscape, contrasts 

elevation glorious tints the one hand, study the anatomy under- 
lying the surface features, and the laws which these have been evolved. 

the present volume the author has treated the subject most fully from the 
latter point view, but glimpses the possibilities approaching the subject 
from the former standpoint are given from time time, little restorations 
portions the anatomy the landscape clothed minutely their full beauty 

form. 
What exquisite pictures gives the description our English Downs 
one the concluding chapters 

Chalk Downs occupy the heart England. Being rule higher than 
the surrounding country, the air cool and pure, crisp and sweet being generally 

grass, they are silent and peaceful, giving delightful sensation solitude and 

repose, heightened rather than interfered with the occasional tinkle sheep- 
bell the cry plover. 

Downs present series beautifully smooth, swelling curves, perhaps the 
most perfect specimens graceful contour, and are covered with short, sweet, close 
turf. Turf peculiarly English, and turf more delightful than that our 
Downs—delightful ride sit on, walk on. The herbage the Downs 

close rather than short—hillocks sweet thyme, tufts golden potentilla, 

milkwort—blue, pink, and white—of sweet grass and harebells; the curiously 
named ‘squinancy-wort,’ with its small but fragrant blossoms; here and there 
pink with heather, golden with furze while over all the fresh air 
and sunshine, sweet scents, and the hum bees.” 

Truly feel that were not the habit considering the author one 
our most distinguished scientific men, would look upon him worthy rank 
amongst our foremost poets. 

The book copiously illustrated throughout, and the author acknowledges his 
indebtedness the photographic committee the British Association for many 

the photographs. Some these occasionally leave something desired 
the matter reproduction, but this is, doubt, unavoidable book the low 

price which this has been issued. notice, however, that two photographs 
pp. 210 and 211 Prof. Armstrong are attributed the late Prof. 

Armstrong. unfortunate that the plates have necessitated, other cases, 
the loading the paper extent that makes the book for its size intolerable 
weight. 

ASIA. 

journey, series journeys, extending length 10,000 miles, within 
the limits one the most ancient, yet least appreciated, empires the world, 

certainly full and detailed record; and when comprehending its 
range survey the satrapies Cyrus and territorial conquests Alexander, should 
possess for the serious reader classical and even biblical interest. true that 
Lord Curzon, before setting out assume charge his splendid vice-royalty 
India, left the hands his fellow-countrymen home admirable book, 

Thousand Miles Persia; or, Eight Years Major Percy Moles- 
worth Sykes. John Murray. 1902. 
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embodying the result his own personal observation and study the same 
theme; but Major Sykes tells that, his own case, has touched but lightly 

the provinces and cities exhaustively dealt with that particular work, that 
the hesitating reader need not presuppose that the newly published pages contain 
necessarily much that old superfluous. Our impression is, that upon the 
whole the above-expressed intention has been fairly carried out. may add, 
moreover, that appraising the character the two publications together, shall 
pronounce the later one the outcome intelligent and continuous exploration 
with scientific aim, while the older one reveals rather the observation the 
travelling politician department made specially his own. Briefly, the one book 

mainly geographical; the other, the uses which the author makes his 
great natural resources, does not omit include geography important 
element his programme. the same time may explain that Major Sykes 

means excludes from his notice what may called practical politics. The 
last chapter his interesting volume notable point. consists some 
ten pages only, but the questions which they touch are great moment, and 
demand the close attention diplomatists home and abroad. Though discussion 

the separate subjects treated would here out place, may well 
passant express individual concurrence the Kerman consul’s opinion that 

“proposed scheme for running railway along the coast Southern Persia would 
end failure,” that opinion refers the land between and the 
other hand, land-line, which may roughly indicated the combinations 
Baghdad-Shiraz” and Shiraz-Bandar Abbas,” might commercially advan- 

tageous; nor, except one two localities, would present extraordinary 
engineering difficulties. far generally known, however, neither one nor the 
other these lines could constructed the present hour any Government, 
save that one which has long since made special provision for its own participation 

respect Persian railway development. 
glance the table contents the volume before will show what are 

the localities which our enterprising traveller treats, and give some idea the 
large area traversed his several expeditions. tells that left London 
January, 1893, undertake journey which proved the first many more 

like description. his routes lay primarily the direction Persia, which 
country offered him, had offered many others before him, many special 
attractions. The desire explore little frequented tracts, identify sites 
ancient history, and otherwise utilize the opportunities travel, 
evidently grew upon him proceeded his way, and fortunately the autho- 
rities the Foreign Office were not insensible services which could not but 
impart new prestige the resources Downing Street and add life its Oriental 
archives. 

For time had the advantage intellectual and sympathetic companionship 
the person Miss Ella Sykes, his sister, who, addition other exceptional 

qualifications, was possessed ready and pen. that lady’s agreeable 
narrative describing her own experiences Iran, she relates how her brother 
returned from his second journey the Shah’s dominions June, 1894, and that 

November the same year she accompanied him his third journey, time 
when was commissioned found Consulate Kerman. this city also 
fell her lot prepare for him civilized English home, heretofore little 
known our fellow-countrymen visiting Eastern Persia. Domestic quiet, how- 
ever, was subsequently exchanged for further wanderings extending from Quetta 

the one side Muhamreh and the Karun river the other. the month 
February, 1897, looking Constantinople and revisiting Tehran, the 
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travellers reached England again vid Vienna, Munich, and Paris, after absence 
roughly two and half Not many months later, Major Sykes writes, 

“to use the Persian expression, the drum departure was beaten, and quitted 
England for fourth journey Persia.” About the autumn 1898 was 
instructed found Consulate Sistan. 

His later chapters may seem partake, more less, stray and detached 
character, but they are means deficient interest and instruction. the 
Karwan expedition (chapter incident likely occurrence until the 
surroundings British India, well British India proper, are state 
perfect quiescence—be treated footnote allusion, the identification 
places visited Marco Polo, the death the brightly illustrated 
account the game Polo, and other quasi-episodes, are far from unwarrantable 
digressions, and quite appropriate the general character the book the 
interpretation the mysterious and which belong essentially 

Persian geography. 
With few and unimportant exceptions, the illustrations are admirable and well 

chosen. Among the last the handsome volume, would instance the standing 
figure the Helmand Lagoon” (p. 388) very effective also the clearly executed 
Hall Xerxes” (p. 326). The Bana Pass” (p. 408) and Parsi Family” (p. 

422) merit particular notice. Birjand” (p. 398) will pleasantly recall members 
the first Sistan mission one their chief halting-places 1872. 
Independently geographical considerations the strict sense the word, 

satisfactory notice how observant Major Sykes the character Persian 
governors and others all classes with whom brought into personal contact. 
His description the Abdul Huséin Mirza, not only creditable 

the writer from his desire pourtray the superior native his true colours, and 
him that justice which not invariably accorded travellers, but evincing 

his own discrimination and appreciativeness. may take for granted that 
friendly and companionable Persians are found here and there throughout the 
Shah’s dominions, for those Europeans who are able and willing understand them, 
but means inferred that the better educated are always the worthier 

our attention. very different man from the polished and educated 
Governor-General just mentioned, was Muhammad Ismael Khan, the 

Vakil-ul-Mulk Kerman, whom Major Sykes refers previous page one 
who much for the province over which exercised actual control 
earn the right being considered one its great rulers—almost every caravanserat 
now repair, the bazaars Kerman, and many villages being constructed him.” 

this high functionary was once the pleasing duty English traveller 
the sixties publicly express his warm acknowledgments for kindly and courteous 
reception, and acts unmistakable friendliness. But the style Persian illus- 
trated this case was that the blunt, plain-speaking disciple old school, 
which never had had the advantage European training travel. 

When small mission was deputed, forty years ago, explore the Mekran 
coast west Karachi and arrange with the local chiefs for the protection 
contemplated line telegraph, was accompanied escort Sind Horse 

the fishing-village Beyond that place was not thought expedient 
proceed with like formality until the period had become riper for entering into 

negotiations with Persia the actual limits her claim territory west 
British India. This claim, vague and uncertain the best, had been asserted 

succession encroachments injuriously affecting the poorer classes cultivators, 
and more especially detrimental traders and inhabitants the adjacent Indian 
tracts who had dealings with the neighbouring Baluchis Mekranis. Reference 
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the local archives the day would once show how keenly alive were the 
politicals Upper Sind the urgency this determination permanent frontier. 

was not, however, until seven years after the return the above-mentioned mission 
from that the officer charge was able continue his explorations 

Chahbar, point still further the westward. Then the whole question 
the Perso-Mekran boundary had been more less mooted Tehran, and somewhat 
later still the discussion was transferred Sistan and Western Afghanistan. 

the present writer, who had the privilege breaking ground the Mekran 
question 1862, and for ten eleven years later had more less with that 

and other questions affecting our political relations with Persia and her neighbours 
the East, cause congratulation that during the period the last thirty 

odd years much good work has been accomplished the geographical area 
referred to. this subject, ventures repeat, conclusion, passage from 
brief introduction which recently contributed new edition the 
saddle” journey, which allusion has been already made 

Whilst visiting Kerman January, 1866, little did dream that 
lady would, about quarter century later, not only find pleasant residence 
that city, but pass peacefully through the less civilized Bampur, English 
side-saddle, join the camp boundary commission far east Quetta. 
need have now turn back for information old records travel such 
supplied Pottinger, Grant, and Christie. All these have been supplemented 
up-to-date labours. Our relations with Afghanistan are reasonably amicable; those 
with the neighbouring Kelat state have undergone more than one process happy 

and satisfactory certify that these changes condition mean 
upon the whole real progress, and that—thanks his Majesty’s Indian Government 
and the Royal Geographical Society—the outcome that progress, whether theoretical 

practical, being turned account political and scientific experts who are 
themselves competent chroniclers.” 

Among these prominent place may assigned the author Ten Thou- 
sand miles Persia.” 

GENERAL. 

Students the geography the ancients are under heavy debt gratitude 
the late Charles Miiller, for, apart from minor contributions their department 
science, they already owe him addition Strabo, with incomparable 

index lectionis, which must looked upon final, its text and the 

various questions philology and connected with it; also most 
satisfactory edition the Minor Greek Geographers.’ the time his death 
Miiller was still engaged upon edition Ptolemy, the first part which was 
published nearly twenty years ago. This work was not permitted complete. 
The second part recently issued only carries the end the fifth book, and the 
last five chapters this book are due his successor, Dr. Curtius Theodore Fischer, 

Dresden. some satisfaction learn that the enterprising firm Firmin- 
Didot does not intend this edition Ptolemy remain has been the 
fate Wilberg’s edition. proposed publish second volume, which will 

Geographia instruxit Carolus Miillerus.’ Vol. (with atlas). 
Paris: Firmin-Didot. 1883-1901. 

‘Geographi minores. Paris: Firmin-Didot. 1855-61. 
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not only contain the remaining book, but also exhaustive prolegomena, rather 
epilegomena, and very full index. But unless more rapid progress made than 
hitherto, few among the older generation will live see the completion this 
work, 

Mr. Miiller gives the Greek text the original, together with Latin transla- 
tion. preparing text the editor has consulted many thirty-eight Greek 
codices compared with thirteen consulted Wilberg. Eleven these codices 
are found the Bibliothéque nationale, nine the Vatican, four the 
Laurenziana, and three Oxford. The various readings are given 
and users the work are thus enabled reject the conclusions the editor 
favour their own ideas and fancies. the first glance, the new readings intro- 
duced Mr. Miiller not strike their magnitude. have taken the 
trouble compare Wilberg’s readings chapters vi. viii. the fourth book with 
those accepted for this new edition, and find that the spelling fourteen proper 
names has been slightly altered, and that two latitudes and six longitudes have 
been shifted, the most important change affecting Coloe, which has been moved 
seven degrees the east. 

the utmost value and interest are the annotations dealing with the sites and 
modern representatives the places and peoples mentioned, not only Ptolemy, 
but also the other geographers antiquity, and even the Arabs. 
obvious that the results the more recent researches into ancient topography 
could not have been embodied work which has been hand for over twenty 
years, nor will the conclusions arrived Mr. Miiller acceptable, every 
instance, students ancient geography. 

Interior Libya and Ethiopia are the two regions regarding which commentators 
still differ most widely their interpretation Ptolemy’s statements. regards 
the former, Mr. Miiller, very wisely, conceive, has followed the lead 
Walckenaer and Vivien St. Martin, and discarded, without ignoring them, the 

extravagant views advanced Leake, Berlioux, and Roscher. is, course, quite 
possible that the ancients had some knowledge our Niger, but Ptolemy, most 
certainly, had such knowledge. His Nigir has most satisfactorily been identified 
with various Wadis the northern Saharas, where also are found other 

localities included his tables. 
Ethiopia, the other hand, Ptolemy has been credited with amount 

knowledge which feel sure never possessed, and his hypothetical Nile lakes 
are laid down upon the map had learnt their existence from trustworthy 
itineraries. matter fact, Ptolemy knew very little about Abyssinia and 
the source the Nile. had never read Strabo, had not gone for information 

the very trustworthy Periplus the Erythrean, and had never heard about 
Nero’s abortive expedition search the source the Nile. the few places 
mentioned Ptolemy existing this extensive region Africa, only three 
can said have yet been satisfactorily identified, viz. Axum, Garbartus Mons, 

and the Cinnamon Land. About Axum there can doubt, Gabarta may safely 

identified with the Jabarta the Arabs—that is, the hill country Shoa, 
suggested whilst Cinnamon Land, which Ptolemy places contiguity 
with his Nile lakes, actually lies the Somal coast, degrees away from 
them. Ptolemy’s Coloe supposed Miiller different place from the Coloe 

the Periplus, the ruins and vast which were discovered Count 
Russell 1860, the road from Adulis Axum, and which has recently been 
visited Mr. Bent, and fully described and surveyed Dr. Schoeller and Dr. 
Schweinfurth. Ptolemy’s Coloe supposed identical with the modern Kola, 

insignificant village about miles the north Lake Tsana, visited 

‘ 
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Riippell. But how can suppose lake lying the Waina-dega have been 
named after village lying miles away from the lowland 

Moreover, Ptolemy’s own map this lake placed the south Gabarta, that 
is, within the lake region the south Shoa, region abounding myrrh, and 

thus identical with Ptolemy’s Myrrhifera. The river immediately the west 
Axum, which Ptolemy calls Astapus, undoubtedly the Takazze, Upper Atbara, 
which the early Portuguese visitors Abyssinia deemed Lake 

Crossing this river into Semen, enter actual Yet Miiller 
would have look for these Montes the upper Nile, above Lado. 
Fra Mauro already identified these snow-clad mountains Abyssinia with the 

Ciebelchamir” the Arabs, the Mountains the Moon, which, according 
Dr. Miiller, are represented Mounts Kenya and Kilimanjaro, the existence 
which has only recently been discovered. The Nile lakes Marinus were probably 
the lakes described Artemidorus lying within Somal Land, and assumed 
him sources the Nile, when actually they were connected with the Webi, 

Nile Makhdeshu. Ptolemy very naturally rejected the notion river like 
the Egyptian Nile taking its rise lakes lying near the east coast Africa, 
and therefore shifted them inland. The only Nile lake known the ancients 
was the Tzana; the snows which fed the Nile were derived from the mountains 

Abyssinia; the white Nile was known higher than the swamps, which 
baulked Nero’s explorers; while the Nile lakes Ptolemy are mere hypothetical 
lakes, which ought not identified with the Victoria Nyanza and Lake Albert. 
Nor were the Arabs any better informed this point than Ptolemy, for th-ir Kura 
lake clearly Lake Chad. 

Not the least valuable part Dr. Miiller’s work consists its atlas, which 
contains Ptolemy’s own maps, face face with modern outline maps, upon which 
the Greek geographer’s information has been inserted. Taken all all, this work 

Dr. monument wonderful industry. student ancient geography 
can dispense with it, and will give him ready access information scattered 
hundreds volumes and treatises. 

THE MONTHLY RECORD. 

EUROPE. 

The River Systems Southern England and interesting paper 
the origin the river system South Wales, and the light shed the 

main systems Southern England, was read February last before the Geo- 
logical Society Mr. Strahan, and printed the Quarterly Journal 
the Society for May (No. 230). pointed out that the Severn and the 
Wye, which flow east from the main Welsh water-parting, are succeeded the 
south series streams rising subsidiary divides the counties Breck- 
nock, Monmouth, and Glamorgan, and these again group flowing south from 
the western extremity the main divide, these rivers South Wales 
that especial attention directed, the writer first discussing the relations their 
valleys the geological structure. The first group streams, which includes the 
Usk, Rhymney, Taff, etc., all show parallelism south-south-easterly direction, 
and their courses are maintained regardless the structure. spite the number 

faults the north-north-westerly system which the district traversed, 
the coincidence valley with fault rare. the next group, which includes 
the Neath, Tawe, Loughor, and Towy, the direction about west 30° 40° 
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south, right angles that the first group, and the change takes place 
region where powerful set disturbances first manifests itself, the direction 

assumed coinciding closely with that the disturbances prove that was 
determined them. Beyond the influence these disturbances, the Taf and the 
Cleddau again assume more normal direction right angles the main water- 
parting, this being the case with all the rivers outside the area special disturb- 
ance. can thus locate the axis the elevatory movement which the 
drainage was initiated, and find that was parallel the direction the 
subsidiary disturbances which certain the river-courses are controlled. 
examination the three great systems movements, differing both character 
and direction, which have affected the region, shows that the rivers were initiated 

the latest the three—the Caledonian Lapworth. They entirely ignore 
the structures produced the two earlier movements, and considered reason- 
able assume that the river system was developed upon slope Upper 
Cretaceous rocks, which all features the strata were blanketed 
over. Comparing the main water-parting Southern England (which coincides 

the main with the chalk escarpment, and must have been originally formed 
anticline from which the escarpment has receded varying degrees) with that 
South Wales, Mr. Strahan finds that from both the rivers take normal east- 

ward course, the instances deflection being comparable the two cases. The 
axis upheaval the chalk parallel the Caledonian disturbances above 
alluded to, and thus concluded that the initiation the South Wales and 
South England river systems was due one and the same movement, which 
was also accountable for the westerly deflection the Severn. Its date placed 
between the Oligocene and Pliocene periods. 

Seiche Loch the survey, connection with Sir John 

Murray’s scheme, Loch Trieg, Invernesshire, Dr. Johnston and Mr. 

Parsons observed variation level, apparently the nature 
phenomenon hitherto not observed Scottish lake. The amplitude the 

seiche, such be, extremely small—only inch; but, during the 
minutes which the rise and fall was carefully observed, the oscillations took 
place with great regularity, the period averaging 9°5 minutes. The surface was 
perfectly calm the time, and was thought impossible that the variations 
could due surface ripples. 

Freezing and Thawing the Norwegian Lakes.—A careful investiga- 
tion the phenomena freezing and thawing the Norwegian lakes, with 
especial regard the dates which they occur, has been carried out Andreas 
Holmsen, who has published the results memoir brought out under the 
auspices the Fridtjof-Nansen Fund. The author has together very 
complete body statistics, which has illustrated series curves showing 
the meteorological and other conditions prevalent the case each the lakes 
during the time freezing. French réswmé given the end, sums the 

results his study the statistics regards the various factors which the 
observed phenomenaare due. The general rule that the comparative dates freezing 
depend the altitude and latitude the lakes subject many exceptions, 
some lakes high altitude, and others northern latitudes, remaining open 
comparatively late date. the meteorological factors which account for the 
precise moment which freezing takes place, the most important is, course, the 
air-temperature, while the state the sky, the occurrence atmospheric precipita- 
tion, and the force the wind play but subordinate the local factors, 
the chief naturally, the depth the water. Mr. Holmsen finds that the 
shallow lakes (with depths metres, 100 feet) the interval between the 
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date which the air-temperature falls the freezing-point, and that which the 
lake covered with ice, varies from one and half three weeks, while for lakes 
over 100 metres depth interval ten twelve weeks is, general, necessary, 

which often prevents their freezing all. The influence other local factors 
currents, shape, etc.) quite s:condary, except the case small 

lakes. special section devoted lakes,” which, the summer 
temperature does not rise above that the maximum density water, inverse 

the layers water observable. Here the conditions freezing 
are, naturally, exceptional. regards the actual process freezing, the forma- 
tion ice sometimes takes place with enormous rapidity, iastances being cited 
which possible cross the lakes ice formed single night. The thickness 

the ice fairly constant the different lakes even under varying conditions, the 
average being from 1°6 feet. The melting the ice depends still more than 
the freezing the variations air-temperature, and thus possible draw 
map with curves joining those places where the break-up occurs the same date, 
such curves being general agreement with those showing the isotherms 32° 

Fahr. the same date. Other factors, such the thickness and structure the 

ice the existence currents, exercise, however, some influence. 

been applied those parts the land-masses the world which are depressed below 
sea-level, but which this fact masked the filling the hollow with water. 

other words, they are lakes whose bottom falls below sea-level. short account 
the European depressions this kind given the April number 

Géographie, Dr. who shows that they occur two differeat regions—the 
one the borders the Adriatic, the other Northern Europe. The character 

the depressions different the two regions, accordance with their different 

origin. the Adriatic group, the lake Scutari, sounded some years ago 
Kurt Hassert and lately with more completeness Dr. cited 

instance. Its formation, like that all the lakes this group, due tectonic 
causes—fracture and subsidence. fact, karstpolje,” and the funnel-like 
holes which have been revealed soundings along its south-west shore are sub- 
merged “dolines.” Various other lakes Dalmatia and Albania belong this 
category, and the lakes North Italy, the chief which sink their deepest 

parts below the level the sea, are also due, Dr. Cvijié says, tectonic causes. 
The second class crypto-depressions are the fiord-like lakes Great Britain, 
Scandinavia, Finland, and North Germany. They appear limited the 
area former glaciation, and present striking analogies with the Scandinavian 
fiords, been, Cvijié’s opinion, great measure deepened glacial 
erosion. Those who deny the power ice excavate this extent would 
doubt explain them blocked lower ends glacial deposits, the original 
valleys having possibly had normal profile. The existence depression below 
sea-level can hardly considered scientific criterion natural class lakes, 

the fulfilment otherwise this condition must depend many cases 
general movements elevation depression quite unconnected with their original 
formation. Still interest note that, where such lakes occur, one other 

two classes phenomena seem, general rule, involved. 

The Hungarian Lowland.—The Abrégé the Bulletin the Hungarian 
Geographical Society contains the abstract paper Dr. Géza Czirbusz 
origin the Hungarian Lowland, which certain views are put forward which 

differ from those some other students. The writer points out that while has 
long been recognized that the Hungarian plain forms one the series basins 

longing the system the Danube, which have been filled succession from 
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above downwards, not generally understood that their broad outlines the 
contours that plain had already been determined very remote epoch, and that 
both the deposits the old sea and lakes, and the courses the rivers, have been 

subordinated the original fundamental lines. Thus held that, among other 

instances similar character, the Nyir plateau not formed the deposits 
the rivers Szamos, Kraszna, and Tisza, but that older date, and that the 
course the Tisza has been determined its previous existence. The idea that 
either the Tisza the Danube has, process time, shifted its course westward 
over the plain accordance with Baer’s law also negatived Dr. Czirbusz, who 
maintains that both still flow the main they have done for long ages, the Tisza 

the course determined the original deposition the plain, the Danube its 
primeval bed the margin the trans-Danubian line dislocation. con- 
siders that the Hungarian Lowland may divided, geological and hydro- 
graphical grounds, into two portions, lesser and greater, the latter coinciding 
with the Each may again subdivided into separate smaller units. 

The Atmosphere the Neighbourhood the present 
time, when much attention has been directed volcanic phenomena through 
the catastrophe the West Indies, paper recently published the Proceedings 

the Finland Society Sciences, the influence Vesuvius the air the 
neighbourhood, some interest. The author, Mr. Melander, undertook his 

researches with the object testing the part played the dust-particles ejected 
the volcano the condensation atmospheric vapour, and his observations 

the amount dust contained the air different localities were made with the 
Aitken dust-counter. order study the smoke near its source possible, 
Mr. Melander first carried out observations the summit Vesuvius, but was 

surprised find apparently scarcely any suspended material, even the midst 
the smoke. This explained the large proportion (50 per cent.) water- 

vapour contained the smoke discharged, such vapour being condensed round the 
particles and even dissolving those formed salts. was, therefore, necessary 

make observations, when possible, distance from the volcano, points 
where the band smoke descended towards the surface. This Mr. 
Melander succeeded doing several occasions, his results showing maximum 

68,500 particles per cubic centimetre, the dust having, this case, become dry 
during its passage from the volcano the place observation. another 
occasion, when the relative humidity the air was high, fine rain was found 

falling immediately beneath the centre the column smoke, though none 
was observed either side. The maximum number particles observed this 
day was 7775. The general conclusion arrived that the smoke volcanoes 
does contain particles calculated bring about condensation the atmospheric 
vapour, and that they are probably salts chlorine and sulphur. 

Improvement French Ports.—The official Jowrnal Marine gives 
particulars recent work the French ports, upon which considerable sums 
money have lately been expended. Dunkirk, where dockyards are being con- 
structed and the outer port enlarged, £100,000 was spent last year. The projected 

however, which are conclude the displacement the fortifications and 
the acquisition for the further enlargement the port, will entail expen- 
diture over £1,000,000. Dieppe the dredging the tidal harbour being 

proceeded with, and the works connection with the improvement the entrance 
the port which are undertaken are estimated cost nearly £200,000. The 

proposed improvements Havre will cost £800,000, and similar sum required 
open the port Nantes vessels with draught feet. The construction 
another floating dock and graving dock Bordeaux will cost millicn 
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sterling. Proposals are also made for improvement works Boulogne, Bayonne, 
and Cette. 

ASIA. 

Observations the Dead Sea Levels.—There appears substantial 
evidence general rise the level the the Dead Sea, causing the 
submergence certain its natural and artificial features, even within the 
memory people now living its shores.* Mr. Macalister and Mr. Masterman 
have been making series observations the seasonal and annual variations 
the level this sea, with the view determining whether the level still rising, 

the reverse, and what rate change taking place. far there has hardly 
been time allow generalization, but some interesting facts have already been 
brought light, and are recorded recent number the Quarterly Statement 

the Palestine Exploration Fund. The extent seasonal variation level appears 
far less than some writers this subject have supposed. Mr. Masterman 

writes think are within the limit saying that the difference level between 
the lowest 1900 and the highest 1901 was under foot inches, and that the 
difference between the latter and the lowest 1901 was within feet inches.” 

attributes the low level 1901 exceptionally dry season, and hopes 
that normal rainfall will enable fair judgment formed the course 

1902, making these observations Mr. Masterman used ordinary tape 
measure, one end which was weighted and dropped the level the water, 
while the other was laid against mark cut the face rock the shore 
between ‘Ain el-Feshkhah and el-Feshkhah. The steamer about 
launched the Dead Sea should greatly facilitate the scientific study the lake 

the near future. 
Austrian Explorations Northern Arabia.—Dr. Alois young 

theological savant from Olmiitz, who has also studied the Ecole Biblique 
carried the French Dominicans Jerusalem, has, since 1897, carried out 

five separate journeys the desert Northern Arabia, south and east the 
Dead Sea, part his own expense, and part with the support the Academy 

Sciences and private individuals Vienna. The main object his last three 
journeys was the examination the castle, Amra, lying far 

away the desert, and long avoided the Bedawin from superstitious dread. 
Though mainly interest from the point view art and history, his researches 
are also valuable throwing light the geography culture, inasmuch 

has been shown his latest journey (April July, 1901), that Kosseir Amra 
belongs the series castles built the Khalifs vast expense, veritable 
palaces luxury, from the beginning the ninth century onwards, the 
eastern and western margins the north Arabian desert, then the favourite resort 

the grandees the time. One the Khalifs built fewer than twenty-five 
these castles ease, which bore names such Blush Dawn,” 

Pearl,” and was his nephew, Prince Ahmed, great-grandson the 
great Harun Rasbid, and afterwards Khalif from 862 866, who built this castle 

Amra about the middle the ninth century. Its chief claim notice consists 
the splendid pictures and mosaics with which the interior was adorned, and 

which supply positive proof that the early days Islam painting was not 
forbidden art. The fifth and last Dr. Musil’s journeys was carried out amid 

year two ago referred (Journal, vol. xvi. 555) Mr. Gray 

observations the rise level, published the Quarterly Statement, Palestine 

Exploration Fund, 1900. subsequent number Sir Charles Wilson gave reasons 

for not accepting Mr. Hill’s explanation the cause. 
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great difficulties and dangers, but has yielded important results the field 
and ethnology, well with regard the little-known topography 

the region. 

The Trade-routes Persia.—The difficulties communication Persia 
still form the chief obstacle trade that country. the north there are two 

routes which goods are conveyed the capital. first, which 
described the latest Consular Report open almost solely Russian trade, 

sea Batum, and thence across the Caucasus Baku, which port the goods 

are Resht. The journey from this town Teheran takes from 
days, and was, until lately, only possible for pack-animals; but the new 

Russian road connecting the coast with the plateau has rendered wheeled transport 
available, springless waggons are some cases employed. Antwerp firms 
undertake the transport merchandise Resht from £12 £14 per ton; but 
from here the charge, mule camel, £16. The alternative route 
from the north vid Trebizond, Erzerum, and Tabriz; but this route becoming 
disused, owing the high price forage and the proportionately large transport 
charges, which are much £40 £50 per ton. southern routes are 
therefore preferred importers, and these are also two number. The first 

vid Bushire, Shiraz, and Isfahan, distance 779 miles, which the caravans 

accomplish from three six months, the road far Shiraz being very 

difficult. cost transport from the coast this route about £20. The 
other trade-route, which much frequented, from Basra Baghdad, and thence 
vid Kermanshah the capital. This very much shorter, being only 503 
but the Customs formalities Turkish territory, and transit duty per cent. 

valorem, are counterbalancing disadvantage, and the cost about the same 
the last route. The time taken, however, shorter, being ordinarily about 

three months; but this, the case the other routes, neither prices nor 

times can regarded fixed. 

Emigration from instructive report upon the emigration 
coolies from British India has lately been issued the India Office. During the 
last twenty years the century 304,000 left the country, and 133,000 returned, the 
number remaining expatriated being 171,000. The shifting Tamil labour-supply 

the Ceylon coffee plantations not comprised the above figures, nor the 
passengers unrecruited emigration agencies, nor the Mecca pilgrims. The 
report confined indenture emigrants proceeding for the most part 
our colonies and protectorates. many these places the settled Indians 
are increasing number. Mauritius about per cent. the population 
—261,739 out 379,659—are either Indian settlers their descendants, and 

British Guiana they number about one-third the population. Emigration 
law confined Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay, but from the latter ceased 

some years ago, labour the Western Presidency being well paid that there 
particular inducement leave the country. exception has, however, lately 

occurred, numbers men having during the last three years been sent from here 
and from Karachi for work the Uganda railway. The main stream 
emigration flows down the Hugli from the thickly populated districts Oudh and 

and the eastern part the North-West Provinces. Nearly 12,000 were 
thus shipped from Calcutta last year, and went British Guiana, Trinidad, Natal, 

Mauritius, and Fiji. From Madras about 7000 were shipped, their destination 
being Natal and Mauritius. The numbers leaving India appear yearly 
increasing. Last year 26,508 emigrated, the largest number (8032) going 
Mombasa, and the smallest (2450) Trinidad. 

The Development the Philippine many years previous 
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the war between Spain and America the establishment network railways 
throughout the most populous districts the Philippines had been under con- 
sideration, but the Manila-Dagupan railway, which runs northward from the 
capital through the great sugar districts, the only portion which was ever 
constructed. This has been opened for nearly ten years. scheme for the 
railway development the islands large scale has recently beea sketched out 

the Acting Civil Governor, who his report advises that about 1000 
miles railway, cost about £7,000,000, are required the island Luzon 
alone. This will include trunk line about 600 miles length, east-and- 
west line across the island from the capital, northward extension from Dagupan 

the already existing railway, and two three short feeder lines. also 
intended develop Mindanao, which, though the least-known island the 
archipelago, believed the coal and gold both existing—the latter, 

thought, tolerably abundantly—in addition fine forests ebony and teak. 
The report recommends that the Philippine Government should have authority 

grant special charters for railways, and that the home Government shou'd 
guarantee interest. 

AFRICA. 

Dr. Map Lake German explorer, Dr. Kandt, who 
has devoted much time the scientific investigation the Lake Kivu region, 
was some time ago reported returning home with the members the 
German Commission for the delimitation the Congo-German frontier the 
same region, which has now finished its labours. Meanwhile Dr. Kandt’s long- 

expected map Lake Kivu has been published the new colonial publication 
entitled zur Kolonialpolitik und Kolonialwirtschaft (1901-1902, No. 12), 

accompanied monograph von Bockelmanp, which our knowledge 
the Lake Kivu region, from the accounts the various travellers who 
have visited within recent years, summarized. While naturally differing 

much from the rough sketch published 1899 the basis Dr. Kandt’s letters 
(Journal, vol. xv. 178), the finished map agrees showing the axis the lake 

more inclined from north-and-south line than shown Grogan, 

Fergusson, and others. How far this based astronomical observations 
accurate determinations compass variation, does not yet appear full details 
Dr. Kandt’s methods being not yet published. regards the details the lake 
contours, the new map certain mark improvement its predecessors, for, 

already mentioned from time time the Dr. Kandt’s survey was 
executed the most painstaking way, almost complete circuit its shores 
being made land, while the land work was supplemented boat-journeys. 
The general outline the eastern shore agrecs well with that shown Mr. 
Fergusson’s map (Journal, January, 1901), though the minor indentations are 
shown much more detail. The western shore differs greater extent, being 

considerably more broken than was shown Mr. Fergusson, who, the more 
rapid boat-journey Mr. Moore’s expedition, was naturally unable examine all 
the bays their heads. The island Kwijwi also differs considerably outline 

from its delineation former maps. publication the full results 
Dr. Kandt’s researches will awaited with much interest. 

AMERICA. 

Winds and Seiches Lake referred some time ago (Journal, 
vol. xvi. 685) Prof. Henry’s study the variations level Lake 
Erie the wind. Prof. Henry has now published the full results 
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his researches Bulletin 1902) the United States Weather Bureau. The 
first part the paper describes the physical characteristics Lake Erie, and the 
prevailing winds; while the latter part describes the various classes seiche 
observed, whether the result storms occurring fair weather. The pre- 
vailing winds are westerly, though the proportion varies different seasons the 
year, and Cleveland south-easterly winds are more frequent than elsewhere. 
regards the general theory seiches, pointed out that the case wind 

strength pile the waters the leeward shore, the lake tends 
return state stable equilibrium shortly after the maximum force has been 
exerted, even though the velocity the wind may continue high for several hours 
longer. series rockings the water the whole lake takes place about 
nodal line passing through its centre, the water either end rising and falling 

alternately until condition rest attained. the case Lake Erie the wind 
generally becomes sufficiently strong the cold season, day after the storm 
has passed, overcome these rockings, but with light winds they will continue 
until equilibrium restored. Seiches great amplitude occur Lake Erie only 

connection with gales miles hour, being due the high winds 
from the west south-west which usually the rear the During 
the year December, 1899—November, 1900 (for which charts showing the daily 
variations wind-velocity and lake-level are appended the paper), three storms 
occurred with velocities miles hour, one being the great storm 
which Galveston was wrecked, which caused seiche unusual magnitude for the 
summer months, when they rare. The wind effect this case seems 

have been much the same would produced quick powerful blow 
the lake surface, and the amplitude the oscillation was feet Easterly 
winds are rarely strong Lake Erie, and the greatest lowering the water 
their means probably between and feet, but interesting fact that 
relatively low easterly velocity will produce well-marked seiche. There are 
numerous small fair-weather seiches, with amplitude iuches, which 

not always easy trace back their ultimate origin. The effects wind and 
barometric pressure sometimes act conjointly, rise pressure felt first the 
western end the lake, while the wind the same time shifts westerly, high water 

being thus produced the eastern end. gusts wind also exercise 

powerful influence, even though small themselves. The period oscillation 
the larger seiches was found about hours, while the case about eighty 

small ones, the average obtained was between and 15, somewhat shorter, 

though theoretically the time should independent the amplitude. The time 

calculated from the formula, the assumption that the mean depth feet, 
would hours, considerably excess the truth. The occurrence 

dangerous seiche cannot foretold many hours but probably time 
warn property interests the ports affected. 

The Submarine Valleys the Californian spite the 
attention which has been paid many writers the question the origin the 
Californian submarine valleys, experts still differ the final answer given. 

January last some account was given Science the dredging work done last 
summer off this coast, being stated Prof. Ritter that one the 

results had been show that the bottom deposits some least the valleys 

consisted part close in-shore material, which suggested him the conclusion 

that the valleys are natural channels, which currents flow, times 

least, from the shore outwards. more recent number Science (April 25), 

Prof. Hilgard gives reasons which had led him somewhat similar 

conclusion, though different grounds. His view, already put before meeting 
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members the United States Geological Survey year ago, that the majority 
the submarine channels have been formed, are least kept open, some cause 
now operation, and that cause coastal currents. After briefly describing the 
character the valleys, gives detail his reasons for rejecting both the 
hypotheses which have hitherto found most support, viz. (1) that the valleys are 
structural origin (as held Lawson); (2) that they are submerged stream 

valleys (the opinion Conte, Fairbanks, and Davidson). particular 

points out that the submarine valleys not, rule, correspond position 
valley openings the shore, and that even where such the case, there 
concordance between the two size, shape, grade. trace visible 
modification the development the submarine platform, continental shelf,” 
but about one-half the valleys extend quite the present shore-line, where 
they stop abruptly, this being, Prof. Hilgard’s opinion, the critical point 
attempting the valleys. The only cause capable keeping them 
open close the shore the face active cutting deposition, would seem 
coastal currents, which might either marine else subterranean streams from 
the land, and, favouring the latter explanation, the occurrence oil-well 
near the head the Vicente valley pointed to. Prof. Hilgard allows that all 
the valleys may not due the same cause, and urges the importance 
detailed geological study the adjacent mainland. 

Exploration Alaska.—Since the publication the article Recent 
Exploration Alaska’ (Geo. Jour., vol. xix. 1902, 609), further report has 
been received expedition despatched the United States War Department 

1899, under the command Lieut. for the exploration direct 
and practicable route from Cook inlet, the Pacific coast Alaska, the Yukon 

outset small detachment the expedition disembarked Portage 
bay, Prince William sound, Alaska, for the purpose exploring route about 

miles long from that point Knik arm, Cook inlet. Much the country 
traversed the main expedition was previously unknown, and, spite many 
obstacles, useful information was acquired regarding the topographical features, 
available routes travel, feasible routes for railroad construction, appropriate and 
available sites for military reservations, adaptability for agriculture and stock- 
raising, mineral resources, timber, fuel, food-products, and the stock best suited for 
transportation also the number, location, and condition the natives 
the territory The Kuskokwim, the upper basin which was crossed 
the expedition, appears navigable for large river steamboats far the 
Echeatnu, and for small steamboats far the The general 
characteristics interior Alaskan rivers are strong currents, great erosion and 

sedimentary deposits, shifting channels, and rapid rise and fall the spring. The 
rivers are open navigation about June, July, August, and part September. 
The range mountains lying south-west the Cantwell Nenana river, which 
includes Mount McKinley and has hitherto been generally considered part the 
Alaskan range, appears reality distinct, and has been designated the 
McKinley range.” thisrange second great mountain was discovered, 20,000 

feet high, which was named Mount Foraker. The pass through the McKinley 
range, named the author Simpson pass, opens way the Yukon, Kuskokwim, 
and Cape Nome countries, and was judged from about quarter about 
half-mile width. The largest and most important lake this part Alaska 
Minchumina, situated close the Kuskokwim, but drained into the Nitzutalina, 

thence into the Kontaithno tributary the Tanana. ‘The route 
exploited pierces the ceatre Alaska. touches navigable points and winter 
trails the most important river systems Alaska, namely, the Suchitna, 
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Kuskokwim, Tanana, and Yukon, and consequently taps the country drained 
them, and connects with Cape Nome. The report contains map the route 
the expedition, besides number illustrations. 

Proposed Surveys Alaska during active geological and 
topographical survey work, which has been carried out Alaska the United 
States Geological Survey since will continued various parties during 
the present year. outline the programme which has been laid down given 

Mr. Brooks, the National Geographic Magazine for April last. Owing 
the importance South-Eastern Alaska from the point view mineral 

production, attention will principally directed this section the country. 
parties are continue the work done 1900 the Copper river basin, and 

hoped that the topographical map the entire basin will completed during 
the season, together with geological reconnaissance the greater part it; the 
mutual relations the copper belts north and south the Mount Wrangell group 
being defined. The mountain group just alluded has been but little explored, 

and expected that data importance will obtained respecting 
it. Another party, which will under the leadership Mr. Brooks, will devote 
its attention the mountain ranges north Cook inlet, which include Mount 

whose base has not yet been reached. proposed extend the 
survey the Tanana and its goldfields, and, possible, strike across the 
unexplored region between and the Yukon Circle City. party under 

Mr. Collier will make special investigation the coal areas the Yukon 
and detailed survey the Juneau mining district will carried out Mr. 
Peters. Mr. Brooks estimates that less than sixth Alaska has yet been 

surveyed, and this merely reconnaissance work. 

POLAR REGIONS. 

Ice the Arctic Seas, 1901.—From the report recently issued, learn that 
the efforts the Danish Meteorological Institute gather information relative 
the drift-ice the Arctic seas have met with fair amount support during 1901. 
Adequate information has been received from the Arctic seas adjacent the Atlantic, 

and some from Bering sea and strait; there is, however, lack data regarding 
the conditions the sea north Bering strait. The general results for 1901 may 

summarized follows: The western and eastern parts the Kara sea were 
free ice, but access from the west was difficult, the straits being blocked till late 

Normal conditions existed Barents sea, while the southern 

side Franz Josef Land the state the ice was favourable but difficult towards 
Novaya Zemlia and Spitsbergen. the north and north-east coasts Spitsbergen 
ice conditions were difficult, but favourable the western coast. East Green- 

land, and along the east coast Baffin Land and Cumberland island, the winter ice 
remained till late the season. Favourable conditions existed Davis strait, 

Smith sound, and Bering strait. Icebergs were met with the northern part 
the Atlantic ocean far more the east than for many years, mainly owing 
the prevailing westerly winds. pointed out that the state the ice 1901 
will probably bave very unfavourable influence upon the conditions round Iceland 
and Greenland 1902. Six charts, showing the state the ice the Arctic seas 
during the months from April September, 1902, illustrate the report. 

Drift-ice the Southern statistics relating the occurrence 
drift-ice southern latitudes during the last twenty years have been brought 

together Herr Dinklage, recent number the Annalen der 
(January, 1902). writer enters discussion the causes the variations 

the amount the ice observed, but for purposes reference his carefully compiled 
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lists will considerable value. treats turn the South-Western Atlantic 
(including the Cape Horn region), the Atlantic and oceans, 
and the Pacific, reviewing the state the ice throughout the period each these 

the first-named region three well-marked maxima the extent 
and duration the drift are observable. The first occurred between April and 

October, 1892, and reached comparatively low latitudes, the most northerly position 
which ice was observed being 26° W., though 39° W., almost the 

same latitude was reached. From December, June, 1893, second great drift 

occurred, the ice-masses being still greater than the previous occasion, and the 
summer again (September, 1893, January, 1894) the same state 

things recurred. the second region again three maxima occurred, the first two 
which followed, after intervals about ten corresponding maxima the 

South-Western Atlantic. The first occurred between September, 1893, and April, 
1894; the second lasted from November, 1894, July, 1895, nine 
and the third and most important all from June, 1896, the end March, 

1897, less than ten months. was marked also the unusual easterly 
extension the ice, and the low latitude (for this part the world) which was 
reached, 41° S., the Pacific Ocean the drifts were less 
importance, with the exception that the second half 1901. This was first 
observed during the first days August, and lasted until the beginning December. 
Advancing gradually eastwards, extended longitude from 150° 102° W., and 
reached latitude 49° 

MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY. 

The Great Dust-fall March, great dust-fall which took place 
March last year Northern Africa, Southern and Central Europe, 

was quite exceptional magnitude regards the area affected, least compared 
with those previously observed land Europe. was exceptional too the 
large amount data available for its detailed study the very numerous reports 
from the meteorological stations within the area the They have been worked 

the most thorough way Hellmann and Meinardus, memoir 
issued the Prussian Meteorological Institute (Abhandlungen, vol. ii. 

pointed out the authors the introduction, such falls dust have 
general rule been investigated solely from mineralogical and microscopical point 

view, that the opportunity here afforded studying the phenomenon from 
the standpoint the meteorologist was not missed. addition the 
official meteorological reports, the authors received, answer notice the 

large number communications private observers, not only 

from Germany and other European countries, but even from Africa, the replies being 

accompanied samples the dust over hundred cases. The memoir puts 
record, firstly the descriptions received the dust-fall .he several localities, and 
secondly the names all the places which was observed, afterwards discussing 
the meteorological conditions prevailing the time, and the composition and 

the dust. few pages are also devoted the lesser fall March 
The main results the investigation are summarised the end. They show 
that the area the fall extended from the Algerian Sahara the islands 
Southern Denmark, through more than 25° latitude, while isolated falls occurred 
besides the Russian governments Kostroma and Perm. Although interrupted 

spaces which dust fell large part Southern Germany), the area 
affected reckoned 300,000 square miles land, which must added 
area over half great the Mediterranean. The date the beginning the 
fall was regularly later from south north, and the amount the fall, well 
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the size the grains, decreased the same direction, all which facts are proofs 

the African origin the dust. Algeria and Tunis the dust fell dry. The 
same was the case part Italy, though here the fall was also the form 
rain mixed with dust; while Austria and further north, the phenomenon was 
associated throughout with ordinary atmospheric precipitation. ‘The total weight 

the dust which fell over Europe roughly estimated 1,800,090 tons, which 
two-thirds fell south the Alps. From its nature and composition, the dust— 
reddish yellowish-brown colour—is defined deposit, described 
some observers formed the finest ingredients desert-sand, others 

loess. Volcanic ingredients are altogether wanting. conclusions are 
drawn the meteorological conditions which prevailed the time, stress being 
laid the abrupt north-western boundary the area affected, which shows that 
the air-masses the two sides were heterogeneous origin. 

Geographical Factors interesting article bird- 
migration Europe and neighbouring regions appears recent number the 
Deutsche Rundschau fiir Geographie, which the author, Dr. Floericke, who has 
himself observed the migrations birds great number localities, and speaks 
with full personal knowledge the subject, traces the influence geographical 
and meteorological factors the direction, times, and other conditions the 
migratory flights. The subject still obscure certain particulars, but enough 
attention has been devoted permit the main lines migration defined 
with some accuracy, and this Dr. Floericke does map which accompanies the 
paper. perhaps not generally recognized that the flights birds follow certain 
well-defined lines, not only across the Mediterranean—where the points crossing 
are naturally determined the southward extension the three great peninsulas, 
since the birds always seek the shortest sea-passages, following coast-line far 

possible—but land well. Mountain ranges stretching across the line 
flight are avoided even the cost considerable circuit, and where there 

well-defined gap between mountain systems, as, that between the Carpathians 
and the mountains Southern Germany, sure utilized. River valleys, 
such those the Rhine, Elbe, Oder, Danube, and Volga, also form natural bird- 
highways. Many lines migration end were cul-de-sac, further advance 
being blocked high mountains, and this determines the winter quarters many 

neighbourhood Lenkoran the south-west corner the Caspian 
such spot, and here the birds the northern tundras congregate winter 

almost incredible numbers. The most important foci which the European lines 
migration cross unite, are Heligoland, Rossitten the Kurische Nehrung,” 

Tangiers, and the Dobruja. Another important factor the tendency the 
various species make for their original centres dispersal, which causes some 

the lines run east-and-west rather than north-and-south. Erroneous ideas are 
prevalent the continuity the flights, these being reality performed 
leisurely way, with frequent intervals for rest account unfavourable 
weather. The height which they are made has also been much over-estimated. 

meteorological factors, the wind naturally exerts great influence, flights being 
rarely made either during calms strong winds, while for the passage broad 
seas favourable breeze always waited for. strong deterrent, 
hinders the necessary view the country traversed. Temperature the main 
factor determining the dates migration, while the exercises 
unexpected influence, dark nights being preferred moonlit ones. 

GENERAL. 

Geography revised set regulations for the Oxford Diploma 
has lately been issued, and will presumably take effect connection 
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with the examination June, 1903. great change has been made the 
general scheme, the chief alteration consisting the abolition the two classes 
under which the subdivisions were formerly grouped, all being now thrown into 

single class. The first subdivision, regional geography (which, with general 
physical geography, now omitted subject, formed the first class, 
taken all candidates), still obligatory, but the remaining subjects two 
only, instead three, are now offered. notice has also been issued with 

regard the geographical scholarship, the examination for which will held 
Tuesday, October 14, 1902. Candidates, who must have taken honours one 
the Final Schools the University, must send their names the Reader 
Geography not later than October Dryer’s Physical Geography,’ 
George’s Relations Geography and History,’ and Mackinder’s Britain and the 
British are taken indicating the range the examination, which 
students and natural science their geographical aspects will 
specially considered. 

OBITUARY. 

Obituary the Year. 

The following list the Fellows who have died during the year 1901- 
1902 (April 

Lieut.-General Sir ANDREW CLARKE; Admiral Sir Colonel 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 

the Cartography Lake Aral. 

Tue fourth number the Geographical Journal contains map Lake Aral, 
which reduced copy map published Tashkent 1902. This 
copy Butakoff and map compiled 1848-49, upon which the observa- 
tions Berg’s hydrographic expedition have been traced. sole alteration, the 
mouths the Syr-Daria have been laid down according the survey executed 
1900 Molchanoff. 

map, though compiled more than half century ago, may con- 
sidered one the best existing. Its 1,050,000, very large one, and 
the seashore drawn with sufficient accuracy for general map. only 
regretted that the longitudes several points the coast and the islands seem 
not very satisfactory. 

interesting compare this map with most recent maps bearing the stamp 
the Russian War Office, viz. the map the Russian Empire sheets 

(1: 4,200,000); the map Turkestan sheets (1: 1,680,000); the map 
the Transcaspian province, compiled from the latest information the 
topographical military section the military circumscription the Caucasus, 

under the superintendence General Stebnitsky (1: 840,000); and last, the 
sheets and the 27-sheet map the frontier zone the Russian Empire, 
compiled under the superintendence General Bolsheff (1: 1,680,000). 

All these maps differ greatly far the shore-line and the general position 

the lake are concerned. the discrepancies undeniably established the 
maps are much too great imputable the more less skill the draughts- 

men the reproduction the contours Lake Aral, more likely suppose 
that different original sources have been made use of. 

Unfortunately these sources have not been published, and thus quite im- 
possible for choose, between the several positions assigned Lake Aral, 

that which the nearest its true one. 
the official cartographical publications mentioned above, the Bolsheff’s map 

seems the most reliable, much its general appearance the authority 
its editor everything that concerns cartographical work. Notwithstanding, 
does not agree with the astronomical and chronometrical observations made 
Captain Solimani the Russian General Staff. The observations executed this 
geodesist from March August 14, 1873, have given Captain Ghedeonoff the 
staff the opportunity for calculating the latitude and the longitude sixteen points 
situated between Irghiz and Khiva, principally the west coast Lake Aral.* 

The probable error, according Captain Ghedeonoff himself, for the 

longitudes chronometrically determined, and for the astronomical latitudes. 

The longitude Irghiz serving point comparison for the longitudes was 

fixed Colonel Tillo 1868. 
All the points fixed Captain Solimani are shown General Bolsheff’s map, 

but, with the exception Irghiz and Khiva, are all differently placed. 
point shifted the east according circular movement (rotation) round 
Khiva chosen steadfast station. 

The longitude the furthest point from the centre rotation, the 

Kassarma, differs map nearly 18’ from the one determined 
Solimani. 

the Topographical-Military Section the General Staff,’ vol. 
St. Petersburg, 1885. 
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the other hand, General Stebnitsky’s map agrees with Captain Solimani’s 
observations. the north Kassarma, Stebnitsky’s map shows the coast the 

Aral sea diverging more and more westwards. The difference the most northern 
point this map reaches 20’, kilometres that latitude, very considerable 
discrepancy even for less explored countries then Lake Aral. 

The frontier zone compiled the War Office St. Petersburg under the 
superintendence General Bolsheff, seems executed with much care. is, 
therefore, inadmissible that the draughtsman this map has misplaced the coast 

the Aral sea without good reasons. much more likely that Solimani’s 
observations have been superseded more recent information. 

General Bolsheff, shifting the coast Lake Aral, may perhaps have been 
guided the surveys, executed subsidiary manner during the Aralo-Caspian 
levelling, which were undertaken 1874, under Colonel Tillo’s superintendence, 

Captain Solimani and MM. Moshkoff and Struve. 
The surveys were made the scale 84,000. single point the coast 
Lake Aral was reached Colonel Tillo’s expedition. This point shown 

both General Bolsheff’s and the 420,000 map accompanying Colonel Tillo’s 
report the aforesaid nearly the same longitude. 

may interest mention that Colonel Tillo’s report has been published 
1877, and that Solimani’s astronomical and chronometrical observations, although 

made one year before participated the Aralo-Caspian levelling, have only been 
published Captain Ghedeonoff 

there other ground than the subsidiary survey executed 1874 
alter the coast the Aral sea, would rather inclined maintain its situation 

shown General Stebnitsky’s map. 
single word explanation spoken competent person authority 

detaining the original documents would alone and beyond all possible contestation 
solve point which great consequence the mapping Central Asia. 

The Lung-kiang, Taiping and Kinsha Rivers. 

paper From Shanghai Bhamo” (read January last) said 
graphical Journal, vol. xix. 271), According Bretschneider and Bianconi, 

the rises further north than the Tai-ping Ho. probably 

has seen the head either.” 
The following letter, just received from Mr. Hayter Duff, shows that 

least one European has been near the head the Tai-ping, and that believes 
that the Lung-kiang rises further north 

N.E. Frontier, Upper 
April 25, 1902. 

Doctor 

have thank you for the very valuable and interesting 
paper you read before the Royal Geographical Society, which received 
yesterday. May permitted correct (?) draw attention the 
remarks you the Lung-kiang (Burmese Schwéli) and the Tai-ping 
The sources the Tai-ping were first approximately fixed 
1895. have been within about miles orso from them. The 

Lung-kiang, said all the natives these parts rise north, 
some miles so, the Tai-ping, and the hill which they rise, 
the Mien Kwang Shan, was pointed out possible, course, 
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that information was wrong, and that the river-sources pointed out 
may have been the sources another stream flowing into the Salwen, 

and that the Shwéli rises south again, surmised you. have not 
seen Bianconi’s Carte Chine, but the most accurate one these 
parts have yet come across ‘Chine Meridionale Tonquin (Service 
Géographique des Colonies Camille Guy, Chef Service), par 
Capitaine Friquegnon Marine, which, you have not 
got, would wortb, think, looking at, though expect Bianconi has 
largely made use it. was deeply interested your paper, which 
contains much that new meand the world. hoping before 
long able make tour myself north this and Teng Yueh. 
was Teng Yueh the other day for week, and had most pleasant time.” 

the Tai-ping really smaller river than the Lung-kiang, can only 
suppose that its apparently greater importance must have been the result flood 
when crossed it. The Tai-ping certainly was muddy, while the Lung-kiang 
was clear. 

may take this opportunity referring Mr. Carles’ letter “The 
Kinsha River West China” (Journal, vol. xix. 518). 

That the Yang-tse, after reaching Shi-ku southerly course, takes very 
sharp bend the north-north-east, and keeps that course for many miles, can 

the only snowy peak visible from the but after having followed the 
Yang-tse from Shi-ku Chi-tien, saw, from the pass between the Yang-tse 
and the Mekong, that the Peak Li-kiang” was the southmost and lowest peak 

unbroken range snow-clad mountains extending northward for half degree 
latitude. The river cannot possibly get away the east through this range, 

Amundsen saw 1899 not many miles south Yung-ning (which calls 
Yung-lin, the letters and being interchangeable Chinese). See his paper (with 
map) Journal, vol. xvi. Bonin’s observation, quoted Mr. Carles, 
that the Yang-tse was met with one day’s march from Yun-ning-tou-fou,” confirms 

rather Amundsen confirms Bonin, who wrote before him. Finally, 
crossed the Yang-tse, lower down, miles south-east Li-kiang, that this 

remarkable bend the Yang-tse must approximately shown map. 
Mr. Carles doubt right conjecturing that the Pai-shui-kiang” only 

local name the Yang-tee, and Szechenyi’s map gives such. There 
hardly river China which not called (White Water) some part 

its course. have seen scores Pai-Shuis,” which are common 

Creeks” Australia. Any reach broken foaming water inevitably called 
The system nomenclature lamentable, and leads confusion. 

The Chinese seem have idea calling river the same name throughout 
its length. The Yang-tse itself known locally the Kin-sha (Golden Sand), 
well dozen other names. 

Bonin’s conjecture that the Ya-lung joins the Yang-tse “about 28° lat., 
instead 26° 35’, has hitherto been supposed,” specifically disposed the 
fact that traversed high land between the two rivers from lat. 28° lat. 26° 40’ 
(at Yung-peh). Szechenyi’s map shows road crossing the Ya-lung ferry, 
just above its confluence with the Pej-suj (Yang-tse) 

has already been explaincd the Journal, the statement quoted was not 

Bonin’s, but was based the preliminary map published the Paris Geographical 
Society the first intimation the discovery, and soon afterwards rectified 

Bonin 
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lat. 26° N., and thence keeping the left bank the Yang-tse westward 

what authority this set down have been unable ascer- 
tain, but probably very near the truth. sketch-map error giving 

from Yung-peh the confluence the two rivers Szechenyi’s route. 
was also, pointed out Mr. Carles, wrong marking the road from Yung- 

peh across the Yang-tse (here the Kin-sha) Tali Garnier’s instead Hosie’s, 
the mistake having arisen from following the Inland” map, which 

impossible say where Hosie’s route diverges from Garnier’s. 
Jack. 

44, Dashwood House, New Broad Street, E.C., June 1902. 

MEETINGS THE ROYAL GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY, 
SESSION 1901-1902. 

Anniversary Meeting, May 26,1902.—Sir 

President, the Chair. 

Tue Secretary the minutes the last Anniversary Meeting. 
Percy Crozier, Lieut. Manchester Edward 

Ratcliffe Garth Evans, Sub-Lieut. Alfred Lieut.-Colonel 
Lewis Montgomery Murray Hall, Henry Kirke, Harry 
Edward Norton; Major Rougemont, R.A.; David Anderson 

Shennan; Captain Herbert Thorp (2nd King’s Own Yorkshire 
Von Brann. 

The presentation the awards then took place. 
The General Sir Frederick Lugard still Africa, and not able 

present. There can doubt, think, that among the numerous military 
geographers who have thrown much light during the last fifty years the 
geography tropical Africa, Sir Frederick Lugard certainly stands the front 

rank. During nearly fifteen years that has been work that continent, both 
the east side and the west, and while absorbed military and administrative 

duties, has never failed show his active interest geography. has made 
surveys, drawn accurate maps, sometimes minute detail, and sent home most 
valuable papers and reports; and now, since has been the important post 
High Commissioner the western side Africa, has never allowed chance 

pass advancing the interests our science. The Council, therefore, have 
hesitation presenting him with our Founder’s Medal, and beljeve ought 
add that our selection has received the approval His Majesty the King. 

The addressing Major Molesworth Sykes: The Council has awarded 
you the Patron’s Medal the Society for your valuable geographical work 

Eastern Persia, Seistan, and Baluchistan. great deal that work has been done 
the field yourself, and even more through your political influence, that 

enormous addition has been made our accurate knowledge that part the 
world. And think enhances your merits, that you have made yourself 

completely acquainted with the previous history that most interesting 
country. Nobody who has read your charming work have done, sitting 
bed even until two o’clock the morning, can fail see that you are not only 
intimately acquainted with the classical authors who have written Persia, but 
with the Persian geographers well with the historians and poets, and you 
are also acquainted with all the old travels and narratives connected with that 
country from the time even the Castilian Ambassador, Ruy Elavijo, 

No, 1902.] 
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the Brothers Shirley and Herbert, and old Jonas Hanway, and onwards the 
present day. that minute knowledge what has gone before you that country 
which has enabled you that most interesting and valuable work for which 
have now voted you this award. was thus you were enabled trace out, for 
instance, the periodical changes the course the Helmund; you have been able 

elucidate better than ever has been done before the most interesting march 
Alexander the Great; and you have also quite settled the question the route 

Marco Polo Persia, far can ascertained. with great pleasure 

that now able place your hands the Patron’s Medal, and may mention 
that the selection yourself for this honour has been submitted the King, and 
has received his approbation. may also mention that your medal the first that 
will appear with King Edward effigy upon it, and that the King has seen 
the medal and has given his approval. now place your hands with very 
great pleasure. 

Major Upon rising return thanks, would the first place beg 
express deep gratitude the Royal Geographical Society, not only for constant 
encouragement and support during the whole period travels, but for placing 
their entire resources disposal since return from South Africa October 
last. Any slight services that have been able render the cause geography 
and history Persia have fully brought their own reward, for count the happiest 
hours life those which have spent the summit some 
plored peak, the great volcano Sarhad, again, discovering bronze 
weapons ancient inscriptions, which have assisted feeble endeavours 

grope into the past history Persia. You, sir, have referred recently 
published work, Thousand Miles Persia,’ terms which are most 
flattering, and which shall always proud. foremost aim and object 
writing that book has been lay before the British public accurate account 

Persia and the Persians, that public opinion, far Persia concerned, 
any rate, may based accurate facts. If, you were kind enough 

say, book interesting rob some people their sleep night, 
think may always feel very proud that. conclusion, sir, beg 

thank the Society for the beautiful medal which has been presented me. 
The fact that the first bear the his most gracious Majesty, King 
Edward VII., enhances immeasurably eyes. future plans are not 
settled, but trust the future more and better work than anything have 
been able accomplish the past. again thank you. 

The addressing Mr. When after the loss our 
good Queen feared that should longer able present the medal with 
her effigy upon it, also bethought ourselves that had long been desirable that 
there should some recognition this Society those who excelled geogra- 
phical research, not presented necessarily every year, but only when some 
very deserving and illustrious geographer was proposed us. was, therefore, 

resolved the Council that there should medal for geographical research 
called the Victoria Medal, and the Council had hesitation conferring the 

first these medals upon you, mainly for your admirable work connection with 
cartography during the last, believe, certainly for more than forty 
years your name has been before the public one our leading cartographers. 
The history cartography this country the last century will indis- 
solubly united with the name Ravenstein. But was felt you had been 
something very much more than cartographer; your statistical investigations 
connected with geographical distribution have been most valuable, and think 

may say that knowledge the geographical literature Africa 
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unequalled certainly any one inthis country. You have shown this many 
ways, and most recently the way you have edited the First Voyage Vasco 
Gama’ and the travels Andrew Battell. The Council, therefore, have hesita- 

tion selecting you receive this medal. And for myself, personally, 
source much gratification that should medium through which 

now presented you. 
Mr. oid Fellow the Society more than forty years’ 

standing, feel most sensibly the honour done to-day. fully aware that 
among the distinguished explorers and geographers who have stood place 

years gone there are many whose lights will shine brightly long after own 
shall have been eclipsed, has become mere memory. Yet also feel, your 
first Victoria Medallist, that not quite undeserving this medal, which value 
all the more because bears the portrait our late beloved Queen. sincerely 
hope that during the few years labour which still remain me, may able 

turn out some work alike creditable myself, promotive the cause 
geography, and justificative this day’s verdict your President and 

times come you will doubt see before you Victoria Medallists greater 
learning and greater talent than myself; but believe you will never meet with 
one among them whose desire work the cause that department science 

for the cultivation which the Society has been founded and which 
cultivate, greater than own. thank you. 

The Stanley Gardiner, the Council has awarded you the 
Murchison Grant consequence your valuable labours connected with the 
investigations the Coral islands Funafuti and afterwards the Maldive 
groups. have present you with the diploma and with portion the grant 
which you wished take this form. 

Mr. Very few words mine are necessary expressing 
great indebtedness you for assigning this grant. have long felt 

strong admiration for the Society view the encouragement has given, 

particularly Oxford and Cambridge, promoting geographical teaching and 
research. hope shall the future more than justify the assigning grant 

Cambridge, and that shall create school there. trust, sir, that this 
Maldive expedition will not the last, but the first, series expeditions for 
studying the conditions the ocean. 

addressing the Danish minister: Mr. Bille, and the Council 
are extremely obliged your Excellency for coming receive the award your 
countryman. think will interest you know that the first publication, apart 
from our ordinary Journal, which was published this Society was translation 

the work your countryman, Captain Graah, the east coast Greenland. 
Since that day there has certainly been long interval, but your countrymen have 

unostentatiously, but with admirable zeal and ability, surveyors, pushed their 
investigations along that coast. For long time, your Excellency aware, has 

been ratber blot our maps the world see that long dotted line between the 
extreme point reached Captain Graah and the discoveries Captain Scoresby. 

believe now, through the exertions Danish naval officers, and especially 
Lieut. Amdrup, who has made two important voyages that coast, those 
dotted lines will longer appear upon our maps, but that the discovery 
eastern coast Greenland almost completely finished. with very great 
pleasure that deliver you the diploma Lieut. Amdrup and the piece plate 
which the form which desired the award take. 

Mr, course with great pleasure, and, after what Sir Clements 

has been gcod enough say, not without proper pride, that accept the honour 
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you have conferred upon distinguished countryman. not the first time 
have had the pleasure come this place learn that the Royal Geographical 

Society, accustomed reward great undertakings, does not lose sight 

those more modest scale, which are prepared with intelligence and care, and 
carried out, although unostentatiously and with small cost, still with courage and 
perseverance. And the pride spoke would consist this, Sir Clements 
has pointed out, that, thanks the continued effort twenty-five years, may 
now said that arctic coast better known better mapped out than that 
which Lieut. Amdrup performed the last and not the least difficult survey. 
would add that such endeavours small nations try prove that they are 
amongst the living and not amongst the dying nations, and are happy above 
all things know that have judges the rank the Royal 
Society honour the claims may bring forth. 

The The Cuthbert Peek Grant has been awarded Mr. 
Thomson, the founder the Queensland branch the Geographical Society 
Australia, for the many excellent papers has written geography, and for his 
work connection with the founding that Society. naturally have very 

warm feeling for the colony Queensland, for the colony Queensland alone has 

subscribed our Antarctic Expedition the sum £1000, while all the other Austra- 
lian colonies declined give anything believe isdue great deal the 

President the Society and Mr. Thomson, and their representations, that 
the Government Queensland was induced act generously towards us. Sir 

Henry Norman has kindly undertaken receive the award for Mr. Thomson, 
and decide what form shall take, and therefore now have great pleasure 

handing Sir Henry Norman, the former Governor Queensland, the diploma 

for Mr. Thomson. 
Sir behalf Mr. Thomson, and his particular request, 

return you very hearty and sincere thanks for the honour that has been conferred 

upon him. And from personal knowledge deserves this reward, and have 

doubt whatever, Sir Clements, that why Queensland was the only colony 

that gave £1000 was owing the great unpaid exertions Mr. Thomson for 

many years past. think perhaps you would like hear that your estimation, 
sir, Mr. Thomson borne out two little extracts which will read. Mr. 
Hugh Nelson, the President the Royal Geographical Society Queensland, 

says, welcome news was cabled the press here, and Mr. has 
requested you receive the award his behalf. When doing so, will you kindly 
express the parent Society the extreme gratification the award has afforded 

the Council, the Fellows and members our branch. Such recognition the 
highest authority the world the work one our members greatly 

appreciate and esteem very high honour, and trust and believe will the 

means stimulating all connected with our Society throughout Australia make 
more strenuous exertions furtherance the science which are devoted, 

though humble, co-operators.” also received letter from the Prime Minister 

Queensland, which says, “In connection with this matter have the 

honour add request that you will the same time state the part this 

Government that matter great gratification them that member 

its State has been thought worthy receive this honour, and express their 
appreciation the recognition therein implied the services rendered science 

Queensland Society.” 
The The Council has awarded the Gill Memorial Mr. Chisholm 

for his work connection with geographical education. all know how hard 

Mr. Chisholm has worked for now nearly quarter century promoting what 
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this Council and what this Society has long desired see—a large improvement 
the system geographical education the country. Mr. Chisholm has done 

this not only his writings and text-books and atlases, but also many courses 

lectures, and know that still actively work doing the same most useful 
service. have great pleasure presenting you, Mr. Chisholm, with the diploma 

the Gill Memorial. 
The President then delivered his Anniversary Address (see 1). 
Visitors then withdrew, and, the President having appointed Mr. 

Soulsby and Fagan the election the Council for the 
ensuing year then took place. The honorary secretary, Major Darwin, read the 
report the Council for 1901 this will published the Year-book for 1903. 

The President then announced that the Council, proposed, had been duly 
elected. The list follows, the names new members, those changing 
office, being printed 

President: Sir Clements Markham, 
Colonel Earl Church; Right Hon. Sir George Goldie, Colonel 
Sir Thomas Hungerford Holdich, Admiral Sir Leopold 

McClintock, D.c.L., George Mackenzie, General Sir Henry 

Norman, G.C.B., G.C.M.G., Treasurer: Edward Somers Cocks. Trustees 

tight Hon. Lord Avebury, Lord Belhaven and Stenton. Honorary Secre- 
taries: Major Leonard Darwin, James Hughes. Secretary: Sir 

Kirk, Councillors Major-General Sir John Ardagh, 

Collie, Colonel Cecil Dalton, Prof. Garwood, Admiral 

Longstaff Colonel Sir Colin Scott Moncrieff, K.C.M.G., Howard Saunders, 
General Sir Henry Smyth, Yates Thompson; Admiral Sir 

Richard Tracey, Colonel Trotter, Colonel Charles Moore 
Watson, 

THE ANNUAL DINNER. 

the evening, the President, Sir Clements Markham, presided over the anniver- 

sary dinner, which took place the Whitehall Rooms the Métropole. 
Among those present (220 all) were the Danish Minister, Admiral Lord Charles 
Beresford, Sir William Huggins (President the Royal Society), Lord 

Colchester, the Bishop Southwark, General Sir Henry Norman, Mr. Bryce, 
Admiral Sir Bruce, Sir William Robinson, Sir Henry Bulwer, General Sir Alfred 

Gaselee, Sir David Tennant, Sir Herbert Maxwell, Sir Lee Warner, Mr. 
Macartney, Mr. Wylde, Mr. George Mackenzie, Sir Henry Norbury, 

Major Molesworth Sykes, Sir Crichton Browne, Sir Thiselton Dyer, Sir 
Abney, Sir Trowbridge, Mr. Edgar Speyer, Mr. Fuller (Agent-General 

for Cape Colony), Mr. Frank Parish, Prof. Norman Collie, Colonel Earl Church, 
Prof. Ray Sir Hertslet, Dr. Armitage, Colonel Dalton, Trotter, 

Colonel Houston, Master Company, Master Mercers’ Company, Dr. 
Larmor, Mr. Howard Saunders, Mr. Eaton, Colonel Lumsden, Colonel 

Sykes, Dr. Haddon, Mr. Mackinder, Mr. Ravenstein, Mr. Hawksley, 
Dr. Zimmermann, Mr. Spring-Rice, Mr. Shaw, Dr. Mill, Mr. 

Teall, Sir Augustus Adderley, Sir James Garrick, Colonel Milman, 

Captain Colbeck, Mr. Wm. Wallace, Schrader, Sir Horace Tozer, Sir Fowell 

Buxton, Mr. Christie, Dr. Gow, Mr. Chisholm, Mr. Kozui Otani, Mr. 
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Stanley Gardiner, Major Darwin, Mr. Hughes, Mr. Cocks, and the 
principal members the staff. 

The toast “Our Patron the Vice-Patron the Prince 
Wales” having been given the Major proposed 

Army and Navy,” Lord responding for the Navy, and 

General Sir for the Army. 
The proposed the toast The Medallists,” which was responded 

Major and Mr. 
The then gave the toast The Royal Society,” responded 

For the toast “Success the Relief Ship Morning,” Captain 
responded. 

Sir Henry then proposed The Guests,” for whom the Danish Minister, 

Mr. James Bryce, and Mr. responded. 
the toast “The President and the Society,” proposed Sir 

the 

Thirteenth Ordinary Meeting, June 1902.—Sir 
K.C.B., F.R.S., President, the Chair. 

John Browne, Percy Byass; George 

Captain Harold St. John Cruickshank, R.A.; Major-General James Lawtie 
fagan, Ernest Edward Harrhy; John Hopkins; Thomas Robert 

wood Captain Philip Maud, R.E.; Edmund Gustavus Meade-Waldo; Captain 

Horace Hayman Wilson (Lancashire Fusiliers). 

The Paper read was 

“From the Somali Coast through Southern Abyssinia the Sudan.” 
Oskar Neumann. 

Fourteenth Ordinary Meeting, June 16, 1902.—Sir 

K.C.B., President, the Chair. 

Edward Butter; Edward Smyth Frederick 
Edwards Lieut.-Colonel and Sutherland Highlanders) Thomas 

Morland Hocken, M.D., Captain Archibald Jenny (Cameronians) 
Robert Laidlaw; Major Lawrence, 14th Hussars, John Lock 

Colonel Morland (King’s Royal Rifles); Ramsden, Stephen 
William Miles Silver Captain Arthur FitzHenry Townshend (4th Scottish 

The Paper read was 

and Archeological Explorations Chinese Turkestan.” 
Dr. Stein. 
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Additions the Library. 

The following abbreviations nouns and the adjectives derived from them are 
employed indicate the source articles from other publications. Geographical 
names are each case written full 

Academy, Academie, Akademie. Mag. Magazine. 
Abhandlungen. em. Memoirs, Mémoires. 

Ann. Annals, Annales, Annalen. Met. Meteorological. 

Rd. Comptes Rendus. Rev. Review, Revue. 
Erdk. Erdkunde. Society, Société, Selskab. 

Is. Izvestiya. Verh. Verhandlungen. 

account the ambiguity the words octavo, quarto, etc., the size books 
the list below denoted the length and breadth the cover inches the nearest 
half-inch. The size the Journal 

selection the works this list will noticed elsewhere the Journal.” 

EUROPE. 

Adriatic Sea. B.S.G. Italiana (1902) Bertolini. 
Per storia della conoscenza scientifica del nostro paese. direzione delle 
correnti fluviali riflusso relazione alla corrente litoranea dell’ Adriatico. 
(Leggi Scoperti dal dott. Geminiano Montanari, sec. xvii.) Nota del Prof. 
Bertolini. 

seventeenth-century memoir Dr. Montanari the currents, fluvial and 
marine, the coasts the Adriatic. 

Alps. Penck and Briickner. 

Die Alpen Eiszeitalter. Von Dr. Albrecht Penck und Dr. Eduard Briickner. 
Lieferung Leipzig: Chr. Herm. Tauchnitz, 1902. Size 7}, pp. 113-224. 
Maps and Illustrations. 

Austria. Rev. Scientifique (1902): 491-497. 
navigation intérieure Autriche-Hongrie. Par Daniel Bellet. With 

ap. 

Austria. Hackel. 

von natiirlichen und geschichtlichen Bedingungen. Von Dr. Phil. 
Alfred Hackel. (Forschungen zur deutschen Landes- und 
herausgegeben von Dr. Kirchhoff. Band, Heft 1.) Stuttgart: 
Engelhorn, 1902. Size 64, pp. 78. Maps. 

Austria—Dalmatia—Lagosta. B.S.G. Italiana (1902): 198-214. Martelli. 
L’isola Lagosta (Dalmazia meridionale). Nota del socio dott. Alessandro 
Martelli. 

Europe. G., B.S.G. Paris 247-254. 
Les crypto-dépressions Par With Maps. 

note this appears the Monthly Record (ante, 99). 

Europe. Jahresb. Ges. Miinchen (1900-1901) 
Ueber den Einfluss des Klimas auf die Bodenbildung und Pflanzen- 
formation Europa. Prof. Dr. Ramann. 
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Germany. Schulz. 

Die Verbreitung derhalophilen Phanerogamen Saalebezirke und ihre Bedeutung 
fiir die Beurteilung der Dauer des ununterbrochenen Bestehens der Mansfelder 
Seeen. Von Dr. August Schulz. (Sonderabdruck Zeitschrift fiir Natur- 
wissenschaften, Bd. 74.) Schweizerbart, 1992. Size pp. 431-457. 
The author arrives definite conclusion beyond the fact that the lakes have 

been present, and have been constantly salt, since the second cool period the Glacial 
epoch. 

Germany. Wiist. 

Ein interglacialer Kies mit Resten von Brackwasserorganismen bei Benkendorf 
Mansfeldischen Hiigellande. Vorliufige von Ewald Wiist. 

(Separat-Abdruck aus dem Centralblatt Mineralogie, 1902. No.4.) Size 
pp. [4]. Presented the Author. 

Germany—Harz. Vierteljahrshefte Unterricht (1902): Kollbach, 

Eine Harz-Wanderung. Von Karl Kollbach. 

Tetzner 

Die Slawen Deutschland. zur Volkskunde der Preussen, Litauer und 
Letten, der Masuren und Philipponen, der Tschechen, und Sorben, 
Polaben und Slowinzen, Kaschuben und Polen. Von Dr. Franz Tetzner. 

Price 
interesting study the past and present distribution the Slav element 

Germany, with notes the types settlements, dwellings, folk-lore, customs, songs 
and melodies, The name Vends” discarded the author race-name, 
account its original indefinite application the Slav peoples general the 
German border. 

Hungary (1900) 319-327. Bartek. 

some geographical features Hungary. 

Hungary. Abrégé B.S. Hongroise (1990), Nos, 1-4: 1-36. Philippe. 

Saxe-Cobourg-Gotha. (From (1900): 1-56. 
and Illustrations.) 

Hungary—Budapest. B.S. Hongroise (1900), Nos. 17-23. Havass. 

Extraits Monographies parues sur ville Budapest. Par Dr. Rodolphe 
Havass. (From (1900): 165-173.) 

Kozlemények (1900) 269-283. Hanusz. 

peculiarities the Hungarian climate. 

Hungary—Lowlands. B.S. Hongroise (1900), Nos. 1-4: 52-54. 
Die Entstehung des ungarischen Tieflandes. Von Prof. Dr. Géza 
(From (1900): 76-86. Map.) 
This noticed the Monthly Record 99). 

Helyneveinkrél. Alajos. 

Hungary—Slovaks. B.S. Hongroise (1900), Nos. 5-10: 
Das slovakische Volk Oberungarn. Von Dr. Adolf (From 

Italy—Cartography. Ges. Erdk. Berlin (1991) 277-298. Stavenhagen. 
Italiens Kartenwesen geschichtlicher Entwickelung. Von Stavenhagen. 

Italy— Sardinia. Riv. Italiana 124-127. Mori. 
cima alta della Sardegna. (Attilio Mori.) 

See note Monthly Record for June (p. 751). 

Mediterranean—Sponge Fishery. 
Charles Flégel. question des pécheurs d’éponges Méditerranée. Con- 

1902. Caire, 1902. Size 6}, pp. 24. 
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Northern Globus (1901): 265-269. Hofer. 
Der rémische Handel mit Nordeuropa. Von With Illustrations, 

Northern Age. Ges. Hamburg (1901): 28-54. Martin. 
Zur Frage der Stromrichtungen des Inlandeises. Von Dr. Martin. 

Norway. Holmsen. 
Isforholdene ved norske indsjger. Andreas Holmsen. Résumé frangais. 

Skrifter. Mathematisk-naturv. Klasse. 1901. No. 
Christiania: Jacob Dybwad, 1902. pp. 272. Map and Diagrams. 
Presented the Author. 
This noticed 98, ante. 

Norway. Spender. 
Two Winters Norway: being account two holidays spent Snow-shoes 
and Sleigh-driving, and including Expedition tothe Lapps. Edmund 
Spender. London: Longmans Co., 1902. Size pp. xiv. and 270. 
trations, Price 10s. 6d. net. Presented the Publishers. 

readable account two winter tours Norway 1900 The author 
enthusiastic his praises the country its winter garb, and warmly recommends 

Visit season. attended the National Winter Sports 1900, and made 
his way some districts off the beaten track, paying visit the Lapps 
among their mountain haunts. 

Russia. Rev. (1902): 141-162. Barré. 
peuplement colonisation Russie d’Europe. Par Paul 

Russia, Zemlevedenie (1901): 223-242. Belski. 

The Petrovski Lakes the Korchev district. [In 
With Maps and Illustrations. 

Russia. Zemlevedenie (1901): 29-206. Shitkoff and Buturlin 
Through Northern Russia. Buturlin. [In With 

Maps and 

Russia— Magnetism. Passalsky. 
Passalsky. Anomalies magnétiques dans région des mines Krivoi-Rog. 

Odessa Société des travaux typographiques Russie Méridionale, 1901. Size 
124 Diagrams. 

Zemlevedenie (1901): 207-222. 
Observations the Southern Urals. [In 

Servia. Mallat. 

Serbie Etudes, Enquétes Statistiques. Par Joseph Mallat. 
vols. Tome Premier: Géographie, Ethnographie, Histoire. Tome Second: 

Economie politique, sociale, commerciale. Paris: Maisonneuve, 1902. Size 
54, pp. vol. 374, vol. ii. 224. Price 12s. 

compendium information one the least-known countries 
Europe. 

Spain—Galicia. Deutsche Blatter (1902): 50-74. Schurtz. 

der Riaskiiste Von Schurtz. 

Sweden. Ymer (1901): 374-387. Nerman. 

farleden till Upsala och Fyris-ins reglering. Gustaf Nerman. With 
Map. 

the water-route Upsala and the regulation the river. 

aldre Kamerala handlingars betydelse for geografisk forskning. 
Gunnar 

the importance old financial documents from the point view historical 
geography. 

Sweden—Lakes. Ymer 388-406. 

Lappland. Ahlenius. With Maps. 
The writer’s researches, which have also been published German, have already 

been noticed the Journal (vol. xviii. 616). 

United Kingdom—England—Eastern Counties. Ward. 
Thorough Guide Series. The Eastern Counties, with practical section the 
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Germany. Schulz. 

Die Verbreitung Saalebezirke und ihre Bedeutung 
fiir die Beurteilung der Dauer des ununterbrochenen Bestehens der Mansfelder 
Seeen. Von Dr. August Schulz. (Sonderabdruck Zeitschrift fiir Natur- 
wissenschaften, Bd. 74.) Schweizerbart, 1992. Size pp. 431-457. 
The author arrives definite conclusion beyond the fact that the lakes have 

been present, and have been constantly salt, since the second cool period the Glacial 
epoch. 

Germany. Wiist. 

Ein interglacialer Kies mit Resten von Brackwasserorganismen bei Benkendorf 
Mansfeldischen Hiigellande. Mittheilung von Ewald Wiist. 

(Separat-Abdruck aus dem Centralblatt Mineralogie, 1902. No.4.) Size 
pp. [4]. Presented the Author. 

Germany—Harz. Vierteljahrshefte Unterricht (1902): 122-128. Kollbach, 

Eine Harz-Wanderung. Von Karl Kollbach. 

Tetzner 
Die Slawen Deutschland. zur Volkskunde der Preussen, Litauer und 
Letten, der Masuren und Philipponen, der Tschechen, und Sorben, 
Polaben und Slowinzen, Kaschuben und Polen. Von Dr. Franz Tetzner. 

Sohn, 1902. Size pp. xx. and 520. Maps and 
Price 15s. 

interesting study the past and present distribution the Slav element 
Germany, with notes the types settlements, dwellings, folk-lore, customs, songs 
and melodies, The name Vends” discarded the author race-name, 
account its original indefinite application the Slay peoples general the 
German border. 

some geographical features Hungary. 

Hungary. Abrégé B.S. Hongroise (1990), Nos, 1-4: 1-36. Philippe. 

Saxe-Cobourg-Gotha. (From (1900): 1-56. 
and Illustrations.) 

Hungary—Budapest. B.S. Hongroise (1900), Nos. 17-23. Havass. 
Extraits Monographies parues sur ville Budapest. Par Dr. Rodolphe 
Havass. (From (1900): 165-173.) 

Kozlemények (1900) 269-283. Hanusz. 

peculiarities the Hungarian climate. 

Hungary—Lowlands. B.S. Hongroise (1900), Nos. 1-4: 

Die Entstehung des ungarischen Tieflandes. Von Prof. Dr. Géza Czirbusz. 
(From (1900): 76-86. Map.) 
This noticed the Monthly Record (ante, 99). 

Helyneveinkrél. Alajos. 

Hungary—Slovaks. B.S. Hongroise (1900), Nos. 5-10: 
Das slovakische Volk Von Dr. Adolf (From 

Italy—Cartography. Ges. Erdk. Berlin (1991) 277-298. Stavenhagen. 
Italiens Kartenwesen geschichtlicher Entwickelung. Von Stavenhagen. 

Italy— Sardinia. Riv. Italiana 124-127. Mori. 
cima pit alta della Sardegna. (Attilio Mori.) 

See note Monthly Record for June (p. 751). 

Mediterranean—Sponge Fishery. 
Charles Flégel. question des pécheurs Méditerranée. Con- 
férence faite séance Société Khédiviale Géographie, Février, 
1902. Caire, 1902. Size 64, pp. 24. 
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Northern Europe. Globus (1901): 265-269. Hofer. 
Der rémische Handel mit Nordeuropa. Von With Illustrations, 

Northern Europe—Ice Age. Ges. Hamburg (1901): 28-54. Martin. 
Zur Frage der Stromrichtungen des Inlandeises. Von Dr. Martin. 

Norway. 
Isforholdene ved norske indsjger. Andreas Holmsen. Résumé 

Skrifter. Mathematisk-naturv. Klasse. 1901. No. 
Christiania: Jacob Dybwad, 1902. pp. 272. Map and Diagrams. 
Presented the Author. 
This noticed 98, ante. 

Norway. Spender. 
Two Winters Norway: being account two holidays spent Snow-shoes 
and Sleigh-driving, and including Lapps. Edmund 
Spender. London: Longmans Co., 1902. Size pp. xiv. and 270. 
trations. Price 10s. 6d. net. Presented the Publishers. 

readable account two winter tours Norway 1900 The author 
enthusiastic his praises the country its winter garb, and warmly recommends 

season. attended the National Winter Sports 1900, and made 
his way some districts off the beaten track, paying visit the Lapps 
among their mountain haunts. 

Russia. Rev. (1902): 141-162. 
peuplement colonisation Russie d’Europe. Par Paul Barré. 

Russia, Zemlevedenie (1901): 223-242. Belski. 

With Maps and Illustrations. 

Russia. Zemlevedenie (1901): 29-206. Shitkoff and Buturlin 
Through Northern Russia. Shitkoff Buturlin. [In With 

Maps and 

Russia— Magnetism. Passalsky. 

Passalsky. Anomalies magnétiques dans région des mines Krivoi-Rog. 
Odessa Société des travaux typographiques Russie Méridionale, 1901. Size 

Diagrams. 

Zemlevedenie (1901): 207-222. Ivehenko. 
Observations the Southern Urals. [In Russian.] 

Servia. Mallat. 
Serbie Etudes, Enquétes Statistiques. Par Joseph Mallat. 

vols. Tome Premier: Géographie, Ethnographie, Histoire. Tome Second: 
Economie politique, sociale, commerciale. Paris: Maisonneuve, 1902. Size 

54, pp. vol. 374, vol. ii. 224. Maps. Price 12s. 

welcome compendium information one the least-known countries 
Europe. 

Spain—Galicia. Deutsche Blatter (1902): 50-74. Schurtz. 

der Riaskiiste Von Schurtz. 

Sweden. Ymer (1901): 374-387. Nerman. 

farleden till Upsala och reglering. Gustaf Nerman. With 
Map. 

the water-route Upsala and the regulation the river. 

Sweden—Historical. Ymer (1901): 407-416. Huss. 

Nagot Kamerala handlingars betydelse geografisk forskning. 
Hues. 

the importance old financial documents from the point view historical 
geography. 

Ymer (1901); 388-406. 
Lappland. Ahlenius. With Maps. 

The writer’s researches, which have also been published German, have already 
been noticed the Journal xviii. 616). 

United Counties. Ward. 
Thorough Guide Series. The Eastern Counties, with practical section the 
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Rivers and Broads. Ward. Fifth Edition—Revised. London: Dulau 
Co., 1902. Size 144. Maps and Plans. Price 6d. net. 

Presented the Publishers. 

United Duignan. 
Notes Staffordshire Place-names. Duignan. London: Henry 
Frowde, 1902. Size pp. xx. and 178. Price Presented the 
Publishers. 

interesting contribution the little-worked subject English place-names. 
reference the early Saxon Chronicles the author succeeds explaining many 

names which. their modern forms, are hardly recognizable. 

United Irish (1902): 579-730. Westropp. 

The Ancient Forts Ireland: being Contribution towards our Knowledge 
their types, affinities, and structural features. Westropp. With Plans 
and Plates. 

United Kingdom—Scotland—Glasgow. McLean. 
Local Industries Glasgow and the West Scotland. Edited Angus McLean. 
Glasgow: Local Committee British Association, 1901. Size pp. 288. 
Diagram. Presented the British Association. 

United Kingdom—Stonehenge. Brit. Architects (1902): 121-136. Blow. 
The Architectural Discoveries 1901 Stonehenge. Detmar Blow. With 
Plan and Illustrations. 

United Kingdom—Stonehenge. Lockyer and Penrose. 

attempt ascertain the date the Original Construction Stonehenge from 
its Orientation. Sir Norman Lockyer, Penrose. Plan. 

ASIA. 
Central Asia. Novitski. 

Novitski. From India Account journey from the Panjab, 
through Kashmir, Ladak, Tibet, and Great Turkestan Fergana. 
St. Petersburg, 1899. Size 64, pp. 32. Map. Presented the Author. 

China. Franke. 
Beschreibung des Jehol-Gebietes der Provinz Chibli. Detail-Studien 
Chinesischer Landes- und Volkskunde. Von Dr. Franke. Leipzig: Die- 
terich’sche Verlagsbuchhandlung, Theodor Weicher, 1902. Size 64, pp. xvi. 
and 104. Map and Illustrations. Presented the Publisher. 

interesting study regional geography. The Jehol district lies north-east 
Peking, the hilly borderland between China proper and South-East Mongolia, the 
former nomad inhabitants which have modern times been replaced Chinese 
agriculturists. The work based partly Franke’s personal observations, 
partly Chinese work published 1830 (and itself some extent based 
earlier memoir), Description Chung-taw-fu,’ and the object 
writing help towards the utilization the extensive Chinese geographical 
literature the aid modern methods. 

China. 
China das Reich der achtzehn Provinzen. Von Dr. Ernst Tiessen. Teil. 
Die allgemeine Geographie des (Bibliothek der heraus- 
gegeben von Prof. Dr. Alfred Kirchhoff und Privatdoc. Dr. Rudolf Fitzner. 
Zehnter und elfter Band.) Berlin: Alfred Schall, 1902. Size pp. xii. 
and 426. Map and 

valuable summary our knowledge Chinese geography, evidently written 
with wide acquaintance with the literature the subject, and illustrated with well- 
chosen views showing types Chinese scenery and forms surface. second volume 
will deal with the applied geography. 

India. Indian Antiquary 65-75. 
Extracts from the Journal Colonel Colin Mackenzie’s Pandit his route from 
Calcutta Gaya 1820. 
Reprinted from the Oriental Magazine and Calcutta Review for 1823. 

India. Arts (1902): 334-355. 
The Industrial Development India. Nilkanth 
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India—Assam. Basu. 
The Cultivation Plantains the Assam Valley. (Agricultural Department, 
Assam. No. Vegetable Products Series No. 3.) Shillong, 1901. 

India—Bengal. Arts 178-194. Skrine. 
Bengal—the Land and its People. Skrine. 

India—Coal Resources. Arts (1902) 371-407. Dunstan. 
The Coal Resources India, and their Development. Prof. Wyndham 
Dunstan. With Map. 

This was noticed the Monthly Record for June (p. 752). 

India—Earthquake. M.G. Ges. Wien (1901): 312-318. Diener. 
Ueber Wirkungen des grossen ostindischen Erdbebens Juni, 1897. 
Von Dr. Carl Diener. 

Burrard and Gore. 
Survey India Department. Paper The Attraction the 
Himalaya Mountains upon the Plumb-line India. Considerations recent 
data Major Burrard. Published direction Colonel St. Gore. 
Dehra Dun, 1901. Size pp. 115 and xii. Maps and Diagrams. 
This important paper was noticed the May Journal (p. 615). 

India—Himalayas. (1902): 14-15. Freshfield and Schlagintweit. 
Der Name des héchsten Berges der Erde. Mount Everest oder Jomo-Kang- 
Kar. Von Douglas Freshfield. Gaurisankar-Everest. Von Dr. Emil 
Schlagintweit. 

B.S.G. Lisboa (1900): 693-724. Cordeiro. 
Bibliographia Centenario India. Por Luciano Cordeiro. 

India—Sanskrit Language. Fick. 
Praktische Grammatik der Sanskrit Sprache fiir den Selbstunterricht. Mit 
Uebungsbeispielen, Lesestiicken und Glossaren. Von Dr. Phil. Richard Fick. 
Zweite Auflage. Wien: Hartleben. Not dated. Size 44, pp. xii. and 
184. Presented the Publishers. 
One the useful series Grammars brought out the same publishers, 

Indian Ocean—Maldive Islands. Agassiz. 

Expedition the Maldives. Alexander Agassiz. (Extract from letter 
Prof. Dana, dated Colombo, January 20, 1902.) Size 5}, pp. 10. 

See abstract April Journal (p. 480). 

Indian Ocean—Marion and Crozet Islands. Rev. Colon. (1901): 239-246. Sebille. 
Notice sur les Marion Crozet. Par 

Japan. J.G. (1901): 7-12, 93-102. Kanahara. 
The Eruption Adatara and the Subterranean Sounds Mount 

Nobuyasu Kanahara. [In Japanese.] 

Islands. Yoshiwara. 

College Sci., Imp. University, (1901): 1-67. 
Notes the Raised Coral Reefs the Islands the Riukiu Curve. 
Yoshiwara. With Maps and Plate. 
Geologic Structure the Riukiu (Loochoo) Curve, and its Relation the 
Northern Part Formosa. Yoshiwara. With Maps. 

Kasbmir. Doughty. 
Afoot through the Kashmir Valleys. Marion Doughty (Helton Mervyn). 
London: Sands Co., 1902. Size pp. and 276. 
Price 7s. 6d. Presented the Publishers. 
Contains some vivid descriptions Kashmir scenery, and especially the wealth 
flowers, alpine and others, which render that country particularly attractive the 

botanist. 

Korea. M.G. Ges. Hamburg (1901) 63-77. Wolter. 
Korea, einst und jetzt. Von Wolter. 

Malay Archipelago—Java. Petermanns (1902): 44-45. Bois. 

Die Keloet-Eruption vom Mai, 1901. Ven Bois. 
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Persia. Asien (1901): 25-27. Kersten. 
Bahnbauten Von Leopold Kersten. With Map. 

Philippine Islands. 

Observations Manila. Boletin Mensual, 1900. Size 
pp. 254. Diagrams, 

Russia—Siberia. National Mag. (1902): Hill. 
Trip through Siberia. Ebenezer Hill. With Map and Illustrations. 

Russia—Siberia. G.Z. 81-92. Stahl. 
Entlang der Sibirischen Von 

Siam. 
Siam the Twentieth Century: being the experiences and impressions 
British Official. Campbell. London: Arnold, 1902. Size 
pp. xii. and 332. Illustrations. Price 16s. Presented the Publisher. 

welcome addition our knowledge country which bound become more 
and more involved European politics. The author, who was recently Educational 
Adviser the Siamese Government, gives lucid sketch the various aspects the 
country and its people under the existing régime and discourses the international 
questions likely sooner later come the front. 

Tibet. Sandberg. 
the Route from Sikkim Lhasa, together with Plan the 

Capital Tibet and New Map the Route from Yamdok Lake Lhasa. 
Graham Sandberg, Calcutta: Printed the Baptist Mission Press, 1901. 
Size pp. 30. 

This part compilation from published and unpublished reports Indian 
explorers, part based private conversations with Tibetan natives. useful 
presenting small compass the latest information the country traversed the 
route Lhasa. The plan largely based information derived from old residents. 

Western Asia. Belck. 

Beitriige zur alten Geographie und Geschichte Vorderasiens. Von Dr. Waldemar 

The author took part the German Expedition Armenia 1898-99. 
Among the subjects discussed are the identification Sanora the Peutinger Table, 
and places Ancient Assyria and Armenia. 

AFRICA. 

Abyssinia. B.S. Languedoc. (1902): 69-90. Roux. 

Ababa Nil Bleu). 

Abyssinia. Com. Paris (1901) 553-561. Michel. 

L’Ethiopie, Agriculture, voies communications, avenir économique. Par 
Ch. Michel. With Map. 

Africa. Questions Dipl. Colon. (1902): 480-492. Hanotaux. 

L’Avenir Par Hanotaux. 
Hanotaux considers that the future Africa depends the policy adopted 

European nations, who must aim protection, not conquest, the natives. 

Algeria. Tour Monde 205-216. Vigerie. 
L’Oasis Bou-Saada. Par Docteur With Illustrations. 

Algerian Sahara. Fiamand. 

Hadjrat Mektoubat les Pierres écrites, Premitres Manifestations Artistiques 
dans Nord-Africain, par Lyon: Rey Cie., 1902. Size 

pp. 48. Presented the Author. 
Flamand’s own explorations have added the number known stations con- 

taining rock-inscriptions, the total being now nearly fifty for Southern Oran and the 
adjacent Sahara. 

French Colonies. Petit and Others. 

Les Colonies Frangaises. Petite Encyclopédie Coloniale publiée sous direction 
Maxime Petit, avec collaboration MM. Alix, Baudrillart, ete. 
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Tome Premier. Introduction. Principes d’Organisation coloniale. Algérie. 
Tunisie. Sahara. Sénégal. Guinée. Cote d’Ivoire. Dahomey. Paris: Librairie 
Larousse. (Not dated.) Size pp. xxviii. and 772. and 
Price 

Contains large amount useful information the history, econorffe value, 
statistics, etc., the French Colonies, 

French Congo. Mouvement (1902): 175-179. Kerremans. 

Mambere bassin Kadei. Par Louis Kerremans. With Map. 

Kerreman’s survey has considerably modified the mapping the Kadei 
western upper branch the Sanga (see note the June number, 755). 

French Congo. Rev. Colon. 1(1901): 129-159. Rousset. 
Rapport sur une reconnaissance faite travers brousse entre Port-Sibut 
(Krébédjé) Bangui (Congo Par Rousset. 

The journey was made early 1901 new route between the Shari and Congo 
basins. 

French Somali Coast. Rev. Colon. (1901): 206-238. 

Rapport ethnographique sur les populations frangaise des Somalis. 

French Ann. (1902): 76-81. Pierre. 

Sur Haut-Oubangui. Voyage Mr. Ch. Pierre, mission Bonnel 

French West Africa. Rev. Colon. (1901): 17-58. 

French West Africa. Tour Monde 529-624. Gentil. 
chute Rabah (la Mission Gentil Congo lac Tchad). Par 
Emile Gentil. With Map and 

German East Africa. Miss. Catholiques (1902): 136-139, 152-154, 161-166. Classe. 
lac Nyanza lac Par Léon Classe, Illustrations. 

Account journey for the establishment mission the Blancs 
Bugoye, the northern province Ruanda. 

German East Fiilleborn. 

zur physischen anthropologie der Nord- Anthropologische 
Ergebnisse der Nyassa- und Kingagebirgs-Expedition der Hermann und Elise 
geb. Heckmann Wentzel-Stiftung, mit unterstiitzung der Stiftung herausgegeben 
von Dr. Friedrich Fiilleborn. Berlin: Dietrich Reimer (Ernst Vohsen), 1902. 
Size pp. Plates and Illustrations. Presented the 
Publishers. 

This splendidly got-up work supplies probably the most complete series pictures 
native African types that yet possess from any single district. The letterpress 

gives brief sketch the anthropological data collected Dr. Fiilleborn, with tables 
containing very complete series measurements made him. While giving far 
from pleasing impression the natives from physical point view, the material thus 
presented cannot fail value the student comparative anthropology. 

German East Africa. Deutsch. Schutzgeb. (1902): 22-28. Kohlschiitter. 
Einige Resultate von Langenbestimmungen Deutsch-Ostafrika und 
allgemeine Bemerkungen iiber Langenbestimmungen mit Hiilfe des Mondes. Von 
Dr. Kohlschiitter. With Maps. 

The position Ujiji was found 55’ 29° E., and Tabora 
32° E., both co-ordinates Ujiji being within mile those given 

Mr. Fergusson. 

German South-West Africa. Deutsch. Schutzgeb. (1902): 17-21. 

Astronomische Breitenbestimmungen, angestellt Jahre 1899. Von Oberleutnant 

Kamerun. Hutter. 
Wanderungen und Forschungen von Kamerun. Von Franz 
Hutter. Braunschweig: Vieweg Son, 1902. Size 10} pp. xiv. and 578. 
Maps and Illustrations. Price Presented the Publishers. 

Although the material presented volume was collected the author far 
back 1891-93, the book hardly suffers the delay its publication, owing large 
amount solid information value put before the reader. The personal experiences 
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are kept within moderate limits, while the larger half the book treats the 
features the Kamerun, the natives and their languages, the climate, and forth. 
The first section gives useful summary the history exploration the territory. 

Kamerun. Deutsch. Kolonialblatt 124-127. 
Reise des Regierungsarztes Dr. Plehn zum Studium einer lepraartigen Krank- 
heit. 

Madagascar. Rev. Madagascar 219-224. Grandidier. 
Dans sud Madagascar. Mission Grandidier. Par G.Grandidier. With Map. 

note this journey was given the Monthly Record for January (p. 90). 

Madagascar. Rev. Colon. (1901): 121-127. Tantet. 
Une excursion pays Antanosy sitcle, Par Victor Tantet. 

Morocco. Grove. 
Seventy-one Days’ Camping Morocco, Lady Grove. London: Longmans 
Co., 176. Portrait and Illustrations. Price 7s. 6d. 
net. Presented the Publishers. 

graphic narrative journey made last year from Tangier the Atlas vid the 
coast towns and Morocco City. 

Nigeria. Imp. (1902) 72-73. Harford-Battersby. 
The Native Races Nigeria. Harford-Battersby. 

North Graham. 
Roman Africa. Outline the History the Roman Occupation North 
Africa based chiefly upon Inscriptions and Monumental Remains the Country. 

Alexander Graham. London: Longmans Co., 1902. Size pp. xvi. 
and 326. Maps and Price 16s. net. 

solid contribution the history North Africa, which the chief aim 
trace far possible the extent the Roman occupation, the degree civilization 
attained the first four centuries the Christian show how conspicuous 
part was played North Africa the building great Empire.” 

Northern Nigeria. Lugard. 
Northern Nigeria. Report for the period from January March 31, 1901. 

the High Commissioner Northern Nigeria, Brigadier-General Sir Lugard, 
etc. Colonial Reports, Annual No. 346. 1902. Size pp. 30. 

Maps and Plans. Price 1s. 10d. 

Sahara. Rev. Scientifique (1902): 272-273. Lahache. 

Hydrologie Sahara. Les eaux Tidikelt. Par Lahache. 

Rev. (1902): 27-35, 107-126. Vaissiére. 

Touat. Par Vaissiére. 

South Africa—Historical. Theal. 

The Beginning South African History. George McCall Theal. London: 
Fisher 1902. Size 5},pp.xxvi.and 502. Maps and 

Price 16s. Presented the Publishers. 
This amplification, containing three times much matter, the same author’s 

volume entitled, The Portuguese South Africa,’ which appeared 1896 (cf. Journal, 
vol. ix. 324). based Dr. Theal’s researches, carried out since that date 
behalf the Cape Government, into the Portuguese manuscripts and early printed 
books relating South-East Africa, many which have been the official 
publication, Records South-Eastern Africa.’ certainly the most complete 
general account the early dealings Europeans with South-East Africa that has 
yet appeared, 

Togo. Deutsch. Schutzgeb. (1902): 6-7. Sprigade. 

Begleitworte der Karte der Umgebung von (No. 1.) Von 
Sprigade. With Map. 
The map the scale 1:100,000 and embraces area measuring some 

miles 25. 

West Africa. Mouvement (1902): 105-108. Foret. 

Chez les M’Fangs. L’exploration contesté Franco—Espagnol. Par Foret. 

West Africa. XXVII. Erdk. Dresden 125-144. Forwerg. 

Die Bewohner der Guineakiiste. Von Rudolph Forwerg. 

7 
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West Africa, Marriott. 
The Secret Tribal Societies West Africa. Fitzgerald Marriott. (Re- 
printed from Ars Quatuor Coronatorum” May, 1899.) Bound with West 
African Tribe and its Secret Societies” (cutting from the English Illustrated 
Magazine, vol. pp. 570-577) and “Stone Implements the Gold Coast” 

The author has brought large amount information the West African 
Secret Societies, which sees much that worth preserving. 

West Africa. Sanders. 
Contribution the determination geographical positions the West Coast 
Africa. Sanders. (K. Akademie Wetenschappen Amsterdam.) 

from Proceedings the Meeting Saturday, November 30, 
Size pp. 18. 
Gives the latitude Chiloango and the provisional longitude 

time 48™ (12° 28” E.). Corrections the previously published co-ordi- 
nates Ambriz and San Salvador are also given. 

West Africa—Ostrich Rearing. Rev. Colon. (1901): 97-120. 
L’élevage des autruches dans Occidentale. 
Describes the conclusions drawn from the recent experiments ustrich rear- 

ing Gumbu Senegal, the southern borders the Sahara. 

NORTH AMERICA. 

Alaska. National Mag. (1902): 81-85. Georgeson. 

The Possibilities Alaska. Georgeson. 

Herron. 

Explorations Alaska, 1899, for All-American Overland Route from Cook 
Inlet, Pacific Ocean, the Yukon. First Lieut. Joseph Herron. March, 
1901. Washington, 1901. Size pp. 78. Map and 

Lieut. Herron was detached from Captain Glenn’s expedition 1899 (cf. 
pilation Explorations Alaska,” noticed the May Journal, 609) explore 
route the Yukon from Cook inlet. recommends the route traced him, which 
led the headwaters the Kuskokwim the Tanana, touching navigable points 
and winter trails the most important river-systems Alaska. map the 
large scale miles the inch. 

Alaska. American (1902): 1-16. Schrader. 

Work the U.S. Geological Survey Alaska. Schrader. 

Canada—British Columbia. Geology (1902): 182-185. 
Glaciation the Atlin District, British Columbia. Gwillim. 

and Currents. Dawson, 
Survey Tides and Canadian Waters. Bell Dawson. Ottawa, 
1902. Size 64, pp. 26. Chart and Diagrams. 

CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMERICA. 
Bolivia. Ballivian. 

Noticia Politica, Geografica, Industrial Estadistica Bolivia. Datos para 
consulta informacion Comunicados las Legaciones Consulados Re- 

Por Paz, 1901. Size 54, pp. 138. Portrait. 
Presented the Author. 

Bolivia and Brazil. Paz (1902): 51-61. 
Informe Boliviana Demarcadora Limites con Brasil. Por 
Adolfo 

Bolivia and Brazil. Paz (1902): 27-30. Zambrana. 
del Yavary. Carta Florian Zambrana. 

Gives the co-ordinates the source the Yavary obtained the recent 
boundary commission and previous exploring expeditions, the values now accepted 

Brazil—-Amazon. Deutsch. Rundschau (1902): 204-210, 265-270. Lamberg. 
Das Amazonasgebiet. Von Moriz Lamberg. With Illustration. 
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Brazil—Rio Grande Sul. 
Deutsche Siedlung iiber See. Ein Abriss ihrer Geschichte und ihr Gedeihen 
Rio Grande Sul. Von Alfred Funke. Halle Gebauer-Schwetsclike 
Druckerei, 1902. Size 5}, pp. 80. Map. Presented the Publisher. 

useful summary the present condition and prospect the German colonies 
Rio Grande Sul. 
Nicaragua Canal. Petermanns (1902): 25-30. Sapper. 

Der Bericht der Nikaraguakanal-Kommission von 1897-99. Von Dr. Karl Sapper. 
With Map and Profiles. 

The Lengua Indians the Paraguayan Chaco, Seymour Hawtrey. 
With Plates and Sketch-map. 

account little-known tribe. 

Tribes. Markham and Ballivian. 
Sociedad Paz—Bolivia. Las posiciones las tribus 
que formaban Imperio los Incas con Sobre nombre 
Aymara por Clemente Markham castellana precedida una 
introduccién por Manuel Paz, 1902. Size pp. 120 
and xviii. 

South America. Bureau American Republics (1902): 346-362. Reyes. 

Exploration Unknown Regions South America. 
Report address delivered General Don Rafael Reyes the Pan-American 

Congress 1901, describing his early explorations the Amazon basin, with remarks 
the future development that region. 

South America. Petermanns (1902): 1-9. Stiibel. 

Uber die Verbreitung der Eruptionszentren und der sie 
kennzeichnenden Vulkanberge Von Dr. With Map. 

Tierra del Fuego. Tour Monde (1902): 13-60, 
Terre Feu, Otto résumé traduit par Charles 

Rabot. With Map and 

Venezuela—Historical. 
Beitriige Kolonialpolitik (1901-1902) 297-317. 

Die Welserziige Venezuela. Das erste deutsche iiberseeische Kolonial- 
Unternehmen Jahrhundert. Von Prof. Dr. Kurt 

Hassert. 

AUSTRALASIA AND PACIFIC ISLANDS. 
Australia. White. 

Across Australia, being the Diary Journey from Port Darwin Adelaide 
during June, July, August, Right Rev. Gilbert White, Lord Bishop 
Carpentaria. Size 44, and Maps. 

Australia—Timber Resources. J.S. Arts (1902): 533-550, Scammell. 

The Timber Resources the Commonwealth. Edward 
Scammell. 

Marshall Islands. 

Die Stabkarten der Marshall-Insulaner. Von Hamburg: 
Persiehl, 1902. Size pp. 38. Plates. 
This will specially noticed. 

New South Wales. Andrews. 
Report the Yalwal Gold-Field. Andrews, 1901. (New South 
Wales, Department Mines and Agriculture. Geological Survey. Mineral 
Resources, No. 9.) Sydney, 1901. Size 6}, pp. 46. Maps, Sections, 
and Illustrations. Presented the Department Mines and Agriculture, New 
South Wales. 

Pacific. 

Sailing Directions for the North-east parts the Pacific Ocean. [In Russian.] 
St. Petersburg, 1901. Size 7}, pp. 356 and xxii. Chart and Illustrations. 

Pitcairn Island. Petermanns (1901): 225-230, 250-259. Hermann. 
Die der Insel Pitcairn als Gegenstand wissenschaftlicher Unter- 
suchung. Von Dr. Rudolph Hermann. 

Sketches the history the Pitcairn islanders from existing sources information. 

q 
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Queensland. 

Annual Progress Report the Geological Survey for the year 1900. 
Size 8}, pp. 28. Map and 

Queensland. 

The Year-Book Queensland, 1902. Compiled the Editor the Year-Book 
Australia. Size pp. 200. Map. 

Samoa. Reinecke, 
Von Dr. Reinecke. Berlin: Siisserott. [Not dated.] Size 54, 

pp. and Illustrations. Presented the Publishers. 

One most useful series small handbooks descriptive the German 
colonies. gives, compact and handy form, all that the general reader likely 

wish know about German Samoa, while the same time supplying more special 
information the physical geography, climate, the people and their mode life, 
trade and agriculture, and other subjects. 

Samoa and Griffin, 

Library Congress. Division Bibliography. List Books (with references 
periodicals) Samoa and Guam. Compiled under the direction 

Griffin. Washington, 1901. Size 74, pp. 54. Presented the Library 
Congress. 

South Australia. 
Australasia, South Australian Br. 110-114. 

Adveuture the First Steamer Melbourne, out the Mouth the River Murray, 
August 20, 1854. 

Tomkinson. 

the late Hon. Samuel 

POLAR REGIONS. 

Antarctic. (1902): 215-224. 

Die dem Wasser der Siidpolaren 
Schott. 

Von Dr. Gerhard 
Schott. With 

from the scientific results the Valdivia Expedition. 

Antarctic—Belgian Expedition. and Renard. 

Année Séance juin 1901. Pp. 420-422.) Size 

Expedition. 
Juhresb. Ges. Miinchen (1900-1901) 

Die Deutsche Siidpolarexpedition. Dritter Bericht der Geographischen Gesell- 
schaft Miinchen erstattet von Prof. Dr. Eugen Oberhummer. With Plates. 

Ann. Hydrographie (1902): 76-83. Dinklage. 
Eistriften siidlichen Breiten den letzten Jahren. Von Dinklage. 
See note the Monthly Record (ante, 106). 

Greenland. 

Oberhummer. 

Amdrup. 

Beretning Skibsexpeditionen til For fra 
Juni til 18. Juli fra September til Oktober, 1900. 

Amdrup. Bianco Luno, 1902. Size pp. Map and 
Illustrations. (From the Meddelelser Grgnland, vol. xxvii.) Presented the 
Author. 

Describes the outward the Cape Dalton, and the return from 

Greenland. Amdrup. 

Beretning Kystexpeditionen langs 1900. Amdrup. 
Bianco Luno, 1902. Size pp. [86]. Map and Illustrations. 

(From the Meddelelser vol. xxvii.) Presented the Author. 

Describes the boat journey along the coast King Christian IX. Land, list 
points astronomically determined given. 
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GEOGRAPHICAL LITERATURE THE MONTH. 

MATHEMATICAL GEOGRAPHY. 

Cartography—Bibliography. Phillips. 
Library Congress, Division Maps and Charts. List Works relating 
Cartography. Lee Phillips. Washington, 1901. Size pp. 90. 
Reprinted from the List Maps America,’ which forms one the same useful 

series bibliographies. 

Geodesy. 

Géodesique Internationale réunie Paris Septembre Octobre 1900. 
Rédigés par Secrétaire perpétuel van Sande Bakhuyzen. volume: 
Procés-verbaux rapports des Délégués sur les travaux geodésiques accomplis 
dans leur pays. Berlin and Size 94, pp. 298. Charts and 

Presented the Centralbureau der Internationalen Erdmessung. 

PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL GEOGRAPHY. 

Denudation. Tijds. Ned. Aard. Genoots. Amsterdam (1902): 266-295. Baren. 

Over verweering het ontstaan van bodemsoorten. Door van Baren. 

Geomorphology. Quarterly (1902): 185-206. Bonney. 
the Relation Certain Breccias the Physical Geography their Age. 

Geomorphology. Geology (1902): 77-111. Davis. 
Studies for Baselevel, Grade, and Peneplain. Davis. 
The author points out that too many meanings have been attached the term 

base-level,” and that some them should transferred the other two the above 
terms. 

Geomorphology. Geology (1902): Fenneman. 
Development the Profile Equilibrium the Subaqueous Shore 

Fenneman. 

Geomorphology. Deutsch. Rundschau (1902): 241-246. Neuber. 

Topisch-genetisch. Won Neuber. 
Discusses the mutual relations topography and the study earth-forms from 

genetic point view. 

Oceanography. and Renard. 

Les sédiments marins Belgica. Par Argtowski 
Renard. (Extrait Bulletin Société Belge Géologie Paléontologie 

d’Hydrologie. Tome xv. Année 1901. séance juin, 
1901, pp. 420-422.) Size 6}. 

Oceanography—Red Sea and Mediterranean. 
Berichte der Commission fiir Oceanographische Forschungen. Collectiv-Ausgabe 
aus dem Bande der der Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissen- 
schaften. Forschungen Rothen Meere. Forschungen Ostlichen 
Mittelmeere. Wien, 1901. Size pp. 504. Maps, Plates, and 
Presented the Academy. 

Mitteilungen 1900). Von Ihne. (Sonder-Abdruck 
aus dem 34. Bericht der Oberhessischen Gesellschaft fiir Natur-und Heilkunde.) 
Size pp. 28. 

Physical Geography. J.G. (1902): 62-69. Davis. 
Field Work Physical Geography. Prof. Davis. 

Phyto-Geography. B.S. Languedoc. (1901): 157-192. 
Premier essai Nomenclature Par Flahault. 

attempt evolve uniform system nomenclature for both the geographical 
and the biological units which enter into the subject plant-geography. 

Water. Globus 126-130, 143-147. Ratzel. 
Das der Landschaft. Von Friedrich Ratzel. 

the influence the various forms water the landscape, from both the 
artistic and the morphological points view. 

| 
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Hebenstreit and Ludwig 

Geography. 

have the opportunity collecting out-of-the-way districts. 
offered any one applying the Secretary’s office the Museum. 

Library Report. 

GEOGRAPHICAL LITERATURE THE MONTH. 

ANTHROPOGEOGRAPHY AND HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY. 

Anthropogeography. B.S.R. Belge (1902): 5-27. 
Des qui ont amené Différenciation des humaines. Par 
Goblet 

Commercial Geography—Cocoa. Preuss. 
B.S. Etudes Colon. (1902): 53-134, 205-256. 

cacao, culiure préparation. Par Dr. Paul Preuss. With 

Commercial Geography—Gold. Rankin. 
Prospecting for Gold. Handbook practical Information and hints for 
Prospectors, based personal experience. Daniel Rankin. London: 
Crosby, Lockwood Son, 1901. Size pp. viii. and 184. Price 7s. 6d. net. 
Presented the Publishers. 
There folding table giving view the characters which mineral ores 

Chapter iv. treats Gold 

BIOGRAPHY. 

Casati. Riv. Ituliana 187-190. Mori. 

Maggiore Gaetano del Attilio Mori. Portrait. 

neral. Wolkenhauer. 

Geographische Nekrologie fiir die Jahre 1900 und 1901. Von Prof. Dr. 
Wolkenhauer. (Aus Wagner’s “Geogr. Jahrbuch,” xxiv. Bd. 1901.) Size 

54, pp. 371-396. 

M.V. Erdk. Leipzig 1-87. 
beiden Afrika-Forscher Johann Ernst Hebenstreit und Christian Gottlieb 

Ludwig, ihr Leben und ihre Reise. Von Dr. Martin Grosse. With Map and 
Also separate copy, presented the Author. 

note this will given. 

GENERAL. 

Australasia, South Australian Br. 53-67. 
Chinese Notions Geography and Geomancy. Rev. Dr. Eitel. 

Eitel. 

German 

Kolonial Handels-Adressbuch, 1902 Jahrgang). Herausgegeben von dem 
Kolonial-Wirtschaftlichen Komitee. (Beilage zum Kolonialblatt.” 

Jahrgang, No. 4.) Berlin: Mittler Sohn. Size pp. 148. 
Maps. Presented the Publishers. 
Gives, besides the lists Colonial mercantile firms, much useful information 
steamship lines, etc. 

Hints Travellers. 

British Museum (Natural History). Suggestions Collecting and Preserving 
Fossils and Minerals (pp. for Collecting and Preserving Plants 
(pp. Collecting and Preserving Various Soft-bodied Invertebrate 
Animals (pp. 16).—Instructions for Collecting Arachnida, Myriopoda, and Peri- 
patus (pp. Collect Mosquitoes (pp. 14. Plate).—How 
Collect Diptera (two-winged flies) (pp. 16. for 
Collecting Insects (pp. 10. for Collecting Reptiles, 
Batrachians, and Fishes (pp. 12).—Hints Removing and Preparing Skins 
Mammals (pp. for the Preservation Birds 
(pp. 10. Size Presented the British Museum (Natural 
History). 

This handy series notes should prove much assistance travellers who may 
Farther information 

Report the Librarian Congress for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1901. 
Washington, 1901. Size pp. 380. Presented the Library 

Congress. 

Grosse. 
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Missions. Dennis. 

Centennial Survey Foreign Missions. Statistical Supplement Christian 
Missions and Social Progress,” being conspectus the achievements and 
results Evangelical Missions all lands the close the nineteenth 
century. the Rev. James Dennis. Edinburgh and London: Oliphant, 
Anderson, and Ferrier, 1902. Size 11, pp. xxii. and Maps and Illustra- 
tions. Price 21s. Presented the Publishers. 
Contains amount statistical information with regard foreign missions, the 

compilation which must have entailed great labour and perseverance. 

Portuguese Colonies. B.S.G. Lisboa 411-609. Macedo. 
nossas riquezas coloniaes. Por José Macedo. 

Transliteration. Asie Frangaise (1902): 112-117. Vissiére. 
Méthode transcription francaise chinois. Par Vissiére. 

Year-Book. Keltie and Renwick. 

The Statesman’s Year-Book. Statistical and Historical Annual the States 
the World for the Year 1902. Edited Scott Keltie, with the assistance 

1332. Maps and Diagrams. Price 6d. net. Presented the Publishers. 
Among the special features this volume are the recent census results for the 

whole world, illustrated maps and diagrams: and maps the new Indian frontier 
province, the American interoceanic canal schemes, and the Uganda railway and other 
projected lines East Africa. The general information has been extended and revised 

NEW MAPS. 

EUROPE. 
England and Wales. Ordnance Survey. 

Survey ENGLAND AND WALEs :—Revised sheets published the 
Director-General the Ordnance Survey, Southampton, from May 31, 1902. 

Towns and country around, with roads printed colour (Bolton and Wigan), 
Bridlington, Cardiff, Llandudno, Middlesbrough, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Scar- 
borough, Southport. Sheffield and the This map has been raised 

price from 3d. tid. 

6-inch—County Maps 

le. 

25-inch—County Maps 

Cambridgeshire, VII. 15,16; XII. 12, 16; XVI. 16; XXII. XXV. 
16; 7,10. Dorsetshire, 10, 13, 14; 10, 14; 

10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16; XX. 2,9, 16; 14; 

XXIX. 10, 18, 14; XXX. XXXII. 12, 18, 15, 16; XXXV. 15; 



NEW 

12,18; XXXV. 12; XXXVI. XXXIX. 10; XL. 11. Somerset, 

Bredon, Bredon’s Norton, and Overbury Parishes only), 15, 16; 
(Areas D’Abitét Parish only), 11, (Areas Eldersfield, Pendock 
(Det.) and Redmarley Parishes only); LIV. 13; (Area 
Bredon Parish only), 10, 12,16. Yorkshire, CCC. 10,15. each. 

Stanford, London Agent.) 

England and Wales. Bartholomew. 
Reduced Ordnance Survey England and Wales. Scale 126,720 stat. 
miles Sheet York and Scarborough. Edinburgh: John Bartholo- 
mew Co. Presented the Publishers. 

Germany. Sicker. 

Karte von unter Mitwirkung von Dr. Franz Dr. Alois 
Bludau und Dr. Albert Zweck, gezeichnet von Georg Sicker. sheets. Scale 
300,000 stat. miles inch. Stuttgart: Hobbing Biichle, 1901. 

The physical features this most interesting part Europe are clearly brought 
out this map. Relief shown carefully arranged series six different tints 
and contours ranging from sea-level over 300 metres, whilst the lakes and sea are 
coloured brown. 

Grecian Archipelago. Philippson. 
Die Insel Mykonos. Von Prof. Dr. Alfred Philippson. Scale 300,000 stat. 
miles Geologische Karte der Insel Mykonos. Scale 300,000 4°7 
stat. miles inch. Petermanns Geographische Mitteilungen, Jahrgang 1902, 
Tafel 10. Gotha: Justus Perthes. Presented the Publisher. 

Historical Atlas. Poole, 

Historical Atlas Modern Europe, from the Decline the Roman Empire; 
comprising also maps parts Asia and the New World connected with 
European History. Edited Reginald Lane Poole, Fellow Mag- 
dalen College, and Diplomatic the University Oxford. xxix. 
Oxford: The Clarendon Press. London, Edinburgh, and New York: 
Henry Frowde, Edinburgh: Johnston, 1902. Price 3s. td. 

the Clarendon Press. 

Part xxix. contains the following maps:—No. Europe the time the Third 
Crusade, the No. 43, Germany, 1815-1897, Grant Robertson, 
No. 50, Seandinavia the thirteenth century, Craigie, usual, the 
maps are accompanied letterpress. This useful historical atlas now fast drawing 
near completion, only two more parts remaining published. 

River Thames. Darbishire Stanford. 
The Oxford River. Darbishire and Stanford’s Map the from Northmore 

Day’s Lock. Scale 126,720 stat. miles inch. Oxford: Darbishire 
and Stanford. Presented the Publishers. 

useful little map the Thames the neighbourhood Oxford, extending from 
Northmoor Day’s Lock. folded for the pocket, and has been prepared especially 
for the use tourists and excursionists the river, for whom the map and the 
accompanying notes will valuable. The notes give information concerning distances 
locks, boats obtainable, inns, fishing, and matters similar nature. 

ASIA. 
Tibet. 

Obrutschew’s Aufnahmen westlichen und zentralen Nan-schan. Nach dem 
russischen Original reduziert auf den Massstab 2,000,000 31°5 stat. miles 

inch. Petermanns Geogruphische Mitteilungen, Jahrgang 1902. Tafel 
Gotha: Justus Perthes. Presented the Publisher. 

AFRICA. 

British Central Africa. Intelligence Division, War Office. 
Africa (British Central Africa). Scale 250,000 stat. miles inch. 
Sheets: (Provisional) 111-F, Fort Manning; (Provisional) 
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(Provisional) 111-H, South Nyasa; (Provisional) Dedza Boma; (Pro- 
visional) 111-L, (Provisional) 111-O, Kirk mountains; (Provisional) 
111-P, Blantyre; (Provisional) 117-D, Chiromo; (Provisional) Sena. 
1901, Price 1s. 6d. each. London: Intelligence Division, War Office. Stanford. 
Presented the Director-General Mobilization and Military Intelligence. 

These sheets include the course the river Shire, and that portion British 
Central Africa extending from the Zambezi Blantyre, and the southern end Lake 
Nyasa. They are only provisional issues, and many blank spaces occur, evidently for 
the want trustworthy material but these will filled further information 
forthcoming. The sheets have been reproduced from map supplied the Chief 
Surveyor British Central form part the excellent general map 

which now course preparation the Intelligence Division the War 

Egypt. Kumm. 
Die Verbindungswege zwischen den Oasen Dachla und Charga. Von Karl 
Kumm. Scale 1:1,000,000 15°7 stat. miles inch. Petermanns Geo- 
graphische Mitteilungen, Jahrgang 1902. Gotha: Justus Perthes. Presented 
the Publisher. 

German East Africa. Moisel. 

Karte von Deutsch-Ostafrika. Scale stat. miles inch. 
Sheets Massassi and Mikindani. Bearbeitet von Moisel. Berlin: 

Reimer (Ernst Vohsen), 1901. 

These two sheets include the country between the Rovuma river and lat. 
and between long. 38° and the coast. 

South Africa. 

Juta’s map South Africa from the Cape the Zambezi. Compiled from the best 
available Colonial and Imperial Information, including the Official Cape Colony 
Map, the Surveyor-General, Cape Town, Dr. Hahn’s Damaraland, and 

Selous’ Journals and Sketches, etc. Sheets. New and revised edition. 
1902. Scale 2,534,400 stat. miles inch. Cape Town: 
Juta Co. London: Edward Stanford. Price 

new edition this useful general map South Africa very acceptable just 
the present time. The map appears have been carefully revised and brought 
date, especially regards railways and boundaries. The new boundary Natal 
laid down. 

AMERICA. 
Canada. Surveyor-General’s Office, Ottawa. 

Sectional Map Canada. Scale 190,080 stat. miles aninch. Donald 
Sheet (90), West fifth meridian. Surveyor-General’s Office, 
sented the Surveyor-General Canada. 

GENERAL. 
French Colonies. Malleterre and Legendre. 

Atlas Colonial. Livre-Atlas des Colonies Enseignement, 
colonial France aux Par Malleterre Legendre. Paris: 
Libraire Ch. Delagrave. Price 7.50 fr. 
This little atlas the French Colonies consists six parts, each which can 

obtained separately. intended for educational purposes, and addition the 
maps, which are somewhat crude, fully illustrated photographic reproductions, 
and contains very fair amount descriptive letterpress. 

World. 
Neue, neunte Lieferungs-Ausgabe von Hand-Atlas, 100 Karten 
Kupferstich Lieferung. Sheets Nos, and 77. Gotha: Justus 
Price pf. 

Sheet No. includes Turkestan, Afghanistan, Persia, Baluchistan, Transcaucasia, 
and North-West India. drawn the scale 7,500,000. the north- 
west sheet four-sheet map Australia, the scale Both are 
well executed and are quite new. 

World. Vivien St. Martin and Schrader. 
Atlas Universel Géographie. Commencé par Vivien St. Martin 
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continué par Fr. Schrader. Sheet 18. Espagne Portugal, 
Libraire Hachette Cie. Price fr. 
This sheet forms part four-sheet general map Spain and Portugal, the 

scale includes the north-east portion the country, with the Pyrenees 
and the adjacent part France. Like most the other maps this atlas, 
beautifully executed, and only regretted that such slow progress made 
with the There accompanying sheet letterpress giving the sources 
information consulted. 

Paris: 

CHARTS. 

Admiralty Charts. Hydrographic Department, Admiralty. 

Charts and Plans published the Hydrographic Department, Admiralty, during 
March and April, 1902. the Hydrographic Department, Admiralty. 

No, Inches, 

England, south harbour, Mevagissey harbour. 
6d. 

—Peter’s Port, Loch Carnan.) 2s. 6d. 

3219m west coast :—Bordighera Oneglia. 3s. 6d. 
2097 West Indies. Trinidad island :—Bocas Dragos, Port Spain. 

6d. 
3181 China. Plans Anchorages the Yang-tse Kiang :—Silver 

3182m= China. Plans the Yang-tse and Ella rocks, 
Lee rocks, King kau rocks. 1s. 6d. 

reach. 6d. 
1:42 Japan :—Simonoseki strait Maruyama Zaki. 2s. 6d. 

Australia, south Phillip Gabo island. 2s. 6d. 
var. Anchorages the north-west coast New Guinea. 
var. North Pacific ocean :—Plans the Gilbert islands. 1s. td. 

Plans the Cape Verde islands. Plan added :—Port Ponta 
Sol. 

1312 South America. Plans the coast Chile. Plan added 
Tongoi bay. 

Bays and anchorages the east coast Borneo. New 
Sangkulirang bay. Plan added :—Kaniungan islands. 

2662 Celebes. Ports Makassar strait. New plan river. 
Islands the North Pacific. New island, 

Seward road and Welles harbour. 
1490 North Pacific ocean. Harbours and anchorages the Sandwich 

islands. New plan :—Kaunakakai harbour. 

Charts 
No Cancelled by No 

Silver island. Plan on\New chart, 
this Silver island and anchorage 3181 

1016 Corner inlet New chart. 

New chart. 

Charts that have received Important Corrections. 

No. 1934, east Tyne entrance. 1626, England, east coast 
—Blyth. 114a, Scotland, east coast, Firth Forth :—St. Abb’s head Edin- 

126, Heligoland. 2310, Norway, sheet Fleina. 
Arctic Russia :—North cape Eiusamkeit island. 2963, Arctic Russia :—Gulf 

Spain 1400, Italy bay, etc. 1233, Black 
sea auchorage. 2235, Black sea, sheet vi.:—Fort Kertch 
strait. 2686, St. Lawrence harbour. 411, Cuba :—Anchorages 

the north coast. 1380, bay. 2859, San Domingo: Plans the 
south coast:—San Pedro Macoris bay. 589, Columbia 
and inlets. 386, Africa, west coast Thomé, and Anno 

| 
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Bom islands. 1235, Persian gulf:—Mouth the Euphrates. 575, Bay 
Bengal :—Madras Ramiapatam. 2637, Makassar, south 
part. 2577, Philippine islands:—Between St. Bernadino and Mindoro, with 
adjacent islands. 2454, Philippine islands :—Northern portion island Luzon. 
2809, China, north-east Kiang. China, sheet iv.:—Hankau 

Yoh chau fu. 2119, Australia, east harbour. 1674, Australia, 
east coast river. 

Chile. Oficina Hidrografica, Valparaiso. 

Puerto Montt (No. 92). Scale 1:10,000 264 yards Oficina Hidro- 
Marina Chile, Valparaiso. Presented the Director Oficina 

Valparaiso. 

North Atlantic Ocean and Mediterranean Sea. Meteorological Office, London 
Pilot Chart the North Atlantic and Mediterranean for June, 1902. London: 
Meteorological Office. Price 6d. Presented the Meteorological Ofice, London. 

United States Charts. United States Hydrographic Office. 
Pilot Chart the North Atlantic Ocean for May, 1902, and the North Pacific 
Ocean for June, 1902. U.S. Hydrographic Office, Washington, 
the U.S. Hydrographic Office. 

PHOTOGRAPHS. 
Alaska. Marsden. 

Twenty-four Photographs the Yukon and Klondike rivers. Maurice Marsden, 
Esq. Presented Maurice Marsden, Esq. 
These photographs, which have been presented Mr. Marsden, supplement 

noticed the last number the Geographical Journal. will seen the titles, 
several them represent mining scenes the Yukon and Klondike rivers— 

(1-6) Views the Yukon river; (7) Progress transportation methods three 
years the Yukon river; (8, Watching the arrival the first steamer with 
provisions arriving Dawson City, Yukon river; (10) Indians the banks the 
Yukon river; (11) miner’s home the Yukon; (12) Wood camp for river-steamers, 
Yukon river; (13) Healy Bar, miles below Dawson city, the Yukon river; (14) 
White Horse canyon, between Lake Barge and Marsh lake, headwaters the 
Yukon river; (15) Eagle City, Yukon river; (16) Near Eagle Yukon river; 
(17) Eagle City (Fort Gibbons), United States boundary-line Yukon river; (18) 
Kagle rock, Yukon river; (19) Miners the banks Yukon river near Rampart 
City (20) Mouth Klondike river, tributary the Yukon river; (21, 22) Klondike 

(23) Dawson City (24) Mouth Hunker creek, tributary Klondike river. 

Egyptian Sudan. Wilson. 
Thirty-two Photographs the White Nile and Sobat rivers, taken Captain 

Although small size, many these photographs are remarkably clear, and some 
the subjects are exceptional interest. The following list the titles 

(1) Shilluks (Fashoda); (2-7) Shilluk war dance (Fashoda); (8) Shilluk 
war dance (Fashoda); (9, 10) Typical Shilluk (Fashoda); (11) Shilluks with Mek 

(13) Fashoda, old French fort, from the river (14) Looking south the 
backwater (15) Teufikieh, Sir Baker’s old station, miles south 

Fashoda (16, 17) Dinkas, Sobat; (18, 19) Dinka sheikh, (20) Dinka head- 
dress, (21, 22) Anuaks, Sobat; (23) Anuak village, (24) Sobat fort 
junction and White Nile Nasser fort, (26) Pibor, 

miles south Akobo, looking south through (27) Typical river-bank, Pibor, 
south junction Akobo; (28,29) Nuers, Warratong, (30) Nuers, Pibor (31) 
Nuer canoe, (32) Nuer sheikh, Warratong, Pibor. 

N.B.—It would greatly add the value the collection Photo- 

graphs which has been established the Map Room, all the Fellows 
the Society who have taken photographs during their travels, would 

forward copies them the Map Curator, whom they will 

acknowledged. Should the donor have purchased the photographs, 
will useful for reference the name the photographer and his 
address are given. 
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